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Joe Biden prepares an inaugural address that calls for unity amid low expectations and high tensions

WILMINGTON, Del. – Four years ago, President Trump used his inaugural address to promise an end to what he called “American carnage.” On Wednesday at noon, President-elect Joe Biden will appear at the same spot two weeks after the Capitol was stormed by a pro-Trump mob intent on stopping Congress from formally counting the electoral votes to confirm his victory. The bloodshed on Jan. 6 means the handoff from the 45th to the 46th president has not been a peaceful transfer of power.

While Biden will nod to the violence and to the unprecedented security that has locked down the capital city, he plans to make a broader case for national healing and to make government work again.

What might be most remarkable about the inaugural address he plans to deliver this week is just how similar the core message and themes are to what he said when he kicked off his third bid for the presidency in April 2019 – long before the coronavirus, the recession and so much else.
Biden's stated rationale for seeking the Oval Office was a promise to restore the soul of America. The former vice president has said countless times that he decided to run after Trump said there were “good people on both sides” at Charlottesville in the summer of 2017.
Walmart prepares to administer the COVID-19 vaccine

“With 90% of the American population living within 10 miles of a Walmart, the retailer is preparing to play an important role in distributing the COVID-19 vaccine,” incoming White House communications director...
Kate Bedingfield said on Sunday. “He believes that we have to bring this country together and that a unified America is the only way that we’re going to be able to tackle the massive crises that we’re grappling with. ... This will be a moment where President-elect Biden will really work to try to turn the page on the divisiveness and the hatred over the last four years and really lay out a positive, optimistic vision for the country.”

Two key aides helping Biden formulate his inaugural address are longtime adviser Mike Donilon, who helps with every major speech, and Vinay Reddy, the director of Biden’s speechwriting operation and a veteran of Biden’s vice presidential office.

Biden will head to Washington from his home here on Tuesday. He is taking a break from speech prep today to volunteer at Philabundance, a hunger relief organization in Philadelphia, as part of his inaugural committee’s declaration that Monday is a national day of service.

Because of the pandemic, Biden has nine months of practice of delivering important speeches to small audiences. But this will still be a very unique experience: Trump will be the first outgoing president to skip his successor’s inauguration since Andrew Johnson snubbed Ulysses S. Grant in 1869.

“America United” is the official theme of the inaugural, and Biden’s Lincolnesque call for Americans to heed their better angels has become even more resonant in the two months since he defeated Trump. “The theme of the inauguration is about a determined democracy,” said Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), the co-chair of the inauguration organizing committee. “We picked the theme before all of this happened, and it’s even more meaningful now.”
Long before Jan. 6, the lame-duck president stubbornly refused to concede and peddled baseless conspiracy theories. He continues to falsely maintain that there was widespread voter fraud. This has sown doubts in the minds of many Republicans about Biden’s legitimacy, which could make it harder for the incoming president to achieve his goal of uniting the country. Even now, many prominent Republican lawmakers who are calling for “unity” in the wake of the insurrection will still not acknowledge that Biden won fair and square.

Bedingfield argued that the election offered a mandate for both parties to work together. “I think that’s what Americans all across the country want,” she said on ABC’s “This Week.” “They want a government that once again is focused on doing the right thing by them and helping them in their day-to-day lives. Eighty-one million Americans voted for President-elect Biden, in part, because he was laying out a vision for this country that gets us to a place where we can work together.”

A Washington Post-ABC News poll published Sunday found that Biden enters office with 49 percent of Americans confident that he will make the right decisions for the country’s future, compared with 50 percent who take the opposite view. “The 49 percent represents much greater trust than Trump’s 38 percent mark four years ago.
but much lower than the 61 percent who expressed trust in Barack Obama’s decisions on the eve of his inauguration in 2009,” Dan Balz, Scott Clement and Emily Guskin note. “Overall, more than 6 in 10 Americans say Biden was legitimately elected as the 46th president ... But 7 in 10 Republicans say he was not legitimately elected. ...

“One unknown factor that will affect Biden’s early days is the pending Senate impeachment trial of the outgoing president, details of which are still being discussed. The trial not only threatens to create a more poisonous political atmosphere across the country but also will affect Biden’s desire to have the legislative branch of government focused solely on his agenda from the instant he takes office. ... Whether it is the pandemic, the economy, climate change, racial inequality or improving America’s standing in the world, a large majority of Republicans say they have limited confidence in Biden’s ability to make progress, and a majority of Republicans say they have ‘none at all.’”
On Monday morning, Biden's top pollster lamented similar findings in an NBC-Wall Street Journal poll to highlight the continuing strength of Republican support for Trump.
These divisions are deeper than one person and will outlast Trump. A CBS-YouGov poll published Sunday asked Americans to identify the biggest threat to America's way of life: 8 percent said foreign threats, 17 percent said natural disasters and viruses, 20 percent said economic forces and 54 percent said the biggest threat comes from "other people in America." In the next few years, 51 percent of respondents predict political violence in the U.S. will increase, compared to 18 percent who believe it will decrease. Meanwhile, 7 in 10 Americans think U.S. democracy today is "threatened" while 29 percent say it's "secure."

Ron Klain, the incoming White House chief of staff, said the focus of Biden's
message will be how the country can move forward. "It's a message of unity. It's a
message of getting things done. That's what he will be talking about January 20th,"
Klain said Sunday on CNN's "State of the Union."

He was responding to a question from host Jake Tapper about calls from liberals
like former congressman Beto O'Rourke to not let conservatives like Sen. Ted Cruz
(R-Tex.) attend the inauguration if they challenged the election results. O'Rourke
lost to Cruz in 2018. "He certainly shouldn't be allowed at a celebration of the
peaceful transfer of presidential power," O'Rourke tweeted.

Klain responded that an organizing committee run by Congress invites all
lawmakers to attend. "I guess the question is whether or not President-elect Biden is
being naive," Tapper countered. "I think there are people in both parties we can
work with to move this agenda forward," said Klain. "We're going to have to find
ways for Democrats and Republicans to get things done."

By the time Biden takes the stage on Wednesday afternoon, the death toll from
covid-19 in the United States will have officially surpassed 400,000. The pandemic
is one of "the four crises" that Biden often talks about. The others are the economy,
climate change and racial injustice. Klain sent a memo to reporters on Saturday
outlining steps Biden will take during each of his first 10 days in office to address all
four of these, even as he emphasized that "full achievement" of Biden's agenda will
require congressional action.

"On Inauguration Day, President-elect Biden will sign roughly a dozen actions to
combat the four crises, restore humanity to our immigration system, and make
government function for the people," Klain wrote. "He will ask the Department of
Education to extend the existing pause on student loan payments and interest for
millions of Americans with federal student loans, re-join the Paris Agreement, and
reverse the Muslim Ban. The president-elect will launch his '100 Day Masking
Challenge' by issuing a mask mandate on federal property and inter-state travel. ...
And we will take action to extend nationwide restrictions on evictions and
foreclosures and provide more than 25 million Americans greater stability."
Trump plans to offer clemency to more than 100 people.

"Trump met Sunday with his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, daughter Ivanka Trump and other aides for a significant amount of the day to review a long list of pardon requests and discuss lingering questions about their appeals," Carol D. Leonnig, Josh Dawsey and Roz Helderman report. "In the past week, Trump has been particularly consumed with the question of whether to issue preemptive pardons to his adult children, top aides and himself ... But it remains unclear whether he will make such a move. Although he has mused about the possibility, no final decisions have been reached, and some advisers have warned against using his pardon power to benefit himself. Neither Trump nor his children have been charged with crimes,
and they are not known to be under federal investigation. But the question of a presidential self-pardon has become more urgent and controversial since the Jan. 6 storming of the U.S. Capitol ... Some aides think Trump could face criminal liability for inciting the crowd. Others think a self-pardon, never before attempted by a president, would be of dubious constitutionality ...

"People familiar with the discussions said that many of the pardons and commutations Trump is expected to issue in his final days will be uncontroversial. But it remains unknown whether he will grant clemency to Stephen K. Bannon, his former campaign adviser, who was charged last year with defrauding donors to a private fundraising effort for construction of a wall on the U.S.-Mexico border, or his personal attorney Rudolph W. Giuliani ... The president has been besieged by lobbyists and lawyers for well-heeled clients who are seeking to have their criminal convictions wiped from their records, as well as by advocates for criminal justice reform. ... So far, Trump has granted clemency to 94 people, including 49 he issued in the week before Christmas — mostly to friends and political allies."

**Trump allies are lining their pockets off the scramble for pardons.**

"One lobbyist, Brett Tolman, a former federal prosecutor who has been advising the White House on pardons and commutations, has monetized his clemency work, collecting tens of thousands of dollars, and possibly more, in recent weeks to lobby the White House for clemency for the son of a former Arkansas senator; the founder of the notorious online drug marketplace Silk Road; and a Manhattan socialite who pleaded guilty in a fraud scheme," the New York Times reports. "Mr. Trump's former personal lawyer John M. Dowd has marketed himself to convicted felons as someone who could secure pardons because of his close relationship with the president, accepting tens of thousands of dollars from a wealthy felon and advising him and other potential clients. ...

"A onetime top adviser to the Trump campaign was paid $50,000 to help seek a pardon for John Kiriakou, a former C.I.A. officer convicted of illegally disclosing classified information, and agreed to a $50,000 bonus if the president granted it,
according to a copy of an agreement. And Mr. Kiriakou was separately told that [Giuliani] could help him secure a pardon for $2 million. Mr. Kiriakou rejected the offer, but an associate, fearing that Mr. Giuliani was illegally selling pardons, alerted the F.B.I. Mr. Giuliani challenged this characterization. ...

"One of the lobbyists closest to Mr. Trump and his administration, Matt Schlapp, who was tapped by Mr. Trump last month to sit on the trust fund board for the Library of Congress, has been lobbying for weeks for a pardon for Parker Petit, a major Republican donor known as Pete who was the Georgia finance chairman of Mr. Trump’s 2016 campaign and was convicted of securities fraud in November. Another lobbyist who has advertised his connections to Mr. Trump, Mark D. Cowan, was part of a team hired after the election to seek clemency for Nickie Lum Davis, who pleaded guilty in August for her role in a covert campaign to influence the Trump administration on behalf of Chinese and Malaysian interests."

- Giuliani said he won’t be on Trump’s impeachment defense team during the Senate trial because he spoke at the Jan. 6 rally preceding the riot. "I am a witness and therefore unable to participate in court or Senate chamber," he told ABC's Jon Karl.
- Lawyer Roberta Kaplan is leading a trio of lawsuits against Trump. Her clients include writer E. Jean Carroll, who filed a defamation case against Trump; his niece Mary Trump, who claims the president and two of his siblings deprived her of an inheritance worth millions; and participants in ACN, a multilevel marketing firm promoted by the Trump family on “Celebrity Apprentice.” (Karen Heller)

The NSA said it's 'moving forward' to install GOP operative Michael Ellis as its top lawyer.

“The announcement came a day after acting defense secretary Christopher C. Miller ordered the NSA director, Gen. Paul Nakasone, to immediately place Ellis in position as the agency’s general counsel,” Ellen Nakashima reports. “Ellis had been selected for the job in November by the Pentagon general counsel after a civil service competition. But Nakasone was not in favor of Ellis’s selection and sought to delay his installation ... Ellis probably will start work Tuesday, the day before the Biden administration takes office, several people said. ... Ellis was selected under pressure.
from the White House ... The move drew criticism from national security legal experts as an attempt to politicize a career position. ... Concerns with Ellis are linked to his relationship with Rep. Devin Nunes (R-Calif.).”

- Vice President-elect Kamala Harris will resign her Senate seat today. She will be replaced by California Secretary of State Alex Padilla. (Chelsea Janes)
- Biden plans to nominate five women to serve in the No. 2 spots at key Cabinet agencies. “The nominees, who must be confirmed by the Senate, include Jewel H. Bronaugh at Agriculture, Polly Trottenberg at Transportation, Andrea Palm at Health and Human Services, Elizabeth Klein at Interior and Cindy Marten at Education,” Lisa Rein scoops.

Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) knows exactly what he’s doing.

“Democrats, pundits and some Republicans saw a connection between the mob’s siege and Hawley’s procedural objection, which he announced Dec. 30 ahead of others like Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.),” Dan Zak reports. “With Hawley, the backlash from friend and foe is colored by disappointment. ‘Josh knows better,’ says Thomas A. Lambert, law professor at Missouri, where he became friends with Hawley and his wife, Erin, after they joined the faculty in 2011. ‘He is parroting the big lie, even though he knows better,’ says former Democratic senator Claire McCaskill, whom Hawley defeated in 2018.”

John Danforth, a Republican senator from Missouri from 1976 to 1995, mentored Hawley after meeting him following a lecture at Yale Law School 15 years ago this week. During the Senate race, Hawley was noncommittal about supporting McConnell as Senate majority leader. McConnell called Danforth to ask what was going on with the new guy. Danforth called Hawley. “His reaction was almost righteous and indignant,” Danforth recalls, adding that Hawley said he would go to D.C. not to get along but to fight.

“For Danforth, looking back, the phone call about McConnell was a red flag,” Zak notes. “The day after the siege of the Capitol, Danforth placed blame squarely on Hawley and called his early support for him ‘the biggest mistake I’ve ever made in my life.’ Like others who’ve known Hawley, Danforth wonders whether he misjudged who Hawley was or whether he failed to predict what he would become.
He wonders about the role of the Republican Party, and its embrace of grievance, and the Senate, with its deterioration into stagnation and self-promotion. ‘This is a Greek tragedy,’ Danforth says. ‘This is the fall of somebody from a high position. There’s some tragic flaw there. And I’ve also been thinking of the Garden of Eden. Maybe the apple is presidential politics.’

Quote of the day

“A lot of people who should’ve known better thought they could achieve their policy goals under Trump and Trumpism,” said historian David Kennedy, who mentored Hawley as his undergraduate thesis adviser at Stanford. “But elites should educate, uplift and enlighten the body politic, not exploit its darkest corners. Josh and company have failed to educate them, and instead exploited them.” (Full disclosure: Kennedy was also my thesis adviser.)

Vice President Pence is helping Biden make the transition more normal.

When Pence takes his seat near Biden at the inauguration on Wednesday, he will be
symbolically turning his back on Trump’s baseless assertion of a stolen election and creating the powerful image of a peaceful transfer of power — an image his boss has sought to upend. “At a time when big factions of each party view the other as contemptible, Biden and Pence are haltingly cooperating to shore up the traditional exchange of power. It’s a dynamic helpful to both, as Biden works to enhance his legitimacy with Republicans and Pence seeks to regain credibility after the Trump years,” Annie Linskey reports. "Despite faithfully backing even Trump’s most incendiary actions for four years, Pence in recent days has taken on the traditional role, eschewed by Trump, of representing an outgoing administration, for example traveling to California and New York this weekend to bid farewell to military troops.

“Allies of both men now wonder whether Pence will step into the role traditionally occupied by former presidents, especially if Trump is a pariah in his post-presidency ... ‘I would love to see him fulfill that role, because I think he’s great at it,’ said one former Pence aide ... After Pence took office in January 2017, Biden regularly reached out, according to two people familiar with their conversations. ‘Biden did make a habit of staying in touch with Pence until, of course, primary politics made that untenable,’ said a Pence confidant ... The break came, according to this person, in early 2019 as Biden, then considering a presidential run, faced criticism from Democratic activists for calling Pence ‘a decent guy.’ Biden made the comment during a speech at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, where he recounted how foreign leaders reacted poorly to a Pence speech because of their dislike for Trump.”

The security situation
The FBI screens U.S. troops for possible insider threats.
U.S. defense officials say the federal government is conducting insider-threat screening on the 25,000 National Guard troops who have begun flowing into the nation’s capital to secure the inauguration, as concerns intensify about extremism in the ranks,” Paul Sonne, Dan Lamothe and Missy Ryan report. “The extra precaution comes after a number of pro-Trump rioters involved in storming the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 turned out to have military ties ... The Army is working with the FBI to vet all service members supporting the inauguration. The Army maintains awareness of threats but does not collect domestic intelligence itself ...

“Maj. Gen. William J. Walker, commanding general of the D.C. National Guard, said in an interview with Defense One that the screening represented an ‘extra layer’ of security for this deployment, on top of the continuous monitoring that the U.S. military does of its service members. ... Army Secretary Ryan D. McCarthy, who is overseeing the D.C. Guard and the military’s preparations for the inauguration, said in an interview with the Associated Press that so far the vetting process hasn’t flagged any issues with the troops coming to help protect the inauguration. ... The Pentagon received 143 notifications of extremism-related probes last year from the FBI, 68 of which were related to suspected domestic extremism among current and former service members — a category that includes white nationalism, anti-fascist, antiabortion and anti-government beliefs. ... The Army said it is working with the Secret Service to determine which service members supporting the inauguration require additional background screening.”

The FBI is pursuing alleged members of right-wing extremist groups with military backgrounds.

“A heavy-metal guitarist, the alleged leader of a Colorado paramilitary training group and two ex-military militia members from Ohio have been charged with allegedly taking part in the riot at the Capitol last week, as the FBI ratchets up its investigation into the role extremist groups played in storming the building,” Devlin Barrett and Spencer Hsu report. "Also arrested Sunday were Donovan Crowl, 50, a former U.S. Marine, and Army veteran Jessica Watkins, 38. A bartender, Watkins recently told the Ohio Capital Journal that she formed the ‘Ohio State Regular Militia’ in 2019 — a unit of the Oath Keepers, the FBI said ... The FBI
said Watkins posted to Parler a photograph of herself in uniform on Jan. 6, writing, ‘Me before forcing entry into the Capitol Building.’ ...

"The Oath Keepers, the Three Percenters, and the Proud Boys, a male-chauvinist group with ties to white nationalism, have drawn particular attention from FBI agents investigating the attack on Congress, as they work to determine whether those groups organized or directed the violence to block certification of [Biden’s victory]. Officials have said the Proud Boys in particular are an important focus of the FBI investigation. ... The Three Percenters formed in 2008 and is named after the bogus claim that only 3 percent of the population fought against the British in the American Revolution. ...

"Overall, the Justice Department has already charged about 100 individuals, with hundreds more expected to follow, but many of those arrested so far have been what one senior law enforcement official characterized as ‘low-hanging fruit’ — people who revealed themselves as participating in the riot on Jan. 6 through social media boasts. Federal investigators are also accelerating efforts to determine whether the assault was planned and led by groups of people — rather than an impulsive outburst of violence — particularly because some of the men shown on video laying siege to the building were equipped with handheld radios and headsets and at times appeared to work in unison on particular objectives ...

“Larry R. Brock, a retired Air Force lieutenant colonel, who was charged after identifying himself to the New Yorker as the man photographed carrying zip-tie handcuffs onto the Senate floor, has described himself online as a patriot and savior, according to court documents entered in his case. Brock, a former A-10 pilot who said he deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan, was fired two years ago from his job with an aviation training company for threatening to shoot ‘members of a particular religion and/or race,’ according to a 2018 letter of termination submitted by authorities in his case. ... U.S. authorities on Friday arrested Dominic Pezzola, 43, of Rochester, N.Y., a former Marine and Proud Boys member allegedly seen in a widely viewed video shattering a Capitol window with a Capitol Police riot shield and climbing inside.”
• An Army reservist with a security clearance and a long record of posting his extremist views online was charged Sunday with breaching the Capitol. Authorities said Timothy Hale-Cusanelli was described by an informant as “an avowed White supremacist and Nazi sympathizer.” (CNN)

• Federal prosecutors charged a Kentucky man with smashing a House speaker’s lobby window with a flagpole moments before Air Force veteran Ashli Babbitt was fatally shot while trying to climb through it. (Hsu)

• John Earle Sullivan, who recorded video of Babbitt’s shooting, was also arrested. His video attracted the attention of right-wing leaders because of his past involvement with liberal causes, putting him at the center of a conservative campaign to blame liberal groups for the siege. (Tom Jackman, Marissa Lang and Jon Swaine)

• The FBI is investigating evidence a woman who entered the Capitol stole a laptop or hard drive from Nancy Pelosi’s office and planned on selling it to Russian intelligence. The claim was included in an affidavit describing the case against Riley June Williams, a Pennsylvania woman whom the FBI says has fled. A manhunt is underway. (Politico)

• A 22-year-old Virginia man whose Facebook page features a photo from the riot was arrested near the Capitol complex on Sunday, and police said he was carrying three high-capacity magazines, 37 rounds of unregistered ammunition and a Glock 22 firearm. (Laura Meckler)

• Defending the storming of the Capitol as “cool,” University of Kentucky senior Gracyn Courtright broadcast her participation on social media — and embraced the firestorm that followed as publicity, according to the FBI, which alleges she stole a “Members Only” sign. “INFAMY IS JUST AS GOOD AS FAME,” she wrote above a mirror photo posted to Instagram either the day of the Capitol riot or the day after, according to a charging document. “EITHER WAY I END UP MORE KNOWN. XOXO”. (Hannah Knowles)

Rioters say Trump spurred them to rush the Capitol, which could become pivotal testimony.

“A man from Kentucky told the FBI that he and his cousin began marching toward the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 because ‘President Trump said to do so.’ Chanting ‘Stop the steal,’ the two men tramped through the building and snapped a photo of themselves with their middle fingers raised, according to court documents,” Helderman, Hsu and Rachel Weiner report. “A video clip of another group of rioters...
mobbing the steps of the Capitol caught one man screaming at a police officer: ‘We were invited here! We were invited by the president of the United States!’ A retired firefighter from Pennsylvania who has been charged with throwing a fire extinguisher at police officers felt he was ‘instructed’ to go to the Capitol by the president, a tipster told the FBI ...

"While legal experts are split on whether Trump could face criminal liability for his role in the events of Jan. 6, testimony from rioters who felt directed to take part in illegal acts by his speech could inform a decision by prosecutors about whether to attempt to build a case. Short of that, the testimony from rioters is likely to be cited in Trump’s upcoming impeachment trial in the Senate and could become evidence should people injured in the Capitol attack seek to file lawsuits against Trump. ...

Jenna Ryan, a real estate agent from Dallas who has been charged with illegally entering the building, appeared on local television Friday to beg Trump for clemency. ‘I thought I was following my president,’ she said. ‘I thought I was following what we were called to do. ... He asked us to fly there. He asked us to be there. So I was doing what he asked us to do.’”

**Former Trump campaign aides were listed as organizers of the rally that ignited the riot.**

“A pro-Trump nonprofit group called Women for America First hosted the ‘Save America Rally’ on Jan. 6 at the Ellipse ... But an attachment to the National Park Service public gathering permit granted to the group lists more than half a dozen people in staff positions for the event who just weeks earlier had been paid thousands of dollars by Trump’s 2020 reelection campaign. Other staff scheduled to be ‘on site’ during the demonstration have close ties to the White House,” the AP reports. “Since the siege, several of them have scrambled to distance themselves from the rally.”

**Protests in state capitols were small, as the feared assaults never came.**

“Authorities in cities from coast to coast mobilized a military-style defense of state capitol complexes on Sunday, rolling out Humvees, concertina wire and thousands
of National Guard troops clad in battlefield helmets to defend against a possible onslaught of rioters,” Tim Craig, Griff Witte, Abigail Hauslohner, Peter Whoriskey and Holly Bailey. “Despite warnings from the FBI and boasts from armed, far-right extremist groups, security forces in every instance outnumbered scattered groups of demonstrators, and there were no reports of violence. Yet the show of force — and the reasons behind it — marked an unsettling start to [the inauguration] week...

"Although Sunday passed peacefully, there was no reason to think that the threat had disappeared, raising questions of whether the escalated response reflected a new American normal. ... In the Pennsylvania capital of Harrisburg, troops took up elevated positions around the capitol complex. Law enforcement drones hovered over the capitol in Albany and in Phoenix. And in Kentucky, both Humvees and armored personnel carriers were positioned in driveways leading to the capitol. SWAT officers guarding the Georgia Capitol were armed with M-4 rifles and paintball guns. ... There were no arrests reported related to events in state capitals.” Similarly, there were no large crowds in D.C. on Sunday because the surge of military personnel kept people away.

- Many pundits have compared the D.C. scene to a war zone. "The commentary has drawn pushback from people who have lived or worked in areas actually beset by conflict, who say such remarks are misleading and trivializes the reality of war,” Miriam Berger reports.
- Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga,) was suspended temporarily from Twitter for repeatedly violating the platform’s rules. (CNN)
- Amtrak will suspend some service south of Washington ahead of the inauguration. (Lizu Lazo)
- Security restrictions related to the inauguration will prevent access to the Martin Luther King Jr. memorial today. (Martin Wel)

D.C. National Guard Sgt. Jacob Kohut is on double duty – he was called to protect the Capitol as a National Guard member yet he continues teaching classes from the back of the Humvee in his job as a band teacher for public schools in Fairfax County, Va. When he was called to D.C. for duty, “my first thought was, ‘What about my kids?’” said Kohut, who teaches both elementary and middle school students. While wearing his uniform, the
military musician and teacher spends the first part of his morning conducting virtual band class. Starting at 10 a.m., his 12-hour Guard shift begins. (Sydney Page)

The coronavirus

National Guard troops carry corpses into a temporary storage unit at the coroner's office in Los Angeles. (L.A. County Department of Medical Examiner-Coroner/AP)
More than 396,000 Americans have died from the coronavirus.

“In a Connecticut hospital room, a woman less than 48 hours from death posted on Facebook: ‘It is now just a matter of trying to keep me comfortable till I pass.’ A few days before Christmas, less than a week before he died at home, a California man texted his daughter: ‘Vaccines on the way. Gettin kinda close,’” Marc Fisher, Lori Rozsa, Mark Kreidler and Annie Gowen report. “Nearly 400,000 Americans have now died of covid-19. It took 12 weeks for the death toll to rise from 200,000 to 300,000. The death toll has leaped from 300,000 to almost 400,000 in less than five weeks. ... Beyond death, covid’s casualties suffer further indignities: Storage in refrigerator trucks parked outside overwhelmed funeral homes, funerals that must be closed to mourners, lonely burials, cremations delayed by weeks or months because of the backlog. The pace of death has never been faster ... With more than 1 of every 1,000 Americans dead from the virus, a University of Washington model that predicted the current totals forecasts 567,000 U.S. deaths by April 1, a number that could jump above 700,000 if mask mandates are eased in the interim. ... Each death from covid-19 is at once a number and a unique tragedy, and each is a strangely distant demise — so many invisible deaths in lonely places.”
Another virus variant is found in California.

“As the total number of coronavirus infections in California approaches 3 million, health officials said Sunday that a new strain — different from a highly contagious variant first identified in the United Kingdom — is popping up more frequently across the state,” the Los Angeles Times reports. “So many people have died in Los Angeles County that officials have temporarily suspended air-quality regulations that limit the number of cremations. Health officials and the L.A. County coroner requested the change because the current death rate is ‘more than double that of pre-pandemic years, leading to hospitals, funeral homes and crematoriums exceeding capacity, without the ability to process the backlog,’ the South Coast Air Quality Management District said Sunday.”

Former Florida Department of Health data scientist Rebekah Jones said she will turn herself into police to face a charge accusing her of illegally accessing an internal messaging system. “The announcement comes just days after Jones appeared in court trying to get back a computer seized in a Florida Department of Law Enforcement raid of her home back in December,” WCTV reports. She was fired last year after saying that Gov. Ron DeSantis (R) was manipulating data to make the virus appear less prevalent so that he could justify reopening the state.

Veterans Affairs employees say they need more support fighting the pandemic. A survey conducted by the American Federation of Government Employees, the union which represents VA workers, indicates most staffers were not informed when colleagues contracted the coronavirus, about half were not told patients had covid before health-care providers served them and some workers did not have adequate personal protective equipment. (Joe Davidson)

The new world order
Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny is detained as he returns to Moscow.

Navalny’s arrest was expected, but he chose to return to Russia anyway. Russian authorities had said he was on a wanted list for allegedly violating the terms of his suspended sentence from a 2014 embezzlement conviction, a case that has been called political persecution by Navalny and the European Court of Human Rights. Moving to jail him could have far-reaching consequences for Vladimir Putin since Navalny claims that Putin’s agents poisoned him last year. (Isabelle Khurshudyan and Loveday Morris)

Global pressure mounted for Navalny’s release. British Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab tweeted, “it is appalling that Alexei Navalny, the victim of a despicable crime, has been detained by Russian authorities. He must be immediately released.” German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas also called for his release, saying Russia was bound by its own constitution. But Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov brushed off international pressure. (Robyn Dixon)

- Detained Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou enjoys private shopping and evenings at open-air theaters in Canada. Wanzhou, who is wanted by the U.S. on fraud charges and is out on bail, is living in a seven-bedroom mansion while fighting extradition and spent Christmas dining in a Vancouver restaurant, apparently violating local coronavirus rules. (Amanda Coletta)

- China’s economy is growing faster now than before the pandemic. Economic data published today shows that the country logged 2.3 percent growth in 2020, the only major economy that grew last year. (Gerry Shih)

- European allies hope Biden will take swift steps to restore the Iran nuclear deal amid mounting pressures. But it’s unclear how receptive Tehran remains to renegotiate with world powers after Trump exits. Europe sees a tight window of opportunity following Biden’s inauguration. (Morris and Erin Cunningham)

- A year after the Iranians downed Ukrainian International Airlines Flight 752, victims’ families are still hunting for justice. While admitting responsibility for the air disaster killing all 176 aboard, the regime has rebuffed calls for a more transparent investigation. (Natalie Gryvnyak, Khurshudyan and Cunningham)
Biden's granddaughter shared a picture of him relaxing on Sunday:

In an interview with CBS, Harris revealed that she Googled her husband before their first date:
Videos of the day

A team of Post journalists examined texts, photos and hundreds of videos to reconstruct the pandemonium inside the Capitol. By synchronizing the footage and locating some of the camera angles within a digital 3-D model of the building, they mapped the rioters’ movements and assessed how close they came to lawmakers. This is definitely worth 15 minutes of your time:
On Dec. 1, Georgia elections official Gabriel Sterling (R) warned that Trump’s dangerous rhetoric had “gone too far.” Addressing threats against election workers, Sterling said: “Mr. President, you have not condemned this language or these actions. Senators, you have not condemned this language or these actions. ... Someone’s going to get hurt. Someone’s going to get shot. Someone’s going to get killed.” His speech is chillingly prescient:
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From: The Washington Post
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Daily 202: Joe Biden prepares an inaugural address that calls for unity amid low expectations and high tensions
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)
Sent: January 18, 2021 11:46 AM (UTC-05:00)
From: The Washington Post
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Post Most: How Proud Boys and other fringe groups found refuge on a Christian fundraising website
To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI)
Sent: January 18, 2021 12:07 PM (UTC-05:00)
‘A place to fund hope’: How Proud Boys and other fringe groups found refuge on a Christian fundraising website

GiveSendGo.com pages raised more than $247,000 for people who claimed expenses related to the Jan. 6 rally in D.C. and other “Stop the Steal” events.
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Hello,

My apologies, I'm glad you followed up! You didn't miss it, I erred and did not have you on it. The below email is the more detailed timeline for Jan. 6 only, and I'm also attaching the broader high level overview which I continue to go back through and fill in with additional details.

Thank you for following up!
Hi all,

Thank you for your collaboration as we work through the more detailed Jan. 6 timeline. Please find attached the draft which will be provided for EAD review and concurrence later today – I know we’re still working out a couple pieces in the timeline, but I want to get it to folks now in case anything needs modifying in advance of it going to the EADs.

In addition, I wanted to let everyone know that our oversight has started asking resource questions, which is standard following a large response.
I plan to have this version to the EADs (still in draft form) by about 17h, and please do not hesitate to call me with any questions or concerns.

Thank you,
UNCLASSIFIED//HFS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Critical Incident Response Group Division (CIRG)

DETAILS: Please see attached NC3 Executive Update.

The FBI Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//HFS

FBI(21cv558)-7862
Hello,

My apologies, I'm glad you followed up! You didn't miss it, I erred and did not have you on it. The below email is the more detailed timeline for Jan. 6 only, and I'm also attaching the broader high level overview which I continue to go back through and fill in with additional details.

Thank you for following up!

Overview US Capitol coordination DRAFT 01102021 U~KES.docx
UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Critical Incident Response Group Division (CIRG)

DETAILS: Please see attached NC3 Executive Update.

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION.

The FBI Strategic Information Operations Center (SiOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SiOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
From: SIOC
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION
To: SIOC_CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ
Cc: SIOC;
Sent: January 18, 2027 3:04 PM (UTC-05:00)
Attached: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION:

DETAILS:

COORDINATION:

Strategic Information & Operations Center LEBIHQ, Room 5712
Emergency Action Specialist: Watch Commander

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FYI

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: SIOC
Date: Jan 18, 2021 3:04 PM
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION
To: SIOC_CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION:

DETAILS:

COORDINATION:

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712
Emergency Action Specialist | Watch Commander:

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO-
From: Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) (FBI)
Subject: Fwd: SIOC NOTIFICATION; b7E -1,5,8
To: Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO) (FBI)
Sent: January 18, 2021 3:15 PM (UTC-05:00)
Attached:

Are they asking for:

------------ Forwarded message ------------
From: SIOC
Date: Jan 18, 2021 2:04 PM
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION:
To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ
Cc: SIOC

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION:

DETAILS:

COORDINATION:

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712
Emergency Action Specialist: Watch Commander:

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
From: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)  
Subject: EW: 1300 Exec Update (for dissem)  
To:  
Sent: January 18, 2021 3:17 PM (UTC-05:00)  

From:  
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 1:15 PM  
To: SIOC  
Cc: Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FBI)  
Byron, Parnell (DI) (FBI)  
Carlisle, Travis D. (DI) (FBI)  
Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBI)  
Downey, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBI)  
Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)  

Subject: 1300 Exec Update (for dissem)

SIOC,

Please send the attached update to ADs and above.

Thank you,

---
The attachment is the guidance we have received.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:59 AM 
Subject: FW: FW: Re: 
To: 
Cc: 

All—see below for updated guidance on
Please forward to anyone I missed.

V/R

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:47 AM 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Re: 
To: 
Cc: 

As discussed, here is what we sent to the and other divisions to

Thanks,

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 17, 2021 7:17 PM 
Subject: FW: Re: 
To: 
Cc: 

Please add the below for coordination/deconfliction then good to go.
Let's try this:

From:
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:19 PM
To:
Subject: FW: Re:

From:
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:02 PM
To:
Subject: Fwd: Re:

Fyi

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: 
Date: Jan 17, 2021 5:01 PM
Subject: Re: 
To: 
Cc: 
Sorry this is the correct FAQ sheet. Long day.
I am so sorry for the delay. I have attached all approvals for the use and dissemination of this information through a SIOI notification. I have also attached an attached PDF to the notice so people know.

Please send the following to all FOs as soon as possible:

Thank you so much, Please reach out if you have any further questions.

I spoke with you earlier about the haven’t received the emails from you. Wanted to follow up with you and make sure you had my email.

Thanks,
Thanks,
Good Evening Sherri

The below is good for MCCA per Executive Director Laura Cooper with one addition. She requested remarks also include the January 6th US Capitol breach from the perspective of investigative efforts, coordination, and information sharing.

If you would like me to attend tomorrow's meeting with please let me know.

I look forward to the outline and helping fill in any MCCA-specific information that can help round out the remarks.

On Jan 18, 2021 3:36 PM, "Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI)" wrote:

I have completed the outline for the MCCA remarks and am waiting on feedback from the Section. I plan to have a meeting tomorrow to discuss with.

George – from the topics the MCCA provided I have taken parts of three and combined them. Can you verify that the MCCA Board will be fine with the following:

Challenges to law enforcement continue – Nashville Bombing and threats will mental health nexus
A look ahead to 2021 with a focus on CTD/CID
Enhanced communication between the FBI and law enforcement leaders.

The outline ties it all in. I will forward a copy of the outline tomorrow once I get the feedback integrated.

Thanks,
Sherri
Thank you

I will confirm the below with MCCA. I know they will be very appreciative.

I look forward to working with UC on the logistics and can begin coordinating that aspect of the Director's participation on Monday.

If you need any additional information from me or assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out.

Have a good weekend.

From: [Redacted]  
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 6:39 PM
To: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI)  
Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI)
Cc: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI)  
Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI)
Subject: RE: Director Speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting (Virtual)

Hi

Thank you so much for sending this invitation and all of the helpful information. You can please confirm the Director for 1:00PM – 1:30PM EST on Wednesday, February 10th.

I've copied in UC who's team will help with the logistics of the virtual event.

Have a wonderful weekend!

From: [Redacted]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:53 AM
To: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI)  
Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI)
Cc: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI)  
Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI)
Subject: RE: Director Speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting (Virtual)

One additional piece of information I just received is the meeting will take place between 1pm-5pm (Eastern Time) on each day.

Thank you
We will take a look at it and get back to you.

Sherri

Sherri E. Onks
Office of the Director

Good Morning All,

The Major Cities Chiefs Association (MCCA) will be holding their annual Winter Meeting on February 9 and 10, 2021. This meeting will focus on legislative and technology issues and will be held in a virtual format (likely on the ZOOM platform).

MCCA Executive Director Laura Cooper has requested FBI participation by Director Wray (or Deputy Director Bowdich if Director Wray is unavailable) and also by EAD Darrin Jones. Below is what is currently known regarding the requests.

D/DD Offices: Please reply all with the availability of the Director to accept this invitation and if/when his schedule would permit engagement with MCCA during their Winter Meeting. If the Director is not available, please advise if the DD is able to step in to fulfill this request and if/when his schedule would permit engagement.

2021 Major Cities Chiefs Association (MCCA) Winter Meeting

Dates:
1. Tuesday February 9, 2021 (MCCA Executive Board only)
2. Wednesday February 10, 2021 (entire MCCA membership)

Location:
1. The entirety of the MCCA Winter Meeting will be held VIRTUALLY

Requested FBI Participation:
1. Office of Partner Engagement personnel will participate on February 10th for the duration of the day’s agenda;
2. EAD DARRIN JONES has been requested to address the MCCA members on February 10th regarding Section 230 / Lawful Access. EAD Jones has accepted the invitation and OPE is in discussions with his staff and MCCA leadership on timing, schedule, format, and logistics;
3. DIRECTOR CHRISTOPHER WRAY has been invited to speak on either Tuesday February 9th or Wednesday February 10th, at a time his schedule permits. If Director Wray is not available on either
day, MCCA has indicated Deputy Director Bowdich would be welcome to speak on behalf of the Director.

1. FORMAT: Prepared Remarks followed by a short Q&A session
2. DELIVERY: Virtual
3. DURATION: 30 minutes total (inclusive of remarks and Q&A session)
4. PROPOSED TOPICS by MCCA Executive Director Cooper:
   1. Topic 1: Reflection on 2020 and the protest related violence and a "Look Ahead" to trends to be aware of for 2021;
   2. Topic 2: Enhanced communication between the FBI and law enforcement leaders;
   3. Topic 3: The upcoming administration change and insights into impact to law enforcement;
   4. Topic 4: The recent bombing in Nashville;
   5. Topic 5: Closer collaboration between FBI and DHS on parity for security clearances

OPE Insights:
1. MCCA and its members are strong supporters and partners of the FBI.
2. It has been over a year since the Director last participated in an MCCA meeting;
3. Deputy Director Bowdich spoke at the MCCA/Major County Sheriffs of America Joint Winter Meeting in Washington, DC in January of last year at The Willard Hotel;
4. OPE AD Beach and SSA attended MCCA's Fall Meeting in New Orleans in October 2020 during which time the FBI was praised multiple times by several chiefs of police for its forward-leaning efforts to combat protest-related violence in cities across the nation and to pursue federal charges whenever available, in partnership with the local police leaders and the Department of Justice. The Chiefs expressed frustration in lack of prosecution at the local level and highlighted the importance of sending the strong message of federal prosecution as an option to potential offenders.

OPE Recommendations:
1. If the D or DD schedule permits, OPE recommends
2. 20 minutes prepared remarks by Director Wray or DD Bowdich on Topics 1-4 above, specifically highlighting
   followed by one or two questions from MCCA membership.

MCCA Leadership Structure:
1. President Art Acevedo (Chief of Police, Houston Police Department)
2. First Vice-President Jerri L. Williams (Chief of Police, Phoenix Police Department)
3. Second Vice-President Mike Brown (Chief of Police, Salt Lake City Police Department)
4. Board of Directors
   1. Michael S. Harrison (Commissioner, Baltimore Police Department)
   2. Robert Luna (Chief of Police, Long Beach Police Department)
   3. Adam Palmer (Chief Constable, Vancouver Police Department)
   4. Gordon Ramsay (Chief of Police, Wichita Police Department)
5. Executive Director Laura Cooper
6. Associate Executive Director Patricia Williams

OPE Points of Contact For This Meeting:
1. SSA
2. MAPA
3. UC
4. SC James Hurley
5. AD George Beach

Thank you all!
From: Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO) (FBI)
Subject: Fw: SIOC NOTIFICATION:
To: Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) (FBI);
Sent: January 18, 2021 4:36 PM (UTC-05:00)

For clarification:

Please ensure our folks are using

Bryan

---

From: SIOC
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 2:03 PM
To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT
Cc: SIOC

Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION:

---

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION:

DETAILS:

COORDINATION:

---

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712
Emergency Action Specialist: | Watch Commander:

---

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION.

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Please ensure passage to our personnel supporting our various lines of effort.

From: SIOC
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 3:04 PM
To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ
Cc: NC3

Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION:

SOURCE OF INFORMATION:

DETAILS:

COORDINATION:

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712
Emergency Action Specialist: Watch Commander

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FBI(21cv558)-7977
Good evening,

Attached is the evening SITREP for your review and approval.

Let us know if you have any questions.

Thank you,
Please find attached the 18 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the violence associated with lawful protests.

Please note that this document is Unclassified//Law Enforcement Sensitive (U//LES). The FBI Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the TES-handling caveat.

Included in today's SITREP is a section titled State and Local Survey Responses. This information reflects responses to the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA) survey, which is intended to aid the FBI and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior leadership decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and agencies are requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 A.M. EST by following this link [insert link]. Please share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations and within your areas of responsibility.

Thank you.
UNCLASSIFIED//LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE
THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT CHANNELS WITHOUT FBI HQ APPROVAL

(1) National Crisis Coordination Center Update:
Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 2021

1766-18 JANUARY 2021

(1) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter-Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1000 EST on 18 January 2021. The
following agencies contributed to the development of this SHREP: AIE, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police,
and USMS. Responses provided after the cut-off time will be included in the next SHREP.

(1) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter-Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1000 EST on 18 January 2021. The following agencies contributed to the development of this SHREP: AIE, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, and USMS. Responses provided after the cut-off time will be included in the next SHREP.

(1) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter-Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1000 EST on 18 January 2021. The following agencies contributed to the development of this SHREP: AIE, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, and USMS. Responses provided after the cut-off time will be included in the next SHREP.

(1) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter-Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1000 EST on 18 January 2021. The following agencies contributed to the development of this SHREP: AIE, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, and USMS. Responses provided after the cut-off time will be included in the next SHREP.
(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive Summary

(U) FORCES ARE IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL PARTNERS. CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS.

(U) With the recent threats and civil disturbance at the United States Capitol targeting members of Congress: state, local, and tribal law enforcement jurisdictions are requested to maintain operational awareness of their respective Congressional Representative’s district offices and residences for any types of threats or potential criminal activity.

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021

- (U/FOOU) According to US Park Police and D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, there are 45 planned events in the NCR through 1 February, with estimated sizes of inauguration-related protests ranging from one to 5,000 concurrent participants. Twenty-three permit applications listing between one to 5,000 participants were submitted as of 18 January. Planned demonstrations specific to Inauguration Day range in size from one to 89,737 constrained participants with permit applications listing between one to 1,000,000 participants.

- (U/FOOU) As of 18 January, National Guard members are providing site security for 24 state capitals. A total of National Guard members are on duty in the NCR. In Washington, DC, the National Guard is reporting attempts by individuals to photograph vehicles and credentials at security checkpoints. Metal anti-scale fencing has been installed around the US Capitol Complex and other areas on Capitol Hill in advance of the Presidential Inauguration.

- (U/FOOU) On 16 January, The United States Attorney’s Office (USAO) advised all defendants arrested on charges associated with their criminal activity on 6 January at the US Capitol have a stay-away order specific to Washington, DC. USAO DC provided probable cause arrest authority should the FBI identify a defendant attempting to enter Washington, DC.

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION

- (U/FOOU) On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL (https://fbis.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 18 January, the FBI has received more than 360,000 tips.
(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES

(U) Potential of criminal offenses or violence related to the 6 January 2021 Electoral College certification of the 2020 Presidential Election results for situational awareness -- past ongoing (within last 12-24 hours) and planned (next 12-24 hours)

(U) Past Ongoing in the last 12-24 Hours

- (U) Nothing Significant to Report

(U) Planned in the next 12-24 Hours

- (U) Nothing Significant to Report

(U) UPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE

(U) Possible catalysts to help understand potential flashpoints for upcoming violence, including anniversaries of past events, ongoing legal cases of past incidents where milestones could result in community reaction, or recent events during criminal activity associated with protests (injuries, etc.) that could spark local responses.

(U) Potential Flashpoints by Geographic Location

- 

-
(U) Threat To Life

(U//LES) Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President-Elect Biden ahead of the presidential inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP-Elect Harris and Speaker Pelosi.
(U) OTHER

- (U/FOUO) As of 15 January, identified commercial airline companies are temporarily banning firearms on flights to DC-area airports.

(U) STATE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES

- (U/FOUO) As of 18 January, the FBI had received survey responses to the following questions:
As of 18 January, the bar graph below depicts the total number of services received from state and local partners.
(U/FOC) From 17 to 18 January, the FBI received [redacted] results from state and local partners.
(U//FOC) Nationwide: Number of the total [ ] surveys received by state. (Note: This is not indicative of current threat level for the geographic area.)

\[ h \leq -1,2 \]
From: SIOC
Subject: Fw: FBI DAILY SITREP (U/AES)
To: 
Cc: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI); Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI)
Sent: January 18, 2021 6:38 PM (UTC-05:00)
Attached: OPE_SITREP_FINAL_Jan 18.pdf

Good evening,

On behalf of OPE AD George P. Beach, please provide the below verbiage and attached OPE SITREP to the following SIOC distribution lists:

- SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ

Thank you.

From: 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:36 PM
To: 
Subject: FBI DAILY SITREP (U/AES)

Good evening,

Please find attached the 18 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the violence associated with lawful protests.

Please note that this document is Unclassified/Law Enforcement Sensitive (U/AES). The FBI Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the UES-handling caveat.

Included in today's SITREP is a section titled State and Local Survey Responses. This information reflects responses to the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA) survey, which is intended to aid the FBI and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior leadership decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and agencies are requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this link: Please share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations and within your areas of responsibility.

Thank you.
The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach II:

Good evening,

Please find attached the 18 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the violence associated with lawful protests.

Please note that this document is Unclassified//Law Enforcement Sensitive (U/LES). The FBI Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat.

Included in today's SITREP is a section titled State and Local Survey Responses. This information reflects responses to the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA) survey, which is intended to aid the FBI and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior leadership decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and agencies are requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this link: [Please share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations and within your areas of responsibility.]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 21st century, and the period after 2014 in particular, saw the emergence of a new leaderless, transnational and apocalyptic violent extreme right-wing (XRW) movement. Nowadays, national violent XRW scenes are transnationally linked through apocalyptic narratives such as the "great replacement," "white genocide" and "Day X." Transnationally oriented violent XRW propagandists argue that the "white race" can only be saved if all violent XRW abandon parochial national differences and divisions and work and fight together.

The movement is not structurally unified in one hierarchical structure but embraces a "divided we stand" approach. Its members include individuals, groups, organisations, and networks, as well as political parties.

The transnational violent XRW movement is driven by music, violent sport, money, and violence. Music and violent sport events are a common feature of many violent XRW scenes transnationally. They aim to provide the movement with finances to sustain its existence and attract previously unconnected individuals as potential recruits to its ranks.

Between 2015 and 2020, violence emanating from the violent XRW milieu has been steadily increasing and has become multi-faceted, yet it often does not fall under national legal definitions of terrorism. Attacks are regularly committed by violent XRW militants who do not belong to the movement's most well-known organisational outlets. Nonetheless, some of these organisations also tried to stage spectacular terrorist attacks but their efforts so far have largely failed or were foiled by the security services.

The violence of the transnational movement is always justified as "defensive" or "reactive" to that of the movement's ideological enemies and is planned and executed locally. However, its inspirations or wider justifications are often transnational in nature, for example, drawing on an online manifesto of a successful violent XRW terrorist attacker from another country.

The transnational violent XRW movement is male-dominated, but there have been cases of female terrorist plotters or attackers emerging from that milieu. The membership of some of the national violent XRW scenes is reportedly up to 10% female.

The transnational violent XRW movement features a strong online component that at times outpaces its offline counterpart and effectively takes on a life of its own. Consequently, the former is often unable to operationally boost the latter. However, violent XRW virtual structures continue to closely embrace and utilise currently available technologies and, similar to other extremist and terrorist milieus, are early adopters of these technologies. Nonetheless, the volume of violent XRW online communication should not be mistaken for a robust transnational operational online space.

The overall movement draws on a range of national inspirations:

a. Anglo-Saxon - Ideological via tracts published in the USA or practical with certain British and American violent XRW entities attempting either to lead coalitions of like-minded international actors or directly branch out to other countries;
b. **Germanic** - ideological via national-socialist symbolism and imagery, and practical. German violent XRW entities are amongst the most internationally networked, with almost all other violent XRW actors attempting to make connections in the country. This also includes organisations that fought on different sides of the war in Ukraine.

c. **Nordic** - the transnational Nordic Resistance Movement, an all-Scandinavia violent XRW organisation, is often held up as a role model by other members of the movement.

d. **Eastern European** - as newer members of the transnational XRW movement from Russia and Ukraine rush to compete with each other while recruiting allies in the West.

The movement also is connected via international travel to common destinations:

a. political marches, rallies, for example, the Lukov March in Sofia, Bulgaria, or the Day of Honour in Budapest, Hungary;

b. violent sports, especially related to Mixed Martial Arts (MMA);

c. music events (festivals).

Common attendance at these events allows the violent XRW participants to interconnect, further strengthen their personal ties, and exchange experiences. These events, like some bigger MMA events, are also a significant source of funding.

**Actors within the transnational violent XRW movement generally follow a common approach to the COVID-19 crisis.** They largely see the pandemic as a chance to spread their ideology more widely and an opportunity to reach a broader recruitment base. However, its offline operations are constrained by the current restrictions and it is currently too early to assess what the medium to long-term effects of this will be on the movement as a whole.

The six countries at the centre of this study all define "terrorism" in their national legislation but often rely only on administrative practice or working definitions of "extremism" or "right wing extremism." On one hand, this state of affairs necessitates a certain degree of improvisation while countering the threat and, simultaneously, reduces the availability of counterterrorism tools to address the threat emanating from the transnational violent XRW movement.

As a result, the six countries deploy a variety of countermeasures to stem the threat emanating from the violent XRW movement. **These can be grouped into three types: a) Scandinavian, b) multifaceted, and c) counterintelligence and counter-crime approaches.**

The research for this study demonstrated three general challenges governments encounter when designing countermeasures for the transnational violent XRW movement. First, multilateral consensus concerning the definition of the transnational violent XRW movement and its actors has not yet developed. Second, officially available data concerning various groups, groups, organisations and networks of the transnational violent XRW movement is not yet readily available in several of the countries at the centre of this study. Third, many of the grouped actors, including significant ones, in the transnational violent XRW movement have not been designated as terrorism organisations by governments.

Consequently, using and strengthening domestic and multilateral dialogue and cooperation mechanisms are crucial to work towards multilateral consensus. Existing legal and administrative measures could be adapted to tackle the threat posed by the transnational violent XRW movement and its actors, including administrative measures on a local level. Finally, civil-society stakeholders have developed considerable expertise on the transnational violent XRW movement. These are useful resources for the adaptation of existing government capabilities.
1. INTRODUCTION

This report focuses on the rise and metastasis of the violent extreme right-wing (XRW) threat and analyses its growing transnational connectivity (i.e., extending or going beyond national boundaries) in the 2015-2020 period. It argues that the transnational violent XRW movement is growing and strengthening via its connections beyond national borders. These allow it to morph into a fully-fledged transnational entity fuelled by common ideologies as well as inspirations, and is maintained via different hubs that are visited by the movement's actors. The emergence of such an amorphous movement, in the words of Catherine de Bolle, Executive Director of Europol, enabled "a wave of [extreme] right-wing violent incidents that included the terrible attacks in Christchurch (New Zealand) and others in the USA [and ...] also reached Europe." De Bolle's remarks from June 2020 were followed up little more than two weeks later by the German Federal Interior Minister, Horst Seehofer, who declared "right-wing extremism [...] the biggest threat to security in Germany." Such assertions and warnings echoed those of the American Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI), which assessed that 2019 had been "the deadliest year for domestic violent extremism since [ ...]1995," and in early 2020 elevated the threat posed by far-right extremism and "racially motivated violent extremism," placing it at the same threat level as foreign terrorist organisations such as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). On the level of the European Union, the Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN), a network of more than 6000 P/CVE practitioners, highlighted in its plenary session in October 2019 that "far-right extremism" was to be the top "cross-cutting issue" to be addressed in 2020.

This perception of an elevated threat is also reflected in the number of serious violence perpetrated by members of the violent extreme right-wing (XRW) milieu. As documented by the "Right Wing Terrorism and Violence" (RTV) reports published by the University of Oslo's Centre for Research on Extremism (C-Rex), during the period between 1990 and 2018, 18 Western European countries alone saw at least 757 fatal or non-fatal "most severe forms of violent attacks and plots" whose target selection was based on right-wing beliefs." This statistic includes all events with fatal or near-fatal outcomes; events in which potentially lethal weapons have been used offensively [...]; severe beatings [...]; terrorist attack plots; and discoveries of large weapons caches belonging to right-wing extremists." In this context, 2019, which was the focus of Director de Bolle's comment, clearly stood out with "four fatal and 112 severe, but non-fatal, right-wing violent events." This marked 2019 as the second deadliest year for violent XRW action in the last six years. In terms of violence, 2019 was only surpassed by 2016—it could have, however, been much worse as two attacks in 2019 (one in Germany and one in Norway) that were intended to have been mass-casualty attacks largely failed to accomplish this goal. Such attacks on behalf of the right-wing extremists, as C-Rex claimed, have been "rare in Western Europe since 1986." Therefore, the threat, albeit not new, has been metastasising and is clearly rising.

As will become clear, the violent XRW scene is no longer nationalist nor parochial in a traditional sense. Its members also are no longer, as often commonly assumed, unable to effectively and regularly cooperate with their foreign colleagues. In the past, the hyper-nationalist attitudes of violent XRW individuals, shaped by memories of inter-state conflicts and the long list of grievances accompanying them, were assumed to render any chance for transnational cooperation largely moot. Therefore, rather
than developing multilateral countermeasures, the emphasis of UN Member States was on tackling the issue primarily at the national level.

Unfortunately, such a reading of this scene undervalued the fact that violent XRW individuals and organisations have a long history of transnational cooperation. As early as the mid-1930s, leaders of the European fascist parties held congresses, and the early 1940s saw a distinct internationalisation of the German national-socialist messaging, indicating a shift towards a pan-European struggle against the communist Soviet Union. In the aftermath of World War II, some post-fascist or post national socialist political entities also attempted to coalesce into a movement opposing the respective American and/or Soviet influence over Europe.

Even more troublingly, the violent XRW scene not only has a history of transnational cooperation but during the last two decades has been undergoing a significant process of internationalisation, if not globalisation, during which new, unifying and binding ideological narratives emerged. These resulted in a downgrading of ultra-nationalist ideological ideas and perceived inter-state rivalries amongst Western or European nationalistic violent XRW scenes and simultaneously pushed to the fore the idea of uniting "white people" against their enemies (feminists, democrats, liberals, Jews, Muslims, or anyone not white). This paved the way for forging of transnational connections between various national violent XRW scenes and more intensified and sometimes strategic cooperation between them.

This report describes the elements of these transnational violent XRW interconnections in detail. Research for this report was conducted between July and September 2020 specifically focusing on data and developments during the period between 2015 and 2020. Its findings are based on research conducted by the CEP project team analysing the violent XRW scene in six countries: Finland, France, Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK), and the United States of America (USA). Detailed national chapters outlining the state of violent XRW scenes are included in the annexes to this report.

As will be outlined in this report, the choice to focus on these six countries in particular reflects the influential national inspirations on the transnational violent XRW scene emerging from the Anglo-Saxon (UK, USA), Germanic (Germany) and Nordic (Finland, Sweden) scenes, narratives and imagery. The report also discusses the newly emerging Eastern European influences, which since the outbreak of the conflict in Ukraine in 2014 have gained traction amongst violent XRW individuals. The report also highlights a French violent XRW case that has its own transnational connections to francophone regions in Europe and North America. Furthermore, this scene provided some key ideological narratives, in particular through Renaud Camus' highly influential "great replacement" theory, which represents the basis for one of the core unifying narratives of the transnational XRW movement. In practice, the French violent XRW scene, albeit of high historical relevance and seemingly high potential for connectivity, is constrained in its transnational capacities and capabilities by some of its national peculiarities (language, religious focus of the broader XRW scene). Nonetheless, this scene of this importance and size forms a relevant backdrop to any discussion on the scale and success of violent XRW transnational connectivity in Europe and North America.

The report comprises six sections, including the current introduction.

Section 2 discusses the key unifying elements that enable the development of a transnational violent XRW movement. These are common narratives, a common approach towards organisational structures amongst the movement's actors, common influences or inspirations (Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, Nordic, and to a growing extent, Eastern European),
and common travel patterns of the movement's members—to physical hubs where they are able to strengthen existing ties with like-minded comrades from different countries.

Section 3 presents further features that enable the transnational XRW movement to expand, namely music, violent sport, and money. These elements are all needed to recruit outsiders into its ranks and replenish its coffers. They are used by the movement to work towards achieving its goals. As the movement eschews democratic politics, violence, the next discussed feature, often becomes the main outlet of its politics: the perpetration of violence. The report discusses trends in the movement's violence between 2015 and 2020, its character, perpetrators, and targets, while also discussing the gender aspect.

Section 4 focuses on the online dimension of the movement. This is a significant arena for its development. However, in comparison to other extremist and terrorist movements, such as the global terror network ISIL, the online dimension of the transnational violent XRW movement is not yet as developed and sophisticated. The online sphere of the transnational violent XRW movement remains currently less connected to the offline operational activities of the movement's actors.

Section 5 features a brief discussion and analysis of how the six countries at the centre of this study have addressed the threat emanating from the transnational violent XRW movement. In this section, the report focuses first on the legal definitions and administrative practices concerning the terms "terrorism" and "extremism," demonstrating the various approaches and their current limitations. Second, this section briefly outlines the strategic focus that the governments in the six countries at the centre of this report have utilised when developing counter measures, ranging from an emphasis on prevention and countering violent extremism (P/CVE) approaches to addressing the issue primarily via executive counterterrorism instruments.

Section 6 consists of a summary of the report, followed by the annexes.

The annexes to this report include detailed analyses of the national violent XRW scenes in the six countries at the centre of this report. Each report analyses the situation in the respective country while looking at the history of the respective violent XRW milieu, emerging trends, finances, online development, and transnational connections.
2. A TRANSNATIONAL MOVEMENT

2.1. United by narratives

The violent XRW scenes are transnationally linked through apocalyptic narratives such as the "great replacement," "white genocide," and "Day X." The first two narratives are based on the idea that the influx of non-white foreigners, immigrants or refugees, will lead to an emergence of a new "brown" race, which needs to be avoided at all cost. In addition, feminism is considered a major threat.

It is alleged to be responsible for shrinking birth rates amongst "whites" and seen as an attack on male supremacy. It is crucial to highlight that immigration and feminism are mostly considered as being part of an imagined worldwide Jewish conspiracy, termed the "Zionist Occupied Government (ZOG)" or the "New World Order (NWO)," which supposedly aims at exterminating the white race.

The "Day X" narrative refers to the beginning of civil wars between "whites" and their enemies, particularly political opponents, jews, Muslims, feminists, and LGBTQIA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender/transsexual, queer/questioning, intersex, and allied/asexual/aromantic/agender). Many violent XRW individuals prepare for that day, and several attacks—against Muslims in particular—were explained by the perpetrators as targeted provocations with the aim to provoke a violent reaction of Muslims so a civil war would start.

Those narratives do not explicitly focus on nations but on an imagined construct termed the "white race." Transnationally oriented violent XRW individuals say openly that the attacks against the "white race" can only by countered if "white nationalists" cooperate. Or put differently: the "white race" can only be saved if all violent XRW actors work and fight together.

Violent XRW individuals can generally be put in two camps. The "root causes" camp aims at killing jews and political opponents, since they are
in the imagination of these actors supposedly responsible for the problem itself, be it immigration, multi-culturalism, or feminism. The “accelerationist” camp claims that democracies are already dying and aims at attacking non-whites, particularly Muslim immigrants, to provoke and facilitate a race war. In all cases, violence is “justified” as self-defence due to the perceived deadly threats to the “white race.”

It is not only groups like the Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM) or the Soldiers of Odin (SOO), or the Atomwaffen Division (AWD), all discussed in this report, who promote these or similar narratives and conspiracy myths. Also, most of the violent XRW so-called “lone actors,” who carried out attacks, for example, in Pittsburgh (USA, target: synagogue, 2018), Christchurch (New Zealand, target: mosques, 2019), Poway (USA, target: synagogue, 2019), El Paso (USA, target: migrants/supermarket, 2019), Oslo (Norway, target: mosque, 2019), and Halle (Germany, target: synagogue/migrants, 2019), all discussed in this report, reference them to some degree in their writings or statements.

Those violent individuals imitate each other, publish “manifestos” and call for others to stage follow-up attacks. Anders Behring Breivik (Norway, target: government building/political youth camp, 2011) is considered the reference point or at times the role model of this “copycat movement.” Breivik himself referred to Timothy McVeigh (USA, target: government building that included a day care centre, 1995). In their manifestos, both terrorists reference the right-wing extremist apocalyptic Turner Diaries, a novel (1978) describing a post-nuclear race war. Another key violent XRW publication is Siege (1992), which is also mentioned by many “lone actors,” and which calls for independent terror cells or “lone wolves” to ignite a race war. At the same time, narratives of traditional European violent XRW are largely based on “Viking” Nordic sagas and on national-socialist or fascist ideology or imagery. Those old narratives, fused with anti-feminism and the exploitation of the so-called “refugee crisis” in recent years, have created a new leaderless transnational apocalyptic violent XRW movement that shares a sense of alleged victimhood and a perceived obligation to defend the “white race.”

2.2. United by variety

At first sight, the predominantly ideologically united movement seems disunited organisationally and structurally. Various national scenes, albeit sometimes dominated by a single entity (e.g., in Sweden or Scandinavia where the NRM is the key violent XRW actor), are far from homogenous, with strings of groups, networks, parties, etc., active in a given country. Examples of this practice are plentiful—Germany has a multifaceted scene with “groups,” “parties,” and so-called “mixed scenes” as does the USA with the alt-right, neo-Nazi terrorist groups, and anti-government activists and networks. Numerous extra parliamentary violent XRW parties and groups exist in France. The UK has recently seen a string of proscriptions aimed at violent XRW organisations that exist alongside legal associations and parties. At the same time, NRM might be dominant in Sweden but is a child of a split in another violent XRW organisation and has already seen a splinter group emerge from its ranks.

Furthermore, some of the violent XRW movement’s most well-known, dramatic and violent actions are regularly conducted by individuals and not by the aforementioned entities (see: Section 3.4 “Organised for violence,” below). These individuals are often social loners but not “lone wolves” in the strict definition of this term. They are well-networked online, members or sympathisers of the given violent XRW scene, or even “rogue” members of some of the
aforementioned and seemingly dominant violent XRW organisations.

As outlined in Section 2.1. above, concepts such as “race” or “identity” act as unifying common concepts and predominate the need to establish uniformity and unity. In short, this “divided we stand” attitude is the expression of a diversified organisational and structural approach and a feature that unites the violent XRW milieu across national borders.

At the same time, members of this leaderless movement still look up to a number of organisations as points of reference. For example, in several countries at the centre of this study, violent XRW groups perceived the Greek party Golden Dawn, whose leaders were convicted of running a criminal organisation in October 2020,” to be a role model, especially in its successful outreach beyond the broader XRW milieu via its so-called “charity” work.” For example, the Finnish NRM also held support rallies for jailed members of Golden Dawn.

Similarly, several violent XRW groups analysed in this study modelled themselves on the NRM, itself a successful merger of violent XRW entities in all Scandinavian countries. In 2017, the transnational recognition of groups such as Golden Dawn and the NRM even earned them references in the discourse of leading white supremacists in the USA, such as Matthew Heimbach of the Traditionalist Workers Party (TWP), who called them “the vanguard of nationalist organizing in the world.” NRM was also referred to as a “very good model” by the leader of the British National Action (BNA), presumably for his organisation to follow.” Consequently, in 2019, the NRM declared that one of its strategic five-year objectives is to exercise influence beyond the Nordic countries as its struggle is “global […] and concerns all the white peoples of the world.” NRM’s global ambitions were manifested by the fact that between June 2016 and February 2016 the party’s presence at different events was in high demand by violent XRW actors around Europe, and its delegations made at least 17 documented visits to events or meetings hosted by their international counterparts.

Other organisations from the various national violent XRW scenes analysed for this study also have the potential to develop into “points of reference” for the wider violent XRW milieu due to their internationally networked character. They may not be role models for other violent XRW actors at the moment but their ability to ingratiate themselves with numerous peers from abroad indicates a certain degree of attractiveness for those that search for models of effective organisational structures within the transnational violent XRW milieu. Interestingly, such networked groups are either Anglo-Saxon (AWD) or German (Der III. Weg) and operate in countries or in languages specially valued by the violent XRW scenes internationally (see: Section 2.3. “United by (national) inspirations,” below).

2.3. United by (national) inspirations

2.3.1. Anglo-Saxon

Common ideological roots and the “divided we stand” approach are not the only uniting factors of the transnational violent XRW movement. It is also united by a set of national inspirations, be it Anglo-Saxon or German, and a rising importance of external actors who in the past would not have had the chance to be accepted as a part of the movement (Eastern European dimension).

As discussed earlier, some US publications (such as the Turner Diaries and Siege) and glorified US terrorists (such as McVeigh), play a key role as far
as the violent XRW ideological underpinnings are concerned. In transnational contacts, members of the violent XRW milieu mostly communicate in English and often not only consume but also produce propaganda and recruitment materials in this language.

The English language also has enabled the British and American violent XRW actors to maintain close links. Examples include a Finnish NRMM member from Tampere who was the main moderator of the Iron March Forum (see below for more information on the forum), a key online hub for violent XRW transnational connectivity, or the US group The Base’s attempts to recruit internationally. The common language also was a factor facilitating prolonged links between NA and the AWD, or subsequently between the UK’s Sonnenkrieg Division (SKD) and the AWD. AWD was also the basis for their subsequent and ultimately unsuccessful attempts on behalf of these Anglo-Saxon organisations to position themselves as prospective leaders of a transnational violent XRW movement and their efforts to integrate additional organisations such as Central and South American groups, or the AWD’s attempt to organise and inspire a copycat group in Germany, or its alleged attempt to set up a cell in Ukraine in 2020. Even though these attempts failed, non-English speaking organisations, such as Finnish, French, German, or Swedish groups, made no similar overtures.

The British group NA was particularly keen to embed itself in the centre of an international network. It did so through a range of activities aimed at building solidarity with other groups. Its activists reportedly visited militants in other countries to develop personal and organisational bonds, and welcoming militants from other countries, particularly Poland, to join its violent street activities. It participated in a range of demonstrations aimed at expressing its transnational solidarity with other violent groups and individuals. NA activists also reportedly took part in marches in Germany, Lithuania, and Latvia. Other NA attempts to ingratiate itself with the transnational violent XRW milieu came in early 2015 as its leader spent several weeks in Finland, meeting activists in several cities, speaking at the NRMM hub in Turku, and taking part in their activism in Lahti. NA has also showed its support for jailed Finnish NRMM members. For example, in 2015 members of the group wrote an appeal letter to the ambassador of Finland.

2.3.2. Eastern European

2.3.2.1. Azov and RID

The Eastern European partners of the violent XRW milieu described in this report, namely the Azov Movement (Ukrainian socio-political entity comprising not only the Azov Regiment, from which the movement originates, but also a political party, the National Corps, and a variety of other entities and organisations) and the Russian Imperial Movement (Russkoje Imperskoje Deljenie, RID) advocate for their respective transnational “Intemarium” and the “World National-Conservative Movement” (WNCM) in English for foreign audiences. This highlights the growing importance of Eastern European organisations since the beginning of the conflict in Ukraine in 2014 for Western European and, to a certain extent, also American violent XRW milieus.

The conflict in Ukraine presented a turning point, giving Russian-speaking and Eastern European groups credibility as successful and ideologically minded fighting forces. Simultaneously, they considerably increased and improved their initially meagre and low-quality communication in English.
and began to position themselves as hubs for the violent XRW transnational milieu.

As a result, members of the national violent XRW scenes studied for this report have, in recent years, come into contact with representatives of these Eastern European groups, as is the case with the German Der III. Weg or the Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD). This further boosted the international standing of Azov and RID, which do not shy away from displaying their ambitions to coalesce their international violent XRW contacts into broad structures or coalitions. Examples of this development are the Azov-led Central-Eastern Europe-oriented “Intermarium” (literally “between the seas”, specifically the Adriatic, Baltic, and Black) as a counterweight to Russia and the liberal West, and the RID-led WNCM, an association of violent XRW political forces aimed at countering “liberalism, multiculturalism, and tolerance” and “supernational institutions.”

Azov and the RID are not only ideologically on opposite sides of the conflict in Ukraine but are also competitors in building strong ties with German and other European right-wing extremists. RID is also a religious movement that defines itself as superior in comparison with its “pagan” comrades from other nations. Nevertheless, they meet and cooperate, based on the ideological narrative that the “white race” in total is facing an existential threat and that only a unified front of “white warriors” will be victorious against its enemies at this juncture.

RID has had the most success in reaching out to some of the Nordic XRW milieu. It has maintained relations with Swedish XRW actors going back at least a decade and previously had a Swedish branch. Since at least 2012, RID maintained contacts with NRM. In 2015, a time of consolidation and new leadership for the NRM, a high-level RID delegation reportedly visited Sweden, allegedly making a donation for their Nordic comrades during the visit, and invited NRM to join the WNCM. The 2015 meeting and NRM’s decision to host the RID delegation is considered a pivot point in the NRM’s position on the conflict in Ukraine and on geopolitics more generally. Previously, NRM had sided with Ukrainian nationalists. After 2015 however, NRM reportedly switched sides and is now espousing a pro-Russian position in line with the RID. This new position does not, however, completely extend to the NRM’s Finnish branch as Finland’s nationalists have traditionally been hostile to Russia. Nonetheless, some Finnish XRW individuals, alongside their German counterparts, were said to have been involved in paramilitary training. Members of the German XRW party, Der III. Weg reportedly also participated in such training. However, the group subsequently dubbed reports of their presence during these training activities as “fake news.”

In 2019, RID reportedly made particular efforts to reach out to organisations in Western Europe, and its leader identified Germany as the “next most important country for the movement in Europe.” However, RID has been more successful with the French XRW milieu as the Parti Nationaliste Français (French Nationalist Party, PNF) has been inviting its representatives for the annual “Day of Europe” taking place in Paris. The French XRW is broadly pro-Russian as it perceives Moscow as a world power rival to what they term “the universalist USA,” and a country maintaining traditional values of the European Christian civilisation. This pushed some of the French XRW to enlist in the Unité continentale (Continental Unity, UC) unit, which fought Ukrainian forces in Donbas. Members of this unit were later seen acting as a security detail at the Yellow Vests protests in Paris in 2019.

Other, non-RID, associated connections to Russia include reported close contacts between the German XRW mixed martial arts (MMA) association “WARDON 21”° and Russia’s National Socialist Straight Edge group “PPDM” (“По программе Дедушки Мороза, The Program of Father Frost”). Their cooperation serves as a role model for international networking between right-wing extremists, and for co-operations with leading right-wing-extremist clothing brands. Moreover, the former leader of the now disbanded...
violent XRW American group The Base is reportedly now residing in Russia."

Contrary to a widely held opinion, not all violent XRW activists, however, look to Russia as a model, and some have taken the side of Ukraine. For these individuals, Ukraine is the underdog pursuing a sovereigntist strategy against the former USSR, personified by Russia, and for that reason Kyiv deserves a certain measure of support and respect. This does not automatically result in the automatic creation of a liaison between any nationalist abroad and Azov in Ukraine. However, different from nationalist groups in Ukraine, Azov has an internationalist strategy (aforementioned "Intermarium"), promotes a conservative "reconquista" against the liberal West (with the slogan "Today Ukraine and the Rus, tomorrow the world"), and maintains a social media presence in English. These elements facilitate the forging of such links. Finnish, French, German, Swedish, and British nationals (amongst others) fought in the ranks of the Azov Regiment in the war in Ukraine. Interestingly, the regiment was not able to attract Central-Eastern Europeans (CEE) into its ranks. No nationals of Ukraine's western neighbours (Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania) have joined the regiment. Nevertheless, Azov continued to liaise, on an organisational level, with like-minded groups and organisations in the Baltic States and Poland, among others. This, to some degree, could be explained that violent XRW individuals in the CEE "still go on about territorial disputes—it is different in the West" and would consequently have problems with joining a Ukrainian nationalist or extremist fighting force, unlike some of their Western colleagues. In addition, the war in Ukraine failed to mobilise the violent XRW milieu in the CEE for the war effort in general, not just for the Azov Regiment. The main regional contribution came from the Czech and Slovak nationalists, sometimes XRW, volunteers. These few "volunteers," however, joined the pro-Russian "separatists."

From 2017 onwards, Azov also intensified its outreach activities around Europe under the aegis of the so-called "Intermarium Support Group." These efforts were mostly of a propagandistic character. For example, prominent XRW individuals visited Kyiv to take part in the Paneuropa Conference and Intermarium Support Group Conference organised by Azov. Azov members were sent as representatives to different nationalist or XRW events in Central or Western European countries. Azov representatives spoke at the Finnish XRW "Awakening" conference, the Scanda forum in Sweden, Der Ill. Weg's "The Youth Storms" in Thuringia in Germany, and conferences of the Junge Nationalisten (JN), the youth wing of the German XRW NPD party. Azov also cooperated with the German-Ukrainian-Norwegian Kraftquelle ("Source of Power"), a neo-pagan and XRW support group "ostensibly helping war veterans fighting on the Ukrainian side on the eastern Ukrainian front."

Simultaneously, Azov reportedly received visits from key French XRW figures, the British NA, or the XRW Rise Above Movement (RAM) from the USA to its centre in Kyiv, and allegedly attempted to recruit German XRW individuals into its ranks at events such as the "Rock gegen Uberfremdung" ("Rock against foreign infiltration") in Thuringia in 2017. Ukrainian nationalists have also attempted to recruit Swedish NRM members to fight in Ukraine, but NRM's leadership, maintaining a pro-Russian position at that time, reportedly did not allow its members to go. Indirectly related to these developments is the broader phenomenon of foreign fighters from the wider violent XRW movement travelling to join groups on either side of the conflict in Ukraine, especially in 2014 and 2015. Earlier research supported by the Counter Extremism Project (CEP) demonstrated that around 1000 Westerners (in addition to 15,000 Russians and 1000 fighters from the former Soviet republics) took part in the fighting. These European fighters hailed from most countries in the European Union (EU). Even though they often fought on different sides of the war, these fighters had known each other from before the war as they belong to a "Western foreign fighter society." This is a collection of like-minded individuals, often of XRW beliefs, who are ready to deploy to conflict zones. Furthermore, nationals
of a number of countries also flocked to the conflict and performed other, non-combatant roles on either side of the divide as propagandists, humanitarian workers, trainers, or sympathetic activists.99

Their return home has not (yet) been associated with terrorist violence; however, some alumni of the conflict were later found in the ranks of the Kurdish Peshmerga in northern Iraq.99 Some Russian veterans allegedly participated in an ill-fated coup attempt in Montenegro99 and some former French foreign fighters on the pro-Russia separatist side took part in the Yellow Vest protests in Paris as members of the marchers' "security detail."99 Most interestingly, however, many of them wanted a post-war career in private military contracting (PMC) and some managed to gain employment with such companies in conflict zones, for example, in Libya, Somalia or Syria as military contractors.99

2.3.2.2 Other Eastern Inspirations

To a certain extent, the presence of Eastern inspirations in the transnational violent XRW movement are also present in three other forms.

First is the importance of political events in Central-Eastern/Southern Europe, which act as meeting hubs for the transnational violent XRW movement.99 These are, for example, the Lukov March in Bulgaria, March of the Nations in Kyiv,99 Day of Honour in Hungary,99 or the Independence March in Poland.99

Second is the presence of Central-Eastern European individuals in the ranks of violent XRW groups in Western European countries, for example, reports indicate Polish supporters of the NA in the UK.99

Third, Central-Eastern Europe is a paramilitary training hub for violent XRW militants, for example, reports indicate the Czech Republic is a hub for German violent XRW individuals.99
2.3.3 Germany

Finally, key national inspiration for the transnational violent XRW movement is to be found in Germany, with the exception of the French scene, which mostly communicates in French. Most other violent XRW actors make it a point of pride to build up relations with their relevant German peers. This could be the result of a certain historical fondness for the Third Reich and its self-confessed ideological successors, and to the alleged strength and vibrancy of the multifaceted German violent XRW scene composed of informal groups (Gruppe Freital (2017), the Oldschool Society (OSS) (2017), Revolution Chemnitz (2018), the Konnerdacht Aryan (2019) and Nerdadder (2020); parties (NPD, Der III. Weg, and Die Rechte); “mixed scenes” (in which violent XRW actors meet rockers/bikers, “Reich-citizens,” preppers, and so-called “enraged citizens,”); and, “unstructured individuals,” meaning individuals unconnected/unaffiliated to any organisational framework.

As a result, some of the German violent XRW organisations, especially the political parties such as Der III. Weg, NPD, and Die Rechte, seem to have the broadest transnational networks of all the entities covered by this report. Der III. Weg’s leader, Klaus Armatroff, spoke at a Finnish NRM event organised under the cover of the Towards Freedom! Organisation, due to NRM’s ban in Finland, which - after two prior lower court decisions - was ultimately upheld by the Supreme Court in September 2020. Members of the Swedish arm of NRM reportedly came to visit Germany on at least nine separate occasions (mostly to liaise with Der III. Weg). Interestingly, Der III. Weg’s transnational network also features connections to groups that espouse conflicting geopolitical positions in the context of the conflict in Ukraine, such as contacts with both the Ukrainian nationalist Azov Movement and the Russian RVD.

The more established and widely known German NPD party, as well as its youth organisation, Junge Nationalisten (Young Nationalists) (JN) maintain close contacts with foreign violence-oriented organisations such as the Greek neo-fascist party Golden Dawn. The NPD is a member of the European Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF), whose Europa Terra Nostra e.V. (Etna) foundation aims “to build an international network capable of helping nationalist organisations and militants.” In 2018, the JN’s Europa-Congress hosted both the representatives of Azov and RVD. Finally, Die Rechte’s members appear as speakers at events organised by violent XRW groups held elsewhere in Europe. Members of Die Rechte attended events of their counterparts in Hungary (at the Day of Honour) and reportedly also in Portugal and France. At the same time, the German branch of the white supremacist Hammerskins is able to attract a wide network of international contacts to its events in Germany. The group is also reportedly connected to the internationally connected XRW entrepreneur Denis “Nikitin” Kapustin, founder of the fashion label “White Rex.” These links are maintained through the MMA scene and the mail order business.

2.3.4 Exceptional inspirations

Other, less successful and prolonged inspirations developed within the violent XRW and the broader XRW scene in Scandinavia and Finland in particular. The vigilante SOG, founded in 2015 and organised as a franchise system, spread into nearly 30 countries during 2016. Although its international chapters were able to conduct their daily activities independently, they were supposed to follow the general rules laid out by the Finnish leadership of the franchise. Most of these transnational connections were maintained online. However, Finnish members of SOG also conducted occasional visits to the international chapters of the group and organised a number of so-called anti-immigrant “patrols” in northern Sweden. Due to conflicts related to membership fees, the international chapters were in most cases either closed or renamed by 2017, with only the Finnish and Swedish chapters still active. The idea of a vigilante movement, however, continues to reverberate. Groups such as Balders Cruisers in
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Swedish or the Patriots of Unity, both former chapters of the transnational SOO, reportedly continue to espouse this model.19

As far as Scandinavian inspirations are concerned, the NRM, a transnational organisation itself, is a special case in point as far as sources of violent XRW inspirations are concerned. It is headquartered in Sweden and maintains branches in Finland, and smaller ones in Norway, Denmark and Iceland.19 In the case of this group, the guidance and physical presence of Swedish NRM activists is reportedly crucial for the ability of their local counterparts to mobilise,20 or to bring their members to XRW events in Sweden.21 Such trips apparently directly enable XRW activism in the target countries where the branches of NRM usually lack numbers and resources, with the exception of the branch in Finland.22 These visits are also both intended to show strength and are a network of mechanisms to consolidate NRM influence and authority over their members and sympathisers in the Nordic countries. They confer prestige both on the visitors and their hosts, raising the profiles of all actors involved, since the ability to organise international travel to ideological counterparts is allegedly viewed as a sign of importance among XRW actors.20 The French XRW milieu to some extent remains an exception in the field of foreign inspiration. Notwithstanding Camus' aforementioned “great replacement” theory and the international success of “Pride France,” “part extreme-right lifestyle brand, part neo-Nazi fight club,”23 it mostly relies on international partners who share the French language, i.e., parts of the Belgian,24 Swiss, or Quebecois violent XRW milieux.25 In addition, a significant portion of the milieu supports a Christian, if not Catholic, fundamentalist ideology. This is the case, for example, with the French PNF, which is also more prone to align with foreign groups such as the Italian Forza Nuova (New Force), the Greek Golden Dawn, the various factions of the Spanish Falange, and Eastern European parties that espouse a strong Christian (Orthodox) ideological outlook.26

2.4. Connected through travel

As much as the movement communicates, and to a large extent even exists, online, its members gravitate to certain physical hubs that perform a variety of functions. Apart from the obvious networking aspect, such hubs strengthen the camaraderie between violent XRW members and enable a potential build-up of capabilities and sharing of activities and strategies. The research for this study identified the following functional travel hubs:

a. Political marches and rallies (see: Section 2.3, above) plus other, seemingly less-prominent examples, such as the Finnish Independence Day demonstration in 2019 that reportedly saw two leading violent XRW Finnish actors, SOO and its branch of the NRM, host representatives that included the leader and founder of the German Der III. Weg.27 In exchange, Finnish NRM personnel have taken part in German violent XRW demonstrations organised under the headline of the “Day of the German Future.”28 The Swedish Nordic Youth, which disbanded in 2019, not only reportedly sent delegations to the Polish Independence March but also saw its members travel to political gatherings in Italy, Lithuania, Germany, Hungary, and Ukraine.29 Lithuania was also the destination for British NA members, who reportedly took part in the Lithuanian Freedom march in Vilnius before travelling onwards to Latvia to participate in Latvian Legion day, which commemorates the exploits of the 15th and 16th Grenadiers of the Waffen SS.30

b. Music festivals (see: Section 2.1, below).

c. MMA tournaments (see: Section 3.2, below).
2.5. Connected through attempts to take advantage of the COVID-19 situation

The COVID-19 pandemic is widely seen as an opportunity as far as the "far right" (a broader milieu than the XRW or violent XRW) and the XRW milieus are concerned. In their view, the disruption caused by the pandemic strengthens the influence of all those who perceived themselves as anti-mainstream prior to the arrival of the coronavirus. At the same time, however, successful efforts by different governments to limit the spread of the pandemic undermine the far right and the XRW movement's messaging on COVID-19. The medium to long term effects of the ongoing pandemic are currently difficult to foresee. Several studies have indicated a marked increase in the online activities of the violent XRW milieu, as well as the XRW in general. However, it remains to be seen how far the current increase in online activities will subsequently translate into an increase in the offline threat that the transnational violent XRW poses.

Others indicate that the pandemic allows the "far right" and the XRW milieu to strengthen its mobilisation around anti-government conspiratorial narratives, aimed at criticising the lockdown measures. These are interpreted as an introduction of a "police state." Furthermore, far-right and XRW actors attempt to use the debate concerning the upcoming introduction of an anti-COVID vaccine to harness "anti-vaxx" sentiment for their purposes. This approach is not, however, uniform for all XRW actors. For example, some on the Swedish scene were initially perplexed by what they viewed as the Swedish government's initially unsuccessful strategy of combating COVID-19 in the country.

At the same time, the current international travel restrictions, as well as the postponement of mass events and restrictions on large gatherings in all countries at the centre of this report, disrupt the operational activities of all violent XRW actors. For example, the Finnish SOO was not able to organise its so-called "patrols" early in the pandemic.

In Germany, violent XRW actors have joined demonstrations in large numbers organised by various groups protesting against COVID-19 related restrictions and regulations. Those protest groups consist of individuals with a wide range of ideological backgrounds. While most seem not to have any sympathy for XRW narratives, a significant minority advocates conspiracy myths like the "New World Order" or "QAnon" ("a convoluted conspiracy theory that contends that President Trump is waging a secret war against Satan-worshipping elite paedophiles") and might therefore be open to future cooperation against what they may perceive as "common enemies."
3. MUSIC, VIOLENT SPORTS, MONEY, VIOLENCE: THE DRIVERS OF THE MOVEMENT

The movement is united by a set of values and practicalities. It also works towards readying itself for an upcoming outbreak of violence or wishes to accelerate developments towards such a situation (Day X narrative). For this, it requires broader cadres and financial means to sustain its war-like mentality and posture. Overall, its general financial structure is fed through three main pillars: income from events, sale of merchandise, and donations. Music and violent sports, in particular their joint consumption or performance at certain events, provide the movement with both of these, i.e., recruits from outside the milieu and ample finances to sustain their “war.” In short, the replenished ranks and coffers are to fuel violence on the movement’s behalf. However, this chain of music-sport-money and violence is sometimes interrupted by individual members of the transnational violent XRW movement who, while conducting violent attacks, act independently of the plans prepared by more organised and larger actors.

3.1. Fuelled by music

Almost all major XRW actors are involved in the preparation of concerts or festivals, which offer their members a chance to disseminate propaganda, fundraise, network, and recruit, often in a transnational manner. Such activities are in some cases organised by prominent NPD members in Germany (e.g., the Ostritz festivals in 2018 and 2019). Particularly in Germany, these events are often registered as “political meetings,” in an apparent attempt to hinder the ability of local administrations...
to ban the event. Terre et Peuple, a far-right and neo-pagan association in France, is heavily involved in the preparation of festivals. So are the French Charlemagne Hammerskins, a branch of the US-based Hammerskin Nation Supremacist, whose target audience are French, German, but also Dutch and Belgian violent XRW individuals. The French branch of Blood and Honour set up such events (e.g., "Call of Terror" concert in Châtillon-la-Palud near Lyon), as does the Azov movement in Ukraine with its prominent Asgardseiri festival in Kyiv.

In Germany, the organisation of commercial concerts and festivals seems to constitute one of the main sources of income for the XRW scene. About 150 right-wing extremist music groups and about 60 songwriters and solo performers are involved in the violent XRW music scene. According to media reports, proceeds from concerts also serve as financial support for "comrades" to cover the costs of legal proceedings and lawyers. Estimates for nationwide festival revenues in 2018 range between 1.5 to 2 million euros. This is based on an estimated 35,000 visitors attending major music events with an assumed turnover of 50 euros each (admission or "donation/drink and food consumption/T-shirts/CDs). Concerts and festivals are organised in a way that minimises operational costs and maximises hurdles against legal or administrative intervention. They often take place on private property belonging to right-wing extremists or supporters, are registered as political events, and entrance fees are declared as donations. Moreover, the extreme-right Kameradschaften or "Bands of Comrades/Brothers," as well as security companies with ties to the scene, provide security services at these events. This is also reportedly the case at martial-arts event (analysed below, see: Section 3.2). in 2018 and 2019 alone, individuals from the violent XRW milieu in Germany attended concerts in Italy, Poland, Finland, Ukraine, France, Sweden, Denmark, the Czech Republic, and Bulgaria.

Concerts and festivals are ideal venues for the dissemination of violent XRW ideology and recruitment into the transnational violent XRW milieu as they provide a venue for face-to-face interaction. Moreover, these also offer cover for international meetings amongst violent XRW players from different national scenes, e.g., the Asgardseiri festival in Kyiv, featuring both musical performances and MMA fights, which was regularly attended by guests from "all over Europe." According to media reports, in 2018 members of the German branch of AWD, Der III. Weg, Italy's CasaPound, and Greece's Golden Dawn attended such events. A similar congregation of members of the transnational violent XRW milieu occurred during the German "Rock gegen Überfremdung" ("Rock against over-foreignisation") festival, which reportedly attracted about 6000 international visitors in 2017.

3.2. Fuelled by violent sports

In addition to concerts and festivals, MMA events are another constant feature of violent XRW scenes in the countries that are the focus of this study. Due to the MMA's general popularity, these events offer an ideal space for recruitment into the milieu and also serve as fundraising and propaganda dissemination opportunities. Regularly, as is the case with the aforementioned Asgardseiri Festival and "Call of Terror" concert, MMA is integrated into music festivals. As standalone events, they can attract up to 1000 participants, like the white supremacist "Shield and Sword" MMA festival held in Ostritz, Germany, in April 2018 or the "Battle of the Nibelungs," which took place in Saxony, Germany, and attracted about 850 participants. If similar basic assumptions concerning the financial spending power per attendee of festivals are applied (circa 50 euros per participant), these two MMA events could have resulted in an overall turnover of 42,500 and 50,000 euros, respectively.
The "Battle of the Nibelungs" has been the most famous series of martial arts events on the violent XRW scene since 2013. Event participants reportedly included neo-Nazis, right-wing extremists from several subcultures, and members of far-right parties, such as Die Rechte and Der III. Weg. In addition to attendees from Germany, violent XRW individuals from France, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, and Ukraine (Azov Movement) travelled to the event. There are also connections to the right-wing section of the hooligan scene.

The American Rise Above Movement, RAM, has reportedly developed a particular fondness for the European violent XRW MMA scene. RAM members attended MMA events in Germany and Ukraine and sought to imitate European extreme-right fighting clubs, such as the Kyiv-based Recorquista Club. RAM's media wing, "MediaRise," reportedly partners with the French MMA brand "Pride France," and the Russian/Ukrainian "White Rex" brand. "MediaRise" features blogs and videos and advertises the writings of European groups such as the Russian and Ukrainian Wotan Jugend. It also seeks to create a transnational extreme-right MMA counter culture in which RAM aims to be the principal American conduit. RAM's clothing brand is sold by a store that carries several other extreme-right clothing labels linked to the European MMA scene, including the aforementioned supremacist brand "Pride France."

3.3. Fuelled by money

As demonstrated above, both sets of events, at times interlinked under one roof and held concurrently, are potentially significant generators of revenue for their organisers. A second important and recurrent revenue-generating instrument are online sales of merchandise by leading violent XRW actors from different national scenes.

The Swedish Council for Preventing Violent Extremism (SCPVE) states that "there has long been commercial activity in the [white power] scene and it is relatively extensive. The sale of propaganda material in the form of clothes, books, posters, music and stickers occurs both online and in connection to political meetings and manifestations." Notable sellers of such materials include Greenpilled, a web shop operated by NRM, whose profits allegedly "go directly to the struggle"; Nordic Wear, linked to Nordic Youth, which sold the violent XRW European Brotherhood and Thor Steinar brands of clothes, and Midgard. Greenpilled offers customers information in English as well as Swedish; Midgard has English, German,
Finnish, French, Italian, Polish, Portuguese and Russian versions of its website, as well as Swedish. Logik is a publisher selling the literature of historical as well as contemporary and active violent XRW activists.

A 2017 data breach revealed that from 2012 to 2016, NRM's web shop (since replaced by Greenpilled) took orders from hundreds of shipping addresses in Sweden's neighbouring countries, as well as France, Germany, the UK, the USA, Australia, Estonia, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, Russia, and Switzerland. These orders constituted around 12 percent of the overall sales of the website.

In Finland, funding for the violent XRW activities partly comes from selling merchandise such as hoodies, stickers, and books. Besides sales during concerts and other events, the merchandise is sold at online stores and in a few brick-and-mortar shops, and previously also at the web shop of the NRM. The NRM in Finland has had significant difficulties in the operation of its online shop, which has been hacked, and banks have cancelled their payment services.

Leaked web shop orders from 2015 to 2016 show that within six months, 275 individual orders were made, with a typical order being around 30 euros. SOG, one of the two leading Finnish violent XRW groups, the other being NRM, was originally able to control sufficient funding as it collected donations from a growing body of members and reportedly demanded several thousand euros from some of its national chapters.

The French violent XRW scene's merchandise outlets seem less developed. However, even in this country there are dedicated clothes manufacturers, such as the aforementioned brand Pride France.

Germany has a network of right-wing extremist music labels and mail order companies. Turnover from the sale of right-wing extremist music and merchandise (clothes/accessories) in Saxony alone was estimated at around 35 million euros already in 2012. Individual music labels have "a high reputation on the right-wing extremist scene at home and abroad" with sales of several hundred thousand euros per year. The profits were used to buy or rent real estate (reportedly around 140 properties across Germany) that are used as venues for XRW activities and to financially support activities of the violent XRW scene.

The American AWD sold t-shirts, and individuals have sold stickers with the group's logo on the website Teespring. By doing business with a third party such as Teespring, individuals associated with extremist groups can avoid doing business directly with payment processors, which might refuse to process payments. RAM operates a clothing brand, The Right Brand, which is sold in partnership via the California-based store Our Fight Clothing Co.

The latter also sells several European brands and is the official US sales point for the white supremacist Pride France MMA brand and merchandise from the Italian national-socialist hardcore band Green Arrows. The store also reportedly sells brands from the European Brotherhood brand and the Ukrainian Walknvt brand.

Cryptocurrencies do not yet play a significant role in the financial activities of the violent XRW movement analysed for this study; however, several groups have begun to use this new technology. Some American extreme-right websites have requested and received donations in cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Monero. The Daily Stormer, a violent XRW online bulletin board, has made frequent requests for readership funding to remain accessible and online. According to media reports, the website received a sizable bitcoin donation, approximately $60,000 at the time, following the 2017 Unite the Right rally. The Fascist Forge web forum reportedly requested cryptocurrency donations in either Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Monero.

The NRM through its outlet Nordfront asks supporters to donate to the group using cryptocurrencies, particularly Bitcoin, as well as Cardano, Dash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Monero, Nem, Neo, and Stellar, and Brave Rewards through the Brave web browser. Its Finnish branch has also urged their supporters to use Bitcoin ATMs for anonymous donations.
Reports indicate that violent XRW groups in the UK have traditionally raised money through cash donations and bequests, but also crime. The North West Infidels (NWI) for instance were reportedly engaged in selling illegal drugs, though whether the individuals in question channelled these revenues into their political activities is unknown. Some members of the German violent XRW scene are also involved in organised crime. According to media reports, in 2014 Leipzig police found drugs with a market value of 150,000 euros with a member of the violent neo-Nazi scene, and in 2017, a right-wing extremist drug-dealing ring was uncovered in Aachen.

The transnational violent XRW movement, despite bans and fines regularly imposed on organisers of some of music or sporting events (see Sections 3.7 and 3.2 above), is not sufficiently interrupted by authorities and in particular online platform providers through which the merchandise is sold. This situation is very different compared to the extremist Islamist milieu, whose financial activities have been far more scrutinised, as well as exposed and therefore are better understood. More research is needed to further analyse the various online and offline financial activities of the transnational violent XRW movement and to adequately account for the sums circulating in the milieu, including potential financial irregularities, such as potential tax evasion. This lack of analysis can be attributed to the erroneous impression that violent XRW groups are mainly fuelled by contributions or donations from their members and therefore do not necessitate further financial scrutiny. This assumption is only correct as far as individual perpetrators of attacks are concerned. These regularly self-finance their preparations and attacks. The financial background of such violent events is normally better understood due to subsequent police investigations following an attack. However, it would be incorrect to generalise this situation as representing a typology for the overall financial operations of the wider transnational violent XRW movement.

3.4. Organised for violence

3.4.1. Trends

Between 2015 and 2020, the six countries at the centre of this study experienced an overall rise in the violent activities of different XRW actors. Most of these incidents might not have been terrorist in nature. However, both loners as well as organisations from the violent XRW milieu planned terror attacks, which fortunately were largely either unsuccessful or interdicted.

The notable rise in forms of violent XRW violence included incidents such as attacks on refugee shelters, street violence against perceived migrants or leftists, etc. The latter was especially true in Finland, with 40 arson attacks against refugee centres in 2015 and 2016 (the last such attack took place in February 2016), and in Sweden (in 2015 and 2018). Such attacks also occurred in Germany, the so-called "anti-asylum riots," a series of attacks on migrants and asylum-seekers, especially in the form of arson, assaults, and (attempted) murder. These involved mostly individuals from outside established violent XRW entities. In fact, the period between 2015 and 2020 saw a major increase of the threat posed by violent in Germany. While the number of individuals considered by national authorities to belong to the XRW milieu had grown steadily from 24,090 to 24,700 between 2017 and 2018, there was a particularly significant increase of 32.3% percent between 2018 and 2019, now standing at 32,088. This marked increase is primarily due to the inclusion of members of "Der Flügel" and "Junge Alternative" (JA in the statistic. Both organisations were officially classified as "suspected cases" by the Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (BfV), the federal domestic intelligence service of Germany.
in total, more than half of all right-wing extremists in Germany were classified as "Violence oriented" each year between 2014 and 2018. In 2019, that figure stood at 13,000. Germany also saw a string of spectacular terrorist attacks—Munich (2016), Halle (2019) and Hanau (2020)—and the murder of a high-profile regional official, Walter Lübcke (2019). Sweden also witnessed at least four major violent incidents motivated by violent XRW ideology, however; none of these were prosecuted as terrorist offences. In October 2015, a 22-year-old now considered to have been radicalised in part by online XRW propaganda attacked a school, where he used a blade to kill three individuals, including a minor. He was killed by police while violently resisting arrest. In 2016 and 2017, three further acts were perpetrated by what reportedly had been a "rogue" NRM cell whose members had received combat training in a RID camp outside St. Petersburg. The NRM reportedly remains in contact with RID. However, NRM claims that the subsequent series of terror bombings targeting leftists and refugees in western Sweden were perpetrated by "rogue" members and were not authorised by it. All of these incidents could have been prosecuted as terrorism offences according to the newly proposed Swedish anti-terrorism legislation.

The United Kingdom witnessed two successful violent XRW terrorist attacks, including a murder of a member of parliament (Jo Cox, 2016) by a white supremacist with a history of purchasing extreme-right propaganda from a US-based neo-Nazi group called National Alliance; and five vehicular attacks, including the high-profile event outside the Finsbury Park mosque on 19 June 2017 and four racially motivated attacks in June 2017 and October 2018 in London, in September 2017 in Leicester, and in July 2020 in Bristol. The British security services also disrupted a further eight terrorist XRW plots, including one to murder another member of parliament. Since January 2015, the UK also made 90 terrorism or terrorism-related arrests of violent XRW-affiliated individuals.

Whilst lone actors had previously been characteristic of XRW terrorism, National Action (NA) came to represent a networked threat, with police arresting numerous individuals who were either directly involved with the group, or self-identified with it; on a range of terrorism-related offences. These arrests were largely for the offence of "membership" of a proscribed group, which following the designation of NA by the British government became a criminal offence, rather than representing a rise in violent activity per se. Nonetheless, these measures seemed to have worked as far as dismantling of the NA was concerned, demonstrating the significant impact terrorism designations can have on the ability to disrupt the operational capabilities of a proscribed group.

A similar approach had earlier been tested in France with the ban on the leading violent XRW organisations Troisième Voile (TV) and Jeunesses nationalistes révolutionnaires (JNR), and the neo-fascist Équipe française et Jeunesses nationalistes. Those groups, however, re-formed quickly, putting the efficiency of the ban into question, the more so since several cases of violence aimed at political opponents in which TV and JNR members are suspected to have been involved, remain unresolved. Moreover, a significant number of former violent XRW individuals flocked to the PNF, a dormant and ageing far-right party, and subsequently radicalised it through their involvement in low-level violence, such as street fighting and participation in brawls with political opponents. In 2018, new bans were decided against Blood and Honour Hexagone and Bastion Social, a national-revolutionary group whose extreme members were suspected of planning armed attacks.

From 2015 to 2020, France saw a range of serious violent XRW plots, the first ones of this calibre since 2002. These included conspiracies to assassinate high profile politicians, such as the president of France in 2018 by a group of men aged between 32 and 62 and fascinated by the military, or plans to kill the interior minister and a leftist presidential candidate in 2017 by an individual frustrated with the inaction of the French violent XRW milieu and wishing to see more
Finally, the third major plot (that of the so-called Action des Forces Opérationnelles, or AFO) reportedly involved former gendarmes, policemen and soldiers who had prepared to stage terrorist attacks and justified their plans by what they perceived to be the growing Islamisation of France. In the eyes of the AFO members, the state was allegedly neither willing nor able to effectively shield France against Islam and that self-proclaimed “patriots,” especially those with experience in the military or other security forces, have a duty to replace the “failing” security apparatus.

Between 2015 and 2020, the United States witnessed 68 violent incidents in which the perpetrator was motivated by extreme right-wing ideology, or the perpetrator was known to subscribe to extreme-right ideology or was affiliated with an extreme right-wing group and plotted or perpetrated an attack resulting in hate-crimes charges. The attacks peaked in 2017. Sixty people were killed in 66 incidents, and 96 were injured. Overall, 97 people were arrested for right-wing violent extremist or ideologically motivated criminal offenses.

### 3.4.2. Character

As outlined in Section 2.1 above, the transnational violent XRW movement defines itself as being under existential attack from hostile ideological forces. Thus, its members justify violence as “reactive” or “defensive” in nature. This is evident when analysing the reported motivations behind the aforementioned French assassination plots (organised to stem the perceived Islamisation of France), or NRM terrorist violence against leftist and refugee targets in Sweden, as well as some of the NRM street violence in Finland. There, NRM members would confront, reportedly on their own initiative, alleged political opponents, for example, a group assault at a shopping centre in Jyväskylä in 2015 and an aggravated assault in Helsinki in 2016. Similar motivations were reported in the cases of the murder of Jo Cox, an MP in the UK (described as a “liberal traitor” by the murderer), and the Hanau attack in Germany (the perpetrator reportedly was motivated by hatred of migrants).

Despite being perpetrated by members of a transnational movement, the violence currently remains national in character, both in the planning as well as the execution stages. It is organised locally, without the assistance of foreign violent XRW actors. However, as demonstrated in the “United by narratives” section (Section 2.1. above), the motivation for an attack and operational role models can come from abroad (for example, McVeigh or Brenton Tarrant, the Australian who perpetrated the 2019 massacre in Christchurch, New Zealand) as was likely the case in the attempted copycat attack in Luton in December 2019 when police arrested an individual with a 2kg bag of sulphur powder and other bomb-making components. The suspect reportedly possessed a copy of Tarrant’s manifesto on his computer. The Poway and El Paso shooters from the U.S. were also said to have been inspired by Tarrant.

However, this transnational inspiration and motivation does not (yet) extend to operational support from outside the respective national milieu. Exceptions are the 2016 to 2017 bombings in Sweden, which were staged by a “rogue” NRM cell after its members received paramilitary training in a RID camp in Russia. Another potential exception are the series of acts of vandalism in different Scandinavian countries against synagogues and other Jewish facilities to “commemorate” Kristallnacht in 2019, as well as the distribution of anti-Semitic posters during the Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur in Denmark and Norway in 2020.

### 3.4.3. Perpetrators of violence

#### 3.4.3.1. Lone actor phenomenon

A significant amount of XRW violence is conducted not by members of the leading organisations in a given country but rather their sympathisers or individuals adapting violent XRW narratives. For example, both deadly violent XRW terrorist attacks in the UK, the attacks in Munich, Halle,
ard Hanau in Germany, the Trollhättan school attack in Sweden,\textsuperscript{219} and the Charleston,\textsuperscript{220} Pittsburgh,\textsuperscript{221} Poway,\textsuperscript{222} and El Paso shootings in the U.S. fall into this category.\textsuperscript{223}

The perpetrators of such attacks are sometimes offline loners but very well-networked online, functioning in the broader violent XRW world, and not so-called “lone wolves” by the strict definition of the term. Alternatively, violence can also be perpetrated by “rogue” members (e.g., the bombings in Sweden in 2016 to 2017, see more above), apparently going outside the instructions of the leaders of their organisation, or informal grouplets, such as the German “Gruppe Freital,” which carried out several attacks in 2015.

Consequently, successful violent XRW terrorism plots so far are not the domain of established organisations. However, this does not mean that attempts have not been made. For example, former members of the British NA were reportedly involved in a plot to murder a Labour Party MP\textsuperscript{224} and another attempted murder.\textsuperscript{225} Furthermore, another NA member, a Finnish national (and simultaneously a British soldier) had been stockpiling legally held weaponry for a supposedly imminent “race war.” He reportedly had also sought to recruit other active-duty soldiers and attempted to assist NA members to join the armed forces.\textsuperscript{226}

US groups such as The Base or AWD were also involved in the preparation of terrorist plots that were later disrupted. The US saw at least 11 plots by either violent XRW groups or members of anti-government or militia groups between 2015 and 2020.\textsuperscript{227} Notably, individuals connected to one such militia, the so-called Wolverine Watchmen, allegedly plotted to kidnap the governor of Michigan, Gretchen Whitmer in Autumn of 2020. This plot was foiled by the security forces, which arrested the members of the group in early October 2020.\textsuperscript{228}

As outlined above, the NRM is suspected to have coordinated simultaneous acts of low-level violence in different countries, and the French AFG, albeit loosely organised, was readying itself for a civil war in France and was preparing acts of political violence similar to some of the German groups, like Nordadler or Revolution Chemnitz.\textsuperscript{229}

3.4.3.2. Gender dimension

The violent XRW as well as the broader XRW milieu have traditionally been overwhelmingly male-dominated. An example of this is the situation in the US where the leading violent XRW groups were exclusively male. This is particularly the case at the violent end of the spectrum, which is saturated with images of heroic masculinity and ideological broadsides against feminism.

This is not, however, to suggest that no women were involved in the preparation or execution of violent XRW terrorist attacks. For example, the US attacks outlined in this report involved two female perpetrators. German reports on women acting as perpetrators in politically motivated XRW violent offenses estimate that between 10-13\% and 15\%\textsuperscript{230} of the perpetrators are female. Two female NA activists in the UK were recently convicted of terrorism-related offences.\textsuperscript{226} Moreover, women played other roles in the non-violent activities of the groups discussed in this report. Of the NRM’s members, 19\% are said to be female,\textsuperscript{231} and women allegedly constitute up to 10\% of the XRW scene in Sweden.\textsuperscript{228}

Women also lead a separate national-socialist organisation in Finland (with a little more than 100 members on their private Facebook group),\textsuperscript{232} or have led local chapters of the SDO in Finland and reportedly represented the organisation abroad.\textsuperscript{233} Typically, although not without exceptions, reports indicate that female activists had joined the NRM via their husbands or boyfriends, as the role of women in NRM ideology is to focus on home and childcare and social activism, leaving the operational roles mostly to male members.\textsuperscript{231} Female activists have, however, participated in propaganda work, e.g., by translating and proofreading articles published by the NRM and sometimes also by distributing leaflets.\textsuperscript{244}
4. ONLINE DIMENSION INTEGRAL TO THE MOVEMENT

The various national violent XRW scenes analysed for this study and, to a large extent, their international connections and dimensions, are not only offline phenomena. They contain a significant online element, itself a feature consistently present in all socio-political movements, including violent ones such as the global extremist Islamists terrorist networks of al-Qaida and ISIL. In this sense, the seemingly strong online presence of the violent XRW world is not necessarily a sign of the elevated capabilities of its members, or its automatic growing prominence, but more an indication of their embrace and early adoption of available modern technologies. An example of this could be NRM’s podcasting in English (Nordic Frontier) and simultaneous development of English and Russian sites on Facebook and VKontakte, and the documentation of the organisation’s activism on platforms such as YouTube or Telegram, for example via livestreams. According to Helene Loe, a Swedish authority on the extreme right, the violent XRW online and offline domains are in fact “in constant symbiosis and so integrated with one another that they can hardly exist without one another. [...] This in turn creates complex and complicated virtual structures where it is difficult to determine what is organized or unorganized [...]” As such, the online component of the violent XRW repeats the “divided we stand” approach of its offline equivalent. This fragmentation, however, should not be equated with success.

The seeming ascendancy of the online in the violent XRW world only intensified with the growing availability of social media and video-sharing platforms, as well as messenger services. These bring the milieu’s actors together, allowing them to spread propaganda more widely, recruit, coordinate, and mobilise supporters. Such activities were on full display with SOO, the Finnish organisation...
that successfully grew into a national and then a global brand due to its growing online outreach. Although initially some of its chapters were built around previously known offline contacts, most of the local leaders were known by the national leaders only via Facebook. As an international network, SOO was created solely within the virtual community, although on a few occasions, contacts were maintained also by face-to-face meetings. Interestingly, once the so-called European migrant “crisis” receded from the headlines, the SOO lost significant influence; for example, reports indicate that the membership of its Finnish chapter shrank from 600 to 200 members. There are other examples indicating how crucial the online component is for the violent XRW—many of its leading groups were “born digital.” For example, those involved in AWD or the NRM met through forums like the now-defunct Iron March (at its apex, the forum had around 1200 consistent users) or its successor forum, Fascist Forge. After initially operating online, AWD moved its activities offline, evolving to become “real” groups.

Through graphics, suggested reading (especially the aforementioned James Mason’s Siege), and user interaction, Iron March developed a violent fascist culture reflected in AWD, the British NA, and others. One former forum member asserted that community sentiment encouraged radicalisation by rewarding the most extreme views. Following Iron March’s removal, Fascist Forge emerged to take its place in spring 2018. Fascist Forge, which had around 1300 registered users in November 2019, sought to become the new online meeting place for the fascist extreme right and glorified and encouraged terrorism. A high-ranking member of The Base created the forum, and the group used the site for recruitment until its organisers reportedly decided to remove it in early 2020 due to increased scrutiny by media and law enforcement.

In recent years, due to pressure from civil society and policymakers, Instagram and its parent company Facebook, along with YouTube and Twitter, have started to remove violence-oriented right-wing extremist actors and their content from their platforms. However, media reports indicate these efforts are less stringent than for extremist Islamist material. Research shows that this “de-platforming” has led to a migration of these actors to smaller or alternative platforms like Vkontakte, BitChute, meme/message boards like 4Chan and 8Chan, and messenger services like WhatsApp or Telegram. The new accounts on those smaller platforms often have significantly fewer followers. This demonstrates the significant operational disruption and limitation of reach that can be achieved by removing violent XRW groups from global platforms. Migration to services such as Vkontakte often also allows for a more unrestricted or racist discussion amongst the members/followers (such is reportedly the case with the SOO in Finland). Vkontakte is in fact a place where “right-wing rock collections, neo-Nazi violence videos, and Nazi texts are shared as PDFs, where extreme-right and alt-right parties (NPD, Der Dritte Weg, Die Rechte...), right-wing-extremist mail-order businesses, right-wing rock bands, Holocaust deniers, militant neo-Nazis, Reich citizens and conspiracy theorists gather. Neo-Nazi terrorist organisations, such as Blood & Honour, Combat 18 [...] are promoted openly.”

Similarly, videos by the now-banned British NA are still accessible on the UK-based BitChute platform, which hosts material that may violate the terms of service of mainstream sites like YouTube. When XRW terrorist videos are deleted off YouTube, they often are uploaded to BitChute and then advertised on YouTube. Furthermore, a recent study conducted by CEP has found that illegal right-wing extremist content also continues to be posted on major global platforms.

The “politically incorrect” (/pol) sections of bulletin boards, such as 8chan, have glorified and encouraged violence among lone actors. Before his 2019 Christchurch attack, the perpetrator Brenton Tarrant posted links to his manifesto and livestream on 8chan. John Earnest, the admitted Poway, California, synagogue shooter, as well as the alleged El Paso mass
shooter, Patrick Crusius, each posted their manifestos on 8chan/pol before their attacks. In all three cases, board users continued to spread manifestos, memes, and other content praising the shooters. It is significant that copycats of Tarrant have also used 8chan and posted their manifestos on the site, showing their allegiance to the forum and its users and hoping to radicalise others and inspire further acts of white supremacist violence. After 8chan's removal, similar behaviour has reportedly continued on the successor bulletin boards of 8chan.

The research conducted for this report indicates that the significance of these non-mainstream bulletin boards and chatrooms to the violent XRW movement and its propaganda purposes is not, however, matched by the violent XRW activities on the darknet. The research did not indicate any greater significance of the darknet to the operations of the transnational violent XRW movement. However, reports indicate some migration of the online presence of several violent XRW actors has occurred, especially in the USA. Furthermore, the darknet was used for operational purposes by perpetrators of attacks. The perpetrator of the Munich attacks (2016) purchased his gun there. The alleged perpetrator of the Halle attack in Germany (2019) admitted he had received the equivalent of about 1000 euros in Bitcoin from someone on a darknet weapons-building platform after telling the individual that he “wanted to shoot Muslims.”

Similar to other terror phenomena, encrypted communications tools, especially Telegram, have reportedly been integral to recruitment, the spread of propaganda and violent how-to-manuals, and encouraging acts of terrorism. Reports also indicate that Telegram has been the preferred medium for several violent groups due to its wide reach and the ability to engage in the dissemination of propaganda, group chats, and encrypted person-to-person communication. Moreover, Feuerkrieg Division, now a banned terrorist entity in the UK, used its Telegram channel, according to media reports, to issue a death threat against the Chief Constable of West Midlands Police in September 2019 in response to the arrest of one of their members on suspicion of the commission, preparation, and instigation of acts of terrorism.

Regularly, conversations are started on Telegram and subsequently switched to gaming chat platforms like Discord or Steam, encrypted chat apps like Wire, or secure email services like Tutanota or Protonmail in apparent attempts to maintain tight communications security. The app Wire has reportedly been used by the American violent XRW group The Base to establish secure communications networks, share information, and encourage acts of violence.

The resulting larger digital ecosystem that acts as a wider support base for the offline realm might to a large extent be characterised as a “blind network” since the identities of those involved in the online sphere often are unknown to one another and geographically dispersed. Whilst lack of real-world contacts may limit personal trust and group loyalty, it has clearly enhanced transnational connectivity between militants. These looser digital networks seek to promote violence (constantly trumpeting its necessity and urgency) as a means of accelerating the collapse of “the System” whilst as an environment they exhibit none of the “internal brakes” on violence that real-world organisations—even violent ones—contain.

Whilst much of the interaction between individuals within these blind networks remains virtual (and its violent talk often “performative”), there is some evidence of militants seeking to operationalise their digital contacts for terroristic ends. In January 2020, a Durham teenager became the youngest person convicted of planning a terror attack in the United Kingdom as he tried to put together an explosive device. In order to purchase the necessary components for this device, he had reportedly turned to his contacts on Fascist Forge.

Despite the broad and often impressive scale of online activities of the transnational violent XRW movement,
its success in utilisation of this domain must be critically assessed. In fact, it often seems that the offline is unable to catch up with the seemingly well-developed online world, which takes on a life of its own. Thus, online sometimes is unable to act as a booster for offline. This is very different from the skillful use of online tools by extremist Islamist actors. These do not only recruit and communicate online, demonstrating very advanced production skills in their videos and online magazines, but such actors have also effectively led some attacks in real time via encrypted internet communications services. At the same time, the violent XRW milieu plans, prepares, and fantasizes online for a war that is not coming. In short, the volume of communication should not be mistaken for a robust transnational operational online space that would be a game-changer as far as conducting political violence is concerned.

The individuals and groups of the transnational violent XRW movement analysed in this study have been early adopters of internet services and communication tools. These are an integral part of their operational structure and provide them the ability to maintain transnational connections and communication channels. In some cases, online tools provided the original meeting space, which led to the subsequent establishment of the respective offline structure of the respective group (see AWD). In this, the transnational violent XRW movement is not significantly different from other terrorism-related networks.

However, while some initial—although not complete—success has been achieved in stemming the misuse of these services and tools by extremist Islamist actors, the transnational violent XRW movement faces considerably lower hurdles and weaker defences. This demonstrates that the tech industry as a whole has not yet sufficiently focused on the misuse of their services by the violent XRW. Therefore, greater industry emphasis and effective regulations addressing the phenomenon of terrorism in a strategic manner, and not only particular ideological variations of the phenomenon, are urgently needed to begin the work on effective disruption of the online activities of the wider violent XRW transnational movement.

Currently, a European Union-wide regulatory framework is emerging that can be brought to bear to hinder the online activities of the transnational violent XRW framework, including its financial activities. The framework still has significant transparency issues, structural weakness of the “Notice and Take Down” approach, and continuing wide-ranging exemption from liability for tech companies concerning third-party content and moderation. At the same time, EU Member States and the UK are also contributing to the framework’s emergence. In 2017, Germany passed ground-breaking legislation with the Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG), and augmented it in July 2020 with the new Law Against Right-Wing Extremism and Hate Crime, which focuses on violent XRW activities online. In 2019, the United Kingdom passed legislation focusing on terrorism content distributed online. In May 2020, France amended earlier legislation from 2015, focusing on terrorism-related content online. Within the EU, the negotiations concerning the Terrorism Content Online Regulation (TCO) are in their final stages while the first round of public consultations concerning the Digital Services Act (DSA), which will update the 2000 e-Commerce Directive, has just concluded.

The first sections of this report focused on the three thematic pillars emerging from the study of the six countries with violent XRW scenes. It demonstrated that in addition to the continuation of the national violent XRW milieus, a transnational violent XRW movement has emerged. The movement grew more violent between 2015 and 2020 and uses music and sports as sources of funding and recruitment for its violent activities. The movement indeed possesses a vibrant online ecosystem that enthusiastically enjoys and employs the latest technologies. It often fails, however, to translate this vibrancy into the offline sphere. Due to a growing awareness of the threat that the transnational violent XRW movement poses, governments in the six countries at the centre of this study have taken a range of countermeasures to mitigate this threat.
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5. MEMBER STATE RESPONSES

5.1. Legal definitions and administrative practices

Amongst the six countries at the centre of this study, clear-cut trends are emerging as far as the legal side of countering violent XRW is concerned. While terrorism is clearly defined in the legal framework of all of these countries, extremism is mostly defined by administrative practice. This highlights the importance of designating violent XRW stakeholders as terrorism-related in order to be able to prosecute their actions using existing counterterrorism provisions.

"Terrorism" is defined in the legal order of these countries as:

- an individual or collective attempt at "severely disturbing public order by threat or terror," with a special provision concerning "fighting groups" (groupes de combat), i.e., those that "have access to weapons, have a hierarchical structure and may disrupt public order" (France);
- forming an organisation the objectives of which are directed at "seriously intimidating the population" or "destroying or significantly impairing" an authority or international organisation, "when three or more persons band together, are prepared to commit acts of violence, and start executing these plans" (Germany);
- "an extreme form of violence-promoting extremism" where three anti-terror laws provide further elaboration on sanctions, the central one aimed against "terrorist offences," with the other two covering funding, incitement, recruitment, and training related to terror (Sweden);
- as the use or threat of action designed to influence government, international governmental organisations, the public or a section of the public, for a "political, religious, racial, or ideological cause" (United Kingdom).

The US and Finland are the two outliers as far as defining terrorism is concerned. The US defines "international terrorism" as crimes that are meant to coerce or intimidate the civilian population or influence government policy with a connection to a foreign terrorist group designated by the US State Department. The US has a separate definition for "domestic terrorism," which is described as illegal acts meant to intimidate, coerce, or impact government policy. However, the second definition is not accompanied by prosecutable penalties. Consequently, prosecutors work around this state of affairs by seeking convictions for the likes of possession of explosives, murder, attempted murder, etc.

The Finnish penal code definition focuses "only" on a deed that "[causes] serious harm to a state or an international organisation" but not explicitly to the public, unlike the UK definition, for example. Consequently, only one person in Finland's history, an Islamist terrorist who perpetrated an attack in Turku in 2017, has been convicted for terrorism. As the burden of proof for such a conviction is high, and since the penal code does not sanction membership of a terrorist organisation, a Ministry of Justice task force has recently proposed a new piece of legislation that would allow for a less-restricted application of the "terrorism" category when attempting to secure convictions.

Unlike the term "terrorism," the term "extremism" is not specifically defined in the law and is established mainly in administrative practice. Therefore, it simultaneously allows for a degree of flexibility while addressing the threat but also constrains the availability of counterterrorism instruments to stem
the threat emanating from individuals and entities that fall into this category.

Consequently, with no definition of XRW or "right-wing terrorism" in the British legal system (comprising the jurisdictions of England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland), or particular legislation targeting XRW groups, the UK utilizes a counterterrorism approach under the Terrorism Act (2000). It defines belonging to a prescribed terrorist organization as an "offence," and this clause was used to enable the majority of the XRW terrorism arrests since 2015 of individuals accused of belonging to prescribed groups.

Sweden, lacking a legal definition of extremism, and not utilizing the counterterrorism approach in its fight with the violent XRW, is nonetheless allowing its security service to engage in "counter-subversion" operations, which monitor extremist scenes, including "violence-promoting right-wing extremism." The U.S. government, when referring to domestic violent actors, uses the terms "terrorist" and "extremist" interchangeably, as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Department of Justice have their own working definitions that pertain to intelligence and investigations. At the same time, however, the fact that neither membership in extreme right-wing groups nor hate speech is illegal in the U.S., constrains some of the anti-violent XRW efforts in the country.

In Finland, where the term "violent extremism" refers to anti-democratic, extra-parliamentary and potentially violent groups, including right-wing extremists but not radical-right ones, the Finnish Security Intelligence Service (Supe) differentiates more explicitly between domestic extremism and terrorism, of which the latter refers typically to an external threat in the form of radical Islamism. Consequently, counterterrorism tools, as will be shown, are used rarely and not while addressing the threat from the violent XRW.

In France, where, as will be shown, a counterintelligence-led approach permeates the process of addressing the violent XRW, the terms "far-right" (extrême-droite) and "radical-right" (droite radicale) are often used as synonyms in the public domain. At the same time, most extremist groups refer to themselves as national right (droite nationale). Since 2015, a new, non legal category, delineating the most dangerous and extreme elements of the XRW, has emerged: the "ultra-right" (ultra-droite). It was introduced to the public when the head of the General Direction of Internal Security (DGSI: Direction générale de la sécurité intérieure) predicted the "ultra-right" would engage in "clashes between communities," using the Islamist terror attacks as an excuse to, in their view, "defend" the "white" Frenchmen.

In Germany, the term "extremism" is not defined by constitutional or criminal law. It is instead a conceptual tool that German domestic intelligence agencies have been using since 1974. In this respect, "extremism" denotes an assumed or proven "anti-constitutionalism," and is aimed at any effort opposing the "principles of the free democratic basic order." Consequently, "right-wing extremism" is perceived as a concept that violates human dignity under Section 1 of the German Constitution ("Basic Law") as it denies the existence of universal human rights.

5.2. Development of countermeasures and strategic approaches

In all six countries that are the focus of this study, structural changes in countermeasures to terrorism evolved particularly quickly following major terrorist incidents. This is also the case with measures developed to mitigate the threat posed by violent XRW. Throughout the last decade, and particularly since
2015, the threat posed by violent XRW has been attracting more attention and resources from the security establishments in the countries covered in this report.

Overall, the period saw the development of three counter-violent extremism trends amongst the six countries examined: the Scandinavian P/CVE approach, multifaceted approaches, and an approach focusing on counterintelligence/counter-crime.

5.2.1. Scandinavian P/CVE approach

The “Scandinavian” P/CVE approach is mostly influenced by the successes of the so-called Aarhus model in Denmark, which sees the municipality cooperate with the police via community engagement/empowerment and family support to help prevent radicalisation. This influence led to the introduction of what are called “Anchor teams” in Finland, which work at the local level on the basis of multi-professional collaboration, including the police, and professionals in youth, health, and social work. The aim of the Anchor-model is early intervention in juvenile delinquency. Sweden also utilised the Danish influences, namely Denmark’s Centre for Prevention of Extremism (CPE), in establishing the Swedish Centre for Preventing Violent Extremism (SCPVE, named as such in 2018). SCPVE, a part of the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention, is tasked with coordinating and supporting municipalities, national agencies and civil society in PVE work.

The U.S. saw its Department of Homeland Security (DHS) release a strategy document in September 2019 that called for public-private partnerships with tech companies, and the development of counter-messaging by tech companies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and civil society organisations (CSOs). The DHS strategy built on the creation in April 2019 of the Office of Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (OTVTP), which provides funding streams for local groups working on P/CVE issues such as training, interventions, and resilience.

5.2.2. Multifaceted approaches

Multifaceted approaches are best demonstrated by the British counterterrorism efforts. As an integral part, these include a focus on prevention. In its countermeasures against violent XRW actions, the UK utilises counterterrorism tools such as proscribing organisations and jailing violent XRW individuals on the basis of their involvement with these organisations. The civilian security service, MI5, became the lead agency for detecting and countering XRW terrorism. The UK also imposes an obligation on a range of public institutions, including councils, schools, colleges, universities, and the health service, which are obliged to have “due regard” towards people being drawn into terrorism, including the XRW (the “Prevent Duty”).

To some extent, the last decade saw Germany arrive at the multifaceted approach. After a string of violent XRW attacks preceding 2015, Germany focused on countermeasures related to the security apparatus. It established the Joint Centre for Countering Extremism and Terrorism (SETZ), which serves as a communication platform for the 30 federal and state police and intelligence services, and one of its aims is to combat right-wing extremism/terrorism. Following high-profile violent XRW attacks in 2019, the phenomenon was deemed the most significant current threat to Germany by the authorities. And subsequently, new and additional administrative capabilities focusing on this threat were created within the federal criminal police (BKA), the domestic intelligence service (BfV), and the military counterintelligence agency (MAD). Furthermore, the German federal foreign intelligence agency (BND) established a new focus on this issue by restructuring the existing counterterrorism department.

In December 2019, the state Land Interior Ministers Conference agreed on, among other things, expanding protective measures for synagogues, increasing staff at the authorities responsible for handling right-wing extremism, improving risk-analysis software analogous to the case of Islamist terrorism.
and being more consistent in declaring bans on associations and events. Accordingly, the "Kampf der Nibelungen" (Battle of the Nibelungs) MMA event was banned in 2019 and 2020 due to being a "threat to public safety."\(^{36}\)

Finally, Germany also plans to ramp up its P/CVE effort, as its Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth earmarked 460 million euros with the priority of tackling right-wing extremism and anti-Semitism in the funding period 2020 to 2023.\(^{37}\)

### 5.2.3. Counterintelligence/counter-crime approach

The counterintelligence or counter-crime approach is best demonstrated by the French strategy. France still perceives the threat of Islamist terrorism as more salient than that of the violent XRW. Nonetheless, it utilises the same forums to address both threats, namely the work of the National Coordination of Intelligence and the Fight Against Terrorism (Coordination nationale du renseignement et de la lutte contre le terrorisme, CNRLT), founded in 2017. CNRLT coordinates the French security multiagency approach to all terrorist threats and directly reports to the President of the Republic. Since 2019, violent XRW groups also receive more scrutiny at the political level in France, for example, from relevant parliamentary bodies.\(^{38}\)

This approach has also been adopted by the US, which saw the FBI elevate the threat posed by far-right extremism and "racially motivated violent extremism," in particular, in 2020, placing it at the same threat level as foreign terrorist organisations such as ISIS. Already in spring 2019, the FBI created the Domestic Terrorism-Hate Crimes Fusion Cell to increase information-sharing between FBI agents working in the Counterterrorism Division and the Criminal Investigative Division.\(^{39}\)

The primacy of counterintelligence services in CVE and CT work related to the violent XRW is also present in Sweden where the Swedish Security Service (SSS), the police and other security agencies collaborate at the Counter-Terrorism Cooperation Council.\(^{40}\) In 2018, the Swedish National Audit Office, however, criticized inconsistent intelligence-sharing between the SSS and the Swedish Police Authority, prompting those agencies to launch a new collaborative effort, Redex, to "reduce" violent-promoting extremist scenes.\(^{41}\)
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new leaderless transnational, apocalyptic, and violent XRW movement has emerged and continued to evolve between 2015 and 2020. National violent XRW scenes are transnationally linked through apocalyptic narratives such as the “great replacement” theory, “white genocide,” and “Day X.” Transnationally oriented violent XRW propagandists argue that the “white race” can only be saved if all violent XRW work and fight together. These narratives originate in different parts of the Western world but often obtain international significance, contributing to the transformation of the movement.

Whilst the national violent XRW milieus in the six countries at the centre of this report continue to exist and be active, the development of this transnational violent XRW movement is also facilitated by the emulation and integration of common inspirations by the violent XRW movement globally. These mostly emanate from four major sources: the Anglo-Saxon world, mostly represented by the US, and to a lesser extent by the UK, influences from Germany, the Nordic countries, and increasingly, influences from Eastern Europe, mostly via the rivalry between violent XRW entities from Russia and Ukraine. These inspirations are ideological, related to communications or imagery, but also have a more practical function with different violent XRW groups choosing contacts, friends, peers from particular countries with a view to strengthening ties with a given entity and increasing its prestige in the violent XRW world as a result.

This transformation, however, does not result in the transnational violent XRW movement morphing into a hierarchical and unified structure. The various actors within the movement embrace the “divided we stand” approach. Diversified forms of (dis)organisation are tolerated and even encouraged. The movement consists of networked individuals, groups, organisations, networks, political parties, etc., with each national contingent dominated by different types of violent XRW actors. Moreover, certain violent XRW actors, regardless of their organisational form, are often internationally revered by their peers in the violent XRW movement who nonetheless might themselves not copy their (dis)organisational structures.

The movement largely sees the COVID-19 pandemic as a chance to spread its ideology more widely and recruit more individuals, especially online. However, the pandemic also constrains its offline activities and as a result, it is still too early to judge its medium-to-long-term impact on the violent XRW movement with a degree of certainty.

The development of the transnational movement is further strengthened by common travel patterns of violent XRW individuals who converge on the same political events such as marches and rallies, music festivals and sporting events (especially MMA fights or tournaments) internationally. Such convergence allows for strengthening or the development of ties between different violent XRW individuals, groups, organisations, and networks. These events enable these violent XRW actors to attempt to lure new recruits from amongst non-XRW individuals into their ranks who might have visited them because of their interest in music or violent sport, and who do not (yet) adhere to the violent XRW ideology.

The transnational violent XRW movement is organised for violence. In its view, the nature of its violence is always justified as “defensive,” i.e., reactive to ideologically defined and perceived threats, allegedly emanating from a wide variety of the movement’s enemies. Furthermore, events enable multiple fund-raising opportunities for the transnational violent XRW movement, from receiving donations to sell-
The six countries at the centre of this study all define “terrorism” in their national legislations but often rely only on administrative practice or working definitions employed, for example, in intelligence collection, to tackle the threat posed by “extremism,” including the XRW. The six countries deploy different countermeasures to stem the rise of the transnational violent XRW movement in general and its terrorism in particular. Three general approaches are adopted: the Scandinavian approach, centred on P/CVE measures, a multifaceted approach combining security-related measures, a preventative approach, and finally, an approach that centres on counter-intelligence/counter-crime measures. Some of the countries discussed in this study display elements of more than one approach in their strategies of countering the threat from the transnational violent XRW movement.

The research for this study demonstrated that officially available data concerning the various groups, plots, groups, organisations, and networks of the transnational violent XRW movement is not yet publicly available in a comparable format in several of the countries at the centre of this study. This is also because of the significant variety of legal and administrative definitions of violent XRW activities employed by these six governments. Although the continuing lack of an agreed common definition will mean that statistical data from individual Member States remains difficult to compare, the lack of distinct data points even with the respective domestic contexts presents a challenge for the design of adequate prevention and countermeasures.

For almost 20 years now, the attention of many policymakers in the European Union and beyond has focused on Islamist extremism and terrorism. Legal and administrative provisions have been passed to tackle this specific threat, significant resources have been allocated, and new initiatives and interventions have been implemented. There are some similarities and lessons to be learned from the efforts to prevent and combat violent Islamist extremism.
Many of the individuals, groups, and organisations highlighted in this study are not yet designated as terrorism-related by Member States or the EU, reducing the toolbox of counterterrorism-related administrative and legislative instruments that can be brought to bear against the transnational violent XRW movement. However, some of the operational weaknesses displayed by the violent XRW movement, such as frequent international travel to functional travel hubs to attend, for example, marches, rallies, festivals, and MMA events (location and timing predictable), could be exploited by utilising existing administrative instruments from related areas.

The analysis of the response mechanism within the countries at the centre of this study demonstrated that monitoring and analysing violent XRW activities within these Member States continues to fall mainly within the responsibilities of the police as well as domestic intelligence structures. This emphasis on the domestic security capabilities may be due to the overall perception that violent XRW activities present primarily an internal domestic threat and a reduced awareness of the transnational character of the wider violent XRW movement. The central objective of all foreign intelligence structures is to gather information and intelligence concerning foreign threats to domestic security and stability. Therefore, these structures are ideally placed to develop a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the emerging threats emanating from the transnational violent XRW movement, at the centre of this study.

Multilateral information exchange has proven to be an effective tool to quickly increase capacity concerning emerging terrorism threats. However, currently, the various multilateral structures set up for this purpose are primarily geared towards countering the threat emanating from extremist Islamist terrorism. In addition to government stakeholders in all countries at the centre of this report, civil society stakeholders, such as research institutes, think tanks, and advocacy organisations, have developed significant expertise and research capacities focusing on violent XRW activities, including operational level monitoring of violent XRW activities. This represents an often-untapped resource and its more effective utilisation could be used as a boosting mechanism to quickly increase existing government capacities to tackle the issue of the transnational violent XRW movement.

The study demonstrated the lack of available raw data concerning the financial activities of violent XRW actors. In cases where such raw data was available (mostly provided by civil society stakeholders), an analytical gap exists between this data and a structural understanding of the overall financial structure overlaying these activities. Since many of the actors within the transnational violent XRW movement have not been designated as terrorism-related, countering their financial activities requires the utilisation of a broader range of instruments, including administrative measures on a local level, than the "classic" combating the financing of terrorism (CFT) structure usually employs. Apart from regulatory and legal risks, an increasing concern of the financial industry are reputational issues. In some cases, reputational issues have caused the first disruptions. For example, a payment service provider refused services to several online stores linked to violent XRW actors due to reputational concerns.

As outlined in this study, the misuse of online tools and services is prevalent, and such tools are integral to the movement's operations and significantly facilitate its transnational character. The study also highlighted that violent XRW actors continue to face no or only weak defensive mechanisms from internet service providers, social media, content-hosting and gaming platforms, as well as messenger services, against the misuse of these services. However, an EU-wide regulatory framework is emerging that can be brought to bear to hinder the online activities of the transnational violent XRW movement, including its financial activities.

Studies indicate that the "de-platforming" of XRW online actors significantly reduces their ability to
spread propaganda and recruit followers. In this regard, Internet Referral Units (IRUs) within the Member States and Europol play a significant role, highlighting extremist and terrorist content to social media, content-hosting, and gaming-platforms, as well as messenger services and providing ground for the removal of such content and in extreme cases, “de-platforming” of extremist and terrorist individuals and entities.

The analysis of the online activities of the transnational violent XRW movement emphasised that important online operations of the movement are conducted in closed and encrypted chat forms and content hosting platforms. Therefore, electronic penetration of these operations remains a challenge and in some cases is technically impossible. The research for this study demonstrated that a multitude of civil society stakeholders that have developed significant expertise in this regard exist in the six countries at the centre of this study.
## ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFO</td>
<td>Action des Forces Opérationnelles (Operational Forces Action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APF</td>
<td>Alliance for Peace and Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWD</td>
<td>Atomwaffen Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BfV</td>
<td>Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKA</td>
<td>Federal Criminal Police Office, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BND</td>
<td>Federal Intelligence Service, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEE</td>
<td>Central-Eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEP</td>
<td>Counter Extremism Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFT</td>
<td>combating/countering the financing of terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRTL</td>
<td>National Coordination of Intelligence and the Fight Against Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Rex</td>
<td>Center for Research on Extremism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>civil society organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGSII</td>
<td>General Direction of Internal Security (Direction générale de la sécurité interieure), France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA</td>
<td>Digital Services Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETN</td>
<td>Europa Terra Nostra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GETZ</td>
<td>Centre for Countering Extremism and Terrorism, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRU</td>
<td>Internet Referral Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIL</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>Junge Alternative für Deutschland (Young Alternative for Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN</td>
<td>Junge Nationalisten (Young Nationalists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNR</td>
<td>Jeunesses nationalistes révolutionnaires (Young Revolutionary Nationalists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>Military Counterintelligence Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>National Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetzDG</td>
<td>Network Enforcement Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>non governmental organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPD</td>
<td>Nationaläidemokratische Partei Deutelands (National Democratic Party of Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRM</td>
<td>Nordic Resistance Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWI</td>
<td>North West Infidels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWO</td>
<td>New World Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS</td>
<td>Old School Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/CVE</td>
<td>preventing and countering violent extremism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNF</td>
<td>Parti Nationaliste Frangçais (French Nationalist Party)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMC</td>
<td>private military contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPDIM</td>
<td>Program of Father Frost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Rise Above Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAN</td>
<td>Radicalisation Awareness Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RID</td>
<td>Russkoe Imperskoe Dvizhenie (Russian Imperial Movement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKD</td>
<td>Sonnenkrieg Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOO</td>
<td>Soldiers of Odin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCPVE</td>
<td>Swedish Council for Preventing Violent Extremism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCO</td>
<td>Terrorism Content Online Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Troisième Voie (Third Way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWP</td>
<td>Traditionalist Workers Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Unité Continentale (Continental Unity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRW</td>
<td>Extreme Right Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOG</td>
<td>Zionist Occupation Government</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Legal situation

The Finnish Ministry of the Interior uses the term “violent extremism” when referring to anti-democratic, extra-parliamentary and potentially violent groups, which also includes right-wing extremism. Here, the Finnish differentiate between extremism and radicalism. The focus is on the use of violence or threat of violence, and the authorities point out that extremism, unlike radicalism, is anti-democratic by definition. The Finnish Security Intelligence Service (Supo) differentiates more explicitly between domestic extremism and terrorism, of which the latter refers typically to an external threat in the form of radical Islamism. Supo focuses on cases that threaten the national security and has explicitly stated domestic extremist groups do not comprise such a threat in their current form. Recently, XRW terrorism was included in their terrorism threat assessment with reference to international trends.

Section 24 of the Finnish penal code defines terrorism as an act “that is conducive to causing serious harm to a State or an international organisation.” The definition requires the act to reach a certain level of seriousness, and this is one of the reasons the terrorism clause has been rarely used. The Islamist terrorist attack in Turku in 2017 in which a Moroccan asylum-seeker stabbed 10 people, killing two of them, is the only case in Finland in which the perpetrator has been convicted based on terrorism laws. According to the Finnish security police, the burden of proof for terrorism cases is too high, e.g., membership of a terrorist organisation is not an offence itself in Finland. A task force at the Ministry of Justice has recently proposed new legislation that would make possible a charge of incitement for joining a terrorist group.

Legislative tools tackling XRW extend, however, beyond terrorism clauses. The Finnish Associations Act regulates the conduct of both registered and unregistered associations. As the registration gives the organisation a legal status, often even XRW groups seek the status of a registered association. Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM), which has been the most militant XRW organisation in Finland for the past 10 years, was banned in 2017 in Finland based on the Associations Act for acting substantially against “good practice.” NRM managed to take the case all the way to the Supreme Court, which, however, confirmed the ban in September 2020, making it permanent.

According to the Penal Code (6 §5), a racist or hate motivation in committing other offences may also be considered an aggravating circumstance when imposing a penalty. This clause was used, e.g., when sentencing perpetrators for the attacks against refugee reception centres in 2015, and in the broadly publicised case when an NRM member was convicted of a brutal assault in Helsinki in 2016. The Prosecutor General has also charged NRM for the use of Nazi flags at the Independence Day demonstration in 2018 as an incitement.
History and key players of the XRW scene

Although typically considered a peaceful country with no XRW terrorism, Finland has seen certain waves of XRW violence throughout its history. The latest wave came in 2015 in the wake of the refugee crisis and spontaneous anti-refugee mobilisation, when a series of arson attacks and other violence targeted especially refugee reception centres. The attacks were at least partly inspired by the similar waves in Germany and Sweden. From autumn 2015 onwards, several vigilante-type groups were organised, claiming to counter the threat caused by the refugees. Out of these groups, only the Soldiers of Odin (SOO), which collaborates with the NRM, has survived until today, and it used to have a broad international network as well. At the peak of its popularity in 2016, SOO had around 600 members in Finland. That has dropped to about one-third, with its demise caused by several factors, including internal fighting and splintering, and the gradual end of the refugee crisis also led some members to leave the group.

The Finnish chapter of the NRM was founded in 2008 and has since been involved in several acts of violence, especially targeting their political opponents. The group openly despised the constitutional system of Finland and sought to form a Nordic national-socialist state. The Finnish chapter was relatively independent of the other Nordic organisations, although they too had representative at the joint Nordic leadership group. In their relations, e.g., with Russia, the Finns were more critical than the Swedish chapter, largely for historical reasons, and the Finnish chapter has not appeared as violent as the Swedish one, e.g., there has not been a deadly attack, unlike in Sweden. In some cases, homemade guns and knives were confiscated from the activists. Finnish NRM members, which number about 100, differ somewhat from typical skinheads and are more middle class, although many have a subculture background.

NRM was banned in Finland in 2017 and a court order in 2019 required the group to cease its activity. The activists have, however, continued to operate under a new label, Towards Freedom! (Kohde Vapautta), and new groups have been established for NS youth and women. The ban did not apply to their charity organisation, Finn Aid (Suomalaisasut), which was inspired by the Italian CasaPound and Greek party Golden Dawn. The police have investigated whether Towards Freedom is breaching the law by continuing the activities of the NRM, and currently the prosecutor is considering charges. Some of the former NRM activists have also appeared as so-called accelerationist groups, such as The Base and Feuerkrieg Division.

Of the other notable groups, Ukonvasama acts as a link between subculture activism and political endeavours. Founded by a former NRM activist in 2017, the group supports leaderless resistance. Rather eclectic by nature, it has propagated, e.g., for National Action and has contacted a North American XRW ideologue promoting accelerationist terrorism. Ukonvasama is not an entity with a membership list but more an outfit that focuses on organising events and sharing propaganda through a handful of activists.

Trends

XRW political violence peaked in Finland in 2015 in the wake of the refugee crisis. The most alarming form of political violence was arson attacks against refugee reception centres. The perpetrators acted either alone or in small groups, with several of them intoxicated by alcohol. According to hate crime statistics, and based on cases reported to the police, more than 40 attacks were conducted in Finland in 2015 and 2016, although less than half were later solved by the police. Out of the solved cases, more than 20 perpetrators are known. Their profiles show that none had direct links to organised XRW groups, although some of them claimed open allegiance to XRW ideology or admitted a racist motive.
Many of them were, however, consumers of XRW social media and shared similar content, such as Facebook posts by anti-refugee group Close the Boarders. Most of the attacks were not judged to be serious, none of them were investigated as terrorism, and many of them failed entirely due to the intoxication of the perpetrator or other circumstances. In three cases in which a racist and political motive was present, however, the courts ruled that the danger was very significant and gave relatively heavy sentences on attempts of aggravated criminal mischief. The attacks ceased almost entirely by 2016 when the number of arriving refugees also dropped. The last attack that can be counted as part of the wave happened in February 2016.7

SOO, which was formed at the later stage of the anti-refugee mobilisation cycle, represented potentially violent, anti-Muslim sentiment, although in practice the group appeared relatively peaceful and most of the cases of physical violence appeared in internal conflicts, as SOO members fought each other at their own clubs.24 There are, however, a few cases in which SOO members attacked migrants,7 and in one failed attack, it included a Molotov cocktail thrown at a tent with asylum-seekers. In the latter case, explosives were also found in the apartment of the perpetrator.25

NRM turned to violence especially after 2012 when it started more visible street activism, attacking typically their political opponents at demonstrations or at other events.26 The most notable of these include the stabbing case at the library in Jyväskylä in 2013, a group assault at the shopping centre in Jyväskylä in 2015, and an aggravated assault in Helsinki in 2016.27 Although typically the attacks were reactive in nature following some sort of provocation, they formed a continuous pattern and reflect the flexible understanding of self defence by the NRM—members are urged to take the initiative when even a minor threat is noticed.26 In several cases, some of the activists were armed with knives at demonstrations.27 Since the ban on the NRM in 2017 and founding of the new organisation, Towards Freedom!, NRM activists have not resorted to physical violence beyond minor clashes at demonstrations.

It is noteworthy that since 2015 the XRW in general has engaged in violence only on rare occasions. This has not changed even since the Islamist terrorist attack in Turku in 2017. The hate crime statistics show only a short outbreak in 2017, and most of the cases were not related to physical violence but verbal abuse and incitement, which in most cases happened online.27 Lone-actor type terrorism has also been absent, although in 2018 police arrested a Latvian neo-Nazi who was charged with plotting to attack Muslim targets in Helsinki with a homemade bomb. He was later acquitted of the charges as he had no detailed plan or means to conduct the attack.28

According to reports on violent extremism by the Ministry of the Interior, the most typical form of XRW violence continues to be spontaneous street violence in which the perpetrator is typically connected to the skinhead subculture.28 There are, however, no publicly available statistics regarding trends or figures of this type of violence, although it may be estimated that the level of this type of violence is substantially lower than in the 1990s, reflecting a general trend in West-European right-wing political violence.29

Finances

Funding of the Finnish XRW scene is typically based on legal sources, of which most important are the membership fees and sales of merchandise such as hoodies, stickers, and books. NRM activists paid either a fixed monthly fee, or, if they had a job, a share of their income. NRM has also had a category of supporting members without the duties of a full member. These paid, depending on the supporter level they chose, 50-150 euros annually.29 Besides concerts and other events, the merchandise is sold through online stores, in a few brick-and-mortar shops that support the cause, and previously also at the web shop of the NRM. Leaked web shop or-
Orders from 2015-2016 show that within six months 75 individual orders were made, typically around 35 euros. The NRM in Finland has had lots of difficulties with its web shop, as it has been hacked, and banks have cancelled their payment services. Payments happened either via bank transfer or by using Bitcoin. NRM has also urged its supporters to use Bitcoin ATMs for anonymous donations.

Finn Aid, an NRM charity organisation, bases its operation also on donations by the public.

According to one estimate, the annual budget of the Finnish NRM chapter was a few thousand euros per year, although their former leader has stated the web store alone produced around 8000 euros of annual profit. The funds were used, e.g., to cover the costs of the speaking trips abroad. Funds were channelled through a registered association, Northern Heritage (Pohjonen Perinne), which was also banned in 2017. NRM also published in print and online the newspaper Magnettimedia, which was, at least for one issue, financially supported by retail chain owner Juha Kärkkäinen. Kärkkäinen allegedly also hired the Finnish NRM leader as a writer for Magnettimedia, which he owned before handing the publishing rights to NRM. After NRM was banned in Finland in 2017, their web shop was closed and assets frozen. Therefore, the successor organisations did not have many funds at their disposal, which also shows in their activism. Possibly also, international contacts have been almost non-existent due to the lack of funds after the ban.

When a member of the NRM was arrested and charged with aggravated assault in 2016, a support event was organised and some supporters claimed that fines caused by activism are paid collectively. To help imprisoned comrades, the NRM web shop also sold a support shirt. According to prison authorities there are tens of radicalised inmates leaning towards XRW ideology, the number of NRM members among them is, however, unknown. Indirect means of support is created also via subculture activism, with several of the NRM members also members of RAC (Rock against Communism, a skinhead music movement) or NSBM (National Socialist Black Metal) bands. In some cases, proceeds from album sales are directed to the jailed members of the movement. Finnish bands, some of which are closely connected with the NRM, have also taken part in joint international recording projects supporting, e.g., Golden Dawn.

Ukonvasama has collected funds for its activism also by selling records, books, shirts and hoodies, and zines. The clothing store Ferus Finnum, closely associated with the NRM, was founded in 2013 and sold well-known international far-right clothing brands at events organized by the group. The shop marketed itself also to international customers. Although not formally a movement member, one of the owners of Ferus Finnum was also involved in violent activities of the NRM. The store was closed in 2016. The NRM web store also sold products by international labels such as Ansgar Aryan.

Of the most notable Finnish XRW groups with transnational connections, SOO has found itself in the best financial shape. SOO collected relatively large funds from membership fees and the sale of support merchandise, demanding, e.g., several thousand euros from some national chapters. Their collaboration with the NRM and its successor organisation, Towards Freedom, has potentially also benefitted the latter ones. With the funds, SOO rented several clubhouses, and, as was claimed by the international chapters, renovated its headquarters in Kemi. SOO also claimed funds were needed for large, international gatherings, which never happened though. Funds have also made possible visits abroad to meet foreign chapters. Finnish members of their international leadership board have visited, e.g., Malta, Sweden, and Estonia. Besides two Finns, one of the international board members is a Maltese activist. In the end, however, the funds from the membership fees were to some extent counter-productive, as the organization did not know what to do with all the money, and several international chapters refused to pay the membership fees and chose instead to abandon the SOO franchise.
Online activities

Since 2015, the Finnish extreme-right scene has become more of a social media phenomenon. The NRM already had its roots in online communities, especially discussion groups and forums, and was started by members who only partly had previously acted together offline. However, especially with the SOO, online recruitment and mobilisation showed its full force. Although initially some chapters were built around previously known offline contacts, most of the local leaders were known by the national leaders only via Facebook. As an international network, SOO was created solely within the virtual community, although the contacts were maintained on a few occasions by face-to-face meetings.

In 2019, SOO Facebook pages were taken down, which harmed its visibility. After being banned from Facebook, SOO propaganda has been shared mostly via its public Vkontakte and Telegram channels, which may reach members and supporters, but not so much potential new members. The group’s public Telegram channel and chat were launched in December 2019, although the platform had been used already since 2016 for internal communication and for planning activities and was initially selected as the communication channel due to leaks in Messenger.

As acknowledged also by its members, the offline presence, especially patrolling, is often done only for show, for sharing reports through social media, and possibly also for provoking their opponents and getting the attention of mainstream media. The recruiting via social media may have caused a low level of commitment, and in some cities there were no original members left after a year or two. The lack of visibility harms its offline activism and recruiting, and therefore SOO occasionally laments the scarcity of mainstream media reports, although media also boosted their growth, especially in 2015 and 2016.

Migration to new platforms like Vkontakte has ostensibly radicalised the SOO members, although the process started well before Facebook banned them. The radicalisation is partly because many moderate people have left the group and their current networks tend to include NRM members. The departures might have been fuelled by the concern that SOO, just like NRM, will be banned by the authorities. Discussion at Vkontakte is also more openly racist, as the platform does not moderate racist content as effectively as Facebook.

The NRM and its members have been less visibly active within social media, as they try to control their public image, although the NRM in Finland has seen a lot of marketing potential in it. For security reasons, the most important discussions concerning, e.g., planning of activities, were held face-to-face. Their Facebook page was opened in December 2013, and movement members or supporters have been active also on bulletin boards, Telegram, Discord, Twitter, and YouTube. In 2016, a Finnish NRM community page was created on the Steam gaming platform, asking people to get their like-minded friends to join the community. Steam community is known for hosting several extremist groups. Between 2015 and 2017, NRM had its own subsection at the MV forum discussion forum, which the group also administered. Unlike SOO, for NRM the bans and censoring has not had that much effect because a flacaf the recruiting happens via face-to-face interaction, and often the contact is created within subculture events, such as white-power music events. These events bring together activists while international events such as the annual Asgard festival in Kyiv are organised alongside political events; one of the regular performers at the festival is Finnish NSBM band Goatmoon, which has links also to the NRM.

Certain suspicion of online media is also notable among the older members of the movement. A particular example of this was the founding of a printed zine by the Ukonvasama collective in 2015, amidst the boom of social media. Besides other reasons, the founder has mentioned the alt-right are not people and as such already suspicious, and that
the printed format prevents the message from being drowned out by the flood of online information. They also claim the printed format also prevents the leak of information more effectively. Despite this, the collective also has an account on Vkontakte and a radio show broadcast on Spreaker.

Response

The Finnish approach to violent extremism is coordinated by the Ministry of the Interior, which also draws up plans for Internal Security. It covers all forms of extremism independent of ideology or religion. The same approach also has been used by the Finnish Exit project. The comprehensive approach was outlined in 2012 in a National Action Plan for the Prevention of Violent Radicalisation and Extremism in Finland. The action plan, which was updated last year, was drafted in collaboration with several relevant parties, including religious communities and researchers.

Already in 2004, when the first internal security programme was published, a broad definition of security was used that identified racism and extremist movements as a threat and tackling them as one subfield of internal security. The programme maintained that the rise of the far-right was a potential threat caused by, e.g., a lack of outlets for citizen participation and by immigration. An annual report on violent extremism focusing on trends and current threats has been published since 2012, and statistics on hate crimes have been compiled by the Police College and published annually since 2009. Before that, more limited statistics on racist crimes were reported by the Ministry of the Interior and by the Police College. Both are based on an analysis of crimes reported to the police, but do not differentiate between perpetrator ideologies. Statistics on crimes perpetrated by the extreme right are not collected nationwide, and only the Helsinki Police Department publishes such statistics every now and then.

Besides the Exit programme, which was discontinued in 2013 due to a lack of funding for the NGO responsible for its development, government measures include preventive police units and so-called anchor teams, which work locally on the basis of multi-professional collaboration, including the police, and professionals in youth, health and social work. The aim of the anchor model is early intervention in juvenile delinquency. These measures have also been under external evaluation. The Finnish PVE plans have been influenced especially by the Aarhus model.

Transnational connectivity

SOO, founded in 1985, spread into nearly 30 countries in 1995 and was organized as a franchise: international chapters conducted their daily activities independently, although they were supposed to follow the general rules laid out by the Finns. Although most of the connections were maintained online, the Finnish members of SOO have made occasional visits to the international chapters and also organized few patrols in northern Sweden, especially in Haparanda. Estonians living in Helsinki have taken part in patrols there. Due to the schism, e.g., over membership fees, the international chapters were in most cases either closed or renamed by 2017. Currently, there are chapters only in Finland and Sweden. There still exists, however, several former SOO chapters worldwide, which in most cases do not use the original name anymore. For example, in Sweden, four local chapters broke away to form a group called Ryder Cruisers, and in Canada, Saskatchewan chapters broke off from SOO to constitute the Patriots of Unity. Some German chapters of SOO were renamed in 2018 as Wodans Erben and Vikings Security, apparently in agreement with the SOO HQ in Finland, to avoid unwanted attention from the authorities. A few Finnish SOO members remained in their social media networks after the renaming, although these links seem to have disappeared by now. In 2020, it
was revealed that a group that included members from the former German SOO chapters had planned attacks, e.g., on a mosque, to precipitate a civil war in Germany. These plans seemed, however, not to have a link to Finland.

In December 2019, the SOO organised a Finnish Independence Day demonstration in Helsinki, acting as cover for the NRM successor organisation Towards Freedom! after its demonstration was banned by the police. Among the invited speakers at the event were members of the German extreme right party Der III. Weg, their leader and founder Klaus Arrostroff leading the delegation, and the leader of the NRM, Simon Lindberg from Sweden, who also addressed the crowds. After the demonstration, Lindberg and Arrostroff had a private meeting.

The Finnish chapter of the NRM has maintained close contact, besides other chapters, also with several international XRW organisations, which in most cases involves inspiration and support for groups with a similar ideological orientation within networks built over several years. Support consists mostly of non-material elements, such as borrowing organisation models and drawing lessons from the experience of the other groups. Finnish NRM members have taken part, e.g., in a May Day rally by the Freien Netz Sud, and the Tag der Deutschen Zukunft demonstration in Dresden, which both were meant to bring together several nationalist groups and were organised by the loose networks of autonomous nationalists. The representatives of JN and Der III. Weg have also taken part in events in Finland organised by the NRM, and Jugend für Pinneberg toured Finland in 2014, giving a lecture in Turku. Collaboration with the German groups has continued till today.

As recently as in March 2020, the NRM charity Finn Aid was invited to a congress organised by the JN, although the event was later cancelled due to the pandemic. NRM members also took part in a demonstration by Golden Dawn in 2015 in Greece, alongside Der III. Weg, and has held support rallies for the jailed members of Golden Dawn. Golden Dawn has been seen as an exemplary movement and has inspired, e.g., the NRM's charity work, although Golden Dawn's cooperation with Russia divided NRM supporters. For Finnish nationalists, contacts with the Russians have, for historical reasons, been a difficult issue, and historically most of the groups have seen Russia as their primary enemy.

In 2011, a joint seminar was organised in Helsinki with Freie Nationale Strukturen (Germany) and CasaPound. Links with CasaPound date to before the founding of the Finnish NRM chapter, and for some Finnish XRW activists, CasaPound provided a model. Unlike their Swedish comrades, who tend to stress more the ideological purity, Finnish NRM members have held links with groups such as CasaPound and Freie Nationale Strukturen, which draw inspiration also from left-wing radicalism. Other transnational connections by the Finnish NRM include the Solidarity Front for Syria, supporting the Assad regime and with ties to Hezbollah. It was founded in 2013 by several international activists and is led by Matteo Caponetti, who is half Finnish. Finnish NRM activists belonged to the founders of the group, which partners closely with CasaPound, and the Finns have actively participated in other similar CasaPound-inspired actions with, e.g., NPD members, such as charity missions in Kosovo.

The Finnish NRM chapter held close contacts with the UK organisation National Action (NA), which was classified as a terrorist organisation in 2016; NRM members have seen NA as heroes and martyrs, and as pioneers in, e.g., fascist aesthetics and propaganda production. The actual collaboration has consisted mostly of mutual manifestations of solidarity, but probably also sharing ideas regarding the post-ban activism. After the ban of the NA, the NRM organised a few support stunts in Finland by posing with NA logos and torches, with some SOO members also joining their ranks. Propaganda for the NA has also been shared by the Ukonvasama collective. In January-February 2015, the leader of the NA, Benjamin Raymond, spent several
weeks in Finland, meeting activists in several cities, speaking at the NRM HQ in Turku, and taking part in their activism in Lahti. In 2018, a former member of the Finnish NRM chapter and a veteran of the war in Afghanistan was convicted in the UK of being a member of NA. He also tried to recruit members of the British army to join the NA. NA has also showed its support for the jailed Finnish NRM members, e.g., writing in 2015 an appeal to the ambassador of Finland.

After the ban of the NRM, the new organisation Towards Freedom! has not had many public contacts with their comrades abroad, and their events and demos, other than the aforementioned Independence Day demonstration, have not brought foreign activists to Finland. However, a certain level of coordination may still exist, as exemplified by the simultaneous attacks—mostly vandalism—taking place in all countries where NRM was active, Finland included, against synagogues and other Jewish facilities in 2019 on the anniversary of Kristallnacht.

The Finnish NRM members also have taken part in a few demonstrations abroad since the ban, most recently at Gedenkmarsch in Dresden in 2020.

Some Finnish members of the NRM have been active within so-called accelerationist terrorism online networks, including Feuerkrieg Division and The Base, with one of them suggesting mass shootings are less effective than “destroying buildings like Timothy McVeigh” (sic). There is no information whether the Finnish members of these groups have conducted activism beyond online chatter. Several NRM activists were previously also members of now-defunct online forums such as Iron March and Fascist Forge, which served as networking sites, among others, for accelerationist groups. A Finnish NRM member from Tampere acted as the main moderator of the Iron March Forum (IM) and a Finnish translation of a book by IM founder Alexander Stavros, celebrating lone-wolf terrorists like Brevik and McVeigh, has been published by one NRM activist. Additionally, members of the Turku-based neo-Nazi collective Ukonvasama visited author James Mason in the USA in 2019. Mason’s book The Siege is the key source of inspiration for accelerationist groups, and an English edition was sold via the NRM web shop in Finland.

Since 2018, several leading international white nationalists, such as Jared Taylor and Greg Johnson, have been invited to Finland for conferences organised under the label “Awakening.” The Awakening events are organised by a loose collective that has also taken part in events abroad, such as conferences in Estonia organised by the Youth league of the Conservative People’s Party of Estonia and an alt-right event with Jared Taylor in 2017 in Amsterdam. Several of them belong to Suomen Sisu, a nationalist organisation founded in 1998 and closely associated with the Finns Party. In 2019, a Ukrainian activist and speaker of the political branch of the Azov Movement, the National Corps, Olena Semenyaka, was invited to Turku as a speaker at the Awakening conference.

According to a Finnish military expert, at least three, perhaps even six Finns have taken part in combat in Ukraine in the ranks of the Azov Regiment, the military arm of the Azov Movement. At the early stage of the conflict, NRM in Finland showed its support of Ukrainian far-right groups, interviewing, e.g., the leader of Pravyi Sektor (Right Sector). The national-socialist group Misanthropic Division, which has recruited volunteers for the Azov Regiment, has claimed to have a chapter in Finland. Notably also, a neo-Nazi from Latvia, who was accused of plotting to detonate a bomb at New Year celebrations in 2018 in Helsinki, had planned to join the troops in Ukraine via Misanthropic Division.

Statistical snapshot of the XRW threat in Finland

As the table below shows, the previous decade saw an overall decline in hate crimes reported to the Finnish police and related to ethnic and national background but a rise in such crimes related to
religion or belief and sexual orientation. As was argued above and in the main report, people of different ethnicity, religious, or sexual background constitute, in the eyes of the transnational violent XRW movement, some of its most pronounced enemies. Therefore, it can be assumed that it is likely that a significant number of the crimes in the table below had actually been perpetrated by individuals belonging to or on the fringes of the discussed transnational violent XRW movement. At the same time, it is notable that the years 2015-17, i.e., during and in the aftermath of the so-called "migrant crisis," saw a spike in such incidents, which abated in 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic or national background</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion or belief</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FRANCE

Prof. Dr. Jean-Yves Camus

Legal situation

The French penal code contains a broad definition of terrorism, whether it be an individual or collective attempt at "severely disturbing public order by threat or terror." One specific provision is aimed at dealing with "fighting groups" (groupes de combat), i.e., those that "have access to weapons, have a hierarchical structure and may disrupt public order." In practice, any of those, regardless of their ideology, can be banned based on art. L.212-1 of the Internal Security Code, which is an update of a 1936 law aimed at dismantling the fascist-leaning ligues (Leagues). Between 2015 and 2020, 19 groups have been banned, eight of which belong to the extreme right. Further five notable groups were banned in July 2013, among them Troisième voie (Third way), Jeunesses nationaliste révolutionnaires (JNR, National Revolutionary Youth), Œuvre française (The French Work), and Jeunesses nationalistes (Nationalist Youth). The ban had a strong impact on the re-organisation of the XRW scene, which according to the 2019 report of the Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry on Extreme-Right groups, is estimated at around 3,000 activists.

There is no legally binding definition of right-wing extremism in France: far-right (extrême-droite) and radical-right (droite radicale) are often used as synonyms, even in academic literature. Most groups refer to themselves as "national right" (droite nationale). Since 2015, a new, non-legal category has emerged: the ultra-right (ultra-droite). It became public when the head of the General Directorate for Internal Security (DGSI; Direction générale de la sécurité intérieure) predicted the "ultra-right" would engage in "clashes between communities," using Islamist terror attacks as an excuse.

French legislation forbids wearing and displaying symbols of national-socialism. A 1990 law forbids any kind of discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, nationality, race or religion, as well as Holocaust-denial. Since 2003, crimes and offenses committed with the aggravating circumstance of racism, anti-Semitism, or prejudice on the grounds of sexual orientation can lead to harsher sentences.

History and key players of the XRW scene

Starting in 2011 with the election of Marine Le Pen as the chair of Front national (National Front), renamed Rassemblement national (National Rally, RN) in 2018, the far-right party embarked on a new course, seeking to distance itself from overtly extremist groups, banning dual membership with them and sometimes excluding militants with a record of racism, anti-Semitism, and/or violence. As a result, many disgruntled former members and newcomers to the XRW scene see RN as a renegade party and think that the parliamentary option will not bring any real break with the "system." Many have switched allegiance to extra-parliamentary radical groups such as Parti de la France (Party of France) and Dissidence française (French Dissidence), with Synthèse nationale (National Synthesis) acting as an umbrella organisation whose annual forum is a key transnational event. In 2019, the forum featured speakers from the Greek Golden Dawn, Hellenic Vlaams Belang, and Italian Centro Studi Polaris. Although such groups do not advocate for terrorism, individuals associated with them have drifted to violence and are part of a broader scene that is prone to violence against political opponents and minorities. A relatively new player on the violent (but not terrorist) XRW
scene is Les Zouaves, a loose group of young people who formerly belonged to Bastion Social or the Neo-Fascist Groupe Union Défense. They engage in street violence against political opponents from the Antifa movement and also took part in the Yellow Vests protests. In 2013, following the murder of anti-fascist activist Clément Méric by members of Troisième Voie (TV) and JINR, those organisations were outlawed, together with the neo-fascist Œuvre française and Jeunesses nationalistes. Those latter groups, however, re-formed quickly, putting the efficiency of the ban into question, the more so that several cases of violence aimed at political opponents in which TV and JINR members are suspected, remain unsolved. The most prominent case is that of "les nayés de la Deûle" (those drowned in the Deûle river)—five people found dead in a small river near Lille in 2010-2011, and at least one of whom, an anti-fascist militant, might have been killed by neo-Nazis close to JINR. In 2018, new bans were decided against Blood and Honour Hexagone and Bastion Social, a nationabreveliitionary group whose model is the Italian CasaPound and whose extreme members were suspected of planning armed attacks.

If the skinhead neo-Nazi scene remains marginal, offspring of Bastion Social emerged after the ban and remain active. With regard to how Œuvre française and Jeunesses nationalistes survived the ban, one should note that a significant proportion of its members, including leader Yvan Benedetti, found a new home in Parti Nationaliste Français (PNF), founded in 1983, and the monthly publication Militant, founded in 1967. Both the PNF and the publication had become quite inactive, being left with an ageing leadership that included veterans from collaborationist parties from the Second World War and former soldiers of the Legion of French Volunteers Against Bolshevikism (Légion des Volontaires français contre le Bolchoïsme, LVF) or the French Waffen SS Division Charlemagne. The nearly-defunct PNF served as a legal home for those activists who wanted to keep up the fight, so much so that former Œuvre française chairman Benedetti became the spokesman of PNF. Since then, he has been sentenced for continuing Œuvre française despite the 2013 ban and still claims to be its leader. Benedetti, and other PNF members sustained the organisation by involving it in seemingly low-level violence such as street fighting and brawls. They have proven that banned movements can be revived by taking over a dwindling, but legal, like-minded group.

The main terrorist threat seems to come from small cells of "super-patriots," that is, people often with a professional background in the police or the armed forces who believe that the state is complicit in a so-called "great replacement," i.e., the demographic replacement of indigenous French by French citizens of Muslim origin or by foreigners of the Muslim faith. The Action des Forces Opérationnelles (AFO) and Borjals groups discussed below belong to this category.

Trends

As explained in the 2018 Report of the National Consultative Commission for Human Rights (Commission nationale consultative des droits de l’homme, CNCDH), statistics from the Ministry of interior about acts of racism and anti-Semitism are very difficult to use for research purposes or for an accurate picture of the situation in France as one cannot glean the motivation for violence from the raw numbers. Moreover, they only reflect incidents that were reported to the police by the victims. The figures show reported acts decreased by at least 50% between 2015 and 2017 and then increased by 19.7% in 2017-2018. There were 100 anti-Muslim incidents in 2018 while anti-Semitic incidents rose sharply from 311 in 2017 to 541 in 2018.
What is certain, however, is that since 2015, three plots by XRW affiliates to kill political officials, including President Emmanuel Macron, were disrupted before any harm was caused, a significant increase compared to the previous period when the only such case was an attempt to kill President Jacques Chirac on 14 July 2002, i.e., more than a decade earlier. In June 2017 near Marseille, Logan Alexandre Nisin, aged 21, was arrested for having planned to kill then Interior Minister Christophe Castaner and radical left MP Jean-Luc Mélenchon. Nisin started a Facebook page in praise of Anders Behring Breivik, set up a self-styled Organisation armée secrète (OAS), Secret Army Organisation, a 1960s terrorist group fighting for “French Algeria”, which aimed at forcing Muslim migration to North Africa through a campaign of intimidation and terror in France. Nisin is a former sympathiser of such XRW groups as jeunesse nationaliste, Action française, and the Marseille-based Mouvement populaire nouvelle aube (Popular Movement New Dawn, MPNA), whose name imitates that of the Greek Golden Dawn, Nisin was frustrated by those movements’ lack of ability or willingness to move forward to terrorist action, and decided to act on his own.

The AFCO plot, in 2018, established many new trends: it involved activists aged between 32 and 62, with several people well over 50, who had served in the police, army, or gendarmerie. They included an engineer, a lawyer, and a diplomat. They met through a website, an online forum that was the first step to real-life, survivalist-like meet-ups and training for a “civil war” against the alleged Islamisation of France. They plotted to poison halal meat in supermarkets and target Islamist radicals who had been released from jail, imams, and hijab-wearing women selected at random. AFCO itself was a splinter from Volontaires pour la France (Volunteers for France), a legal patriotic group.

Finally, of the three major plots, the so-called Barjols plot (2018), whose goal was to kill Macron with a ceramic knife that would not be intercepted by a metal detector, again was the work of older men (those arrested were aged between 52 and 62) who had connections to the radical right and were fascinated by the army. The rationale behind the three plots was that the state was allegedly neither willing nor able to effectively shield France from Islam and that self-proclaimed “patriots,” especially those with experience in the army or other security forces, have a duty to replace the “failing” security apparatus. So far, no transnational connections between the alleged “super patriots” and the XRW scenes abroad have been established.

Apart from these three major conspiracies, one more post-2015 seemingly XRW plot merits a mention here—an attempt at killing worshippers in a mosque in Bayonne on 28 October 2019 in which two people were seriously injured. It was not considered an act of terrorism, as the 84-year-old author Claude Snellé was found responsible for his actions but determined to be partially insane by psychiatrists who examined him after he was arrested. This former candidate for RN in local elections said his act was motivated by revenge for what he believed was the setting on fire of Notre Dame cathedral by “Muslims.”

**Finances**

XRW fringe political parties do not receive public funding because their showing in the polls are too poor. Their budget is small; Civitas, a legal non-violent XRW party, had in 2017 an overall budget of 75,848 euros. Another one, Parti de la France, had a budget of 130,554 euros. Although we do not have official data, other violent XRW parties and groups certainly have a smaller budget. Those groups, which are not registered political parties, theoretically have an obligation to keep a balance sheet of their finances if they are an “association” registered under the law, but many such groups are not registered. The 2017 ban on Bastion Social and its six local branches has put an end to the movement’s tactic—imitating CasaPound—of opening meeting places where militants could gather.
train in martial arts, hold conferences, and thus raise some money. 

Clothing sales is a small business for the XRW in France compared to other countries, but there are a few brands and online retail shops run by people in the skinhead neo-Nazi scene, such as Pride France. Other means of raising money is through concerts, which tend to take place in Alsace, Lorraine, and areas adjacent to Switzerland, in order to attract as wide an international following as possible. The Charlemagne Hammerskins, a branch of the U.S.-based Hammerskin Nation, a white supremacist group founded in 1988, opened their own place, La Taverne de Thor (Meuse département) and regularly holds concerts at private places in small rural villages in eastern France aimed at a French and predominantly German audience, with participants from the Benelux countries as well.

Even after the ban, Blood and Honour also continues to stage concerts catering to National-Socialist Black Metal (NSBM) fans. These concerts mostly take place in the vicinity of Lyon. For example, the Call of Terror concert, which last took place in February 2020 in Châtillon-la-Neuvière near Lyon, attracted around 300 people. It is an example of how the XRW scene can raise money through concerts. The concerts always feature foreign bands from different parts of Europe and mixed martial arts (MMA) fights, which, though legally banned in France, are a growing source of income for the XRW scene.

Online activities

The main use of the internet and social media by the XRW is for propaganda purposes. Génération Identitaire (Generation Identity, GI), as well as its German and Austrian sister movements, have proven to be very skilled in producing videos that attract a youthful audience to their anti-immigration rhetoric. GI does not advocate terrorism, but their activists have been sued for various offenses, such as usurpation of police powers and illegally trespassing onto the Marseille premises of the NGO SOS-Méditerranée, which seeks to rescue migrants. As such, the GI attempted to pose as a self-proclaimed alternative to border patrols and intimidated a humanitarian NGO but still advocates a by-the-book approach to political activism and deliberately steers clear of outright political violence.

Online activity is also the main propaganda medium for a few individuals like Alain Soral, leader of the Égalité et Réconciliation (Equality and Reconciliation) movement, now living in Switzerland; Daniel Conversano, leader of the movement Les Braves (The Brave), living in Romania; Hervé Ryssen, a self-publisher of antisemitic books who has a past with Œuvre française and lives in the Paris area; Boris Le Lay, an anti-Semitic blogger living in Japan; and Pierian Rouana (living near Limoges), a Catholic Integralist who contends that the doctrine of national socialism is compatible with the teachings of the Catholic Church. All of them are spreading white supremacist ideas and anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. Some of them have moved outside France to avoid French anti-racist legislation, and because YouTube, Twitter, and other companies are closing XRW-associated accounts, prompting them and other very radical militants to migrate either to the Russian Vkontakte or to the American Paltalk network.

XRW online activity also consists of making content available to the general public that incite hatred or violent action, sometimes including semi-classified documents from the armed forces related to urban warfare, as was the case with the AFO network. Such offensive material is also sold online by online-only publishing houses, which opt for the niche market of survivalists and white supremacists keen to prepare for a civil war against immigrants/Muslims. An example is Diffusion du Lorr, which in 2016 published Reconquête, whose content is similar to that of the Turner Diaries. Moreover, the French XRW also utilizes the online sphere to communicate—the Barjots plotters, whose motto
was "action is the solution," chatted through an encrypted forum, as AFO members sometimes did. At the present time, the most radical forum is that of Europa Ecologie les Bruns, which enables those registered to get access to the "Racial guide of French cities" (which are evaluated as to "how white" each of them is) or download Nazi books such as Mein Kampf, or get tips about how to go undetected antine. From available testimony, it becomes clear that entry to various sub-forums is filtered: no one is admitted as a member unless he/she has been vetted at an in-person meeting. As a result, the forum can effectively turn the virtual into the real. The fact that it is difficult to access and is not run by an established group may give the impression that if members become terrorists, then they would appear to be lone actors.

Response

XRW extremism is acknowledged to be a major political issue, insofar as it undermines social cohesion and raise the prospect of ethnic strife becoming a serious concern. Although XRW groups have been under scrutiny from a 2019 parliamentary investigation commission, counter-terrorism services see the various forms of threats from the XRW, including "super patriots," as a lesser threat than radical Islam, as is shown by the testimonies of the heads of the various intelligence agencies before the 2016 Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry on Responses to the Terrorist threat after January 2015. However, XRW groups are constantly monitored by a number of agencies whose fields of competence complement each other. The Central Service for Territorial Intelligence (Service central du renseignement territorial, SCRT) and the Direction of Intelligence at the Préfecture de Police de Paris (Direction du renseignement de la préfecture de police, DRPP) and the Department of Operational Foresight (Sous-Directive de l'Anticipation Opérationnelle, SDAO) at the Gendarmerie nationale are in charge of preventing violent actions that the XRW may stage during demonstrations or other militant activities.

The DGSI is in charge of preventing actions that may harm the institutions and the security of the state. The infiltration of neo-Nazi and other extremists into the armed forces is dealt with by the Department for Intelligence and Security in the Defence (Direction du renseignement et de la sécurité de la Défense, DRSD). In July 2020, the left-wing online daily Mediapart published an inquiry regarding 10 neo-Nazis who were either in active service or in the reserve. Official figures on this topic are not made public. Moreover, the TRACFIN service at the Ministry of Finance, which aims to fight the "dark economy" and the financing of terrorism, can track any suspected illegal financing of XRW groups. Unofficial sources estimate that, as of September 2020, between 35 and 40 XRW activists are currently in jail.

Coordination of the French multi-agency approach is performed by the National Coordination of Intelligence and the Fight Against Terrorism (Coordination nationale du renseignement et de la lutte contre le terrorisme, CNRLT), founded in 2017, it directly reports to the president of the Republic. Its focus is on all terrorist threats, whether these emanate from radical Islamist extremism, the XRW, or the extreme left. From the work of the aforementioned 2016 parliamentary commission, it seems that the two major problems that CT must face are the ever-rising need for more highly-skilled staff and financing as well as closing the loopholes in the French Code of Penal Procedure (Code de Procédure Pénale), which limit the capability of CT agencies to effectively monitor suspects.
Transnational connectivity

Connections between the French XRW and its international partners mainly consist of French activists demonstrating with foreign militants in France and abroad, staging roundtables, get-togethers, and meetings that are part of the usual and legal political activity. One distinctive feature of the French XRW is that the wannabe terrorists of this milieu have no international connections and apply the “France to the French” political motto of their ideological family to their own behaviour: they act, and eventually plot, through national-only cells.

International contacts have traditionally been established along linguistic lines. There is a long history of cooperation between French radicals and those in the French-speaking part of Belgium, e.g., the chairman of Civitas, Alain Escada, is a Belgian national, and militants from the Mouvement National, led by Hervé Van Laethem, often take part in demonstrations in France, especially those of Parti Nationaliste Français (PNF). Links also exist with the French-speaking part of Switzerland as the Swiss Résistance helvétique (Helvetic Resistance) holds meetings with French völkisch groups such as Autour du lac (Annecy) and Edelweiss Pays de Savoie (Chambéry). The language bond extends to the French-speaking province of Québec, Canada, where the heavily anti-Semitic, conspiracy-theory-laden magazine Le Harfang, published by the Fédération des Québécois de Souche, published interviews with French activists such as Pierre Vial from Terra et Peuple and Christian Bouchet from the former Unité radicale.

The second peculiarity of the transnational aspect of the French XRW is that France is a predominantly Catholic country. Several XRW support a Catholic fundamentalist ideology, such as PNF, and thus are more prone to ally with foreign groups such as the Italian FN, the Greek Golden Dawn, the various factions of the Spanish Falange, and Eastern European parties with a strong Christian (Orthodox) outlook. PNF regularly visits what remains of the former Romanian Iron Guard and Noua Dreapta and takes part in the Lukov March in Sofia. Those activities, from what we can observe from open sources, can be interpreted as a mere means to “keep the flame alive,” pay tribute to fascist figures of the past, and set up elaborate plans of building a pan-European network of like-minded movements. However, the EU and Bulgarian authorities have long expressed concerns about the incitement to hatred that the Lukov March represents, thus confirming that the event itself presents a threat. Similarly, Noua Dreapta has been described by scholars as an extremist movement that is considered violent and organises paramilitary training for its members.

The PNF is also inviting representatives from the RJD, designated as a terrorist organisation in the United States for its annual “Day of Europe” in Paris. The PNF is part of the Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF), an extreme-right European political party led by Roberto Fiore and founded in 2015. The Alliance is registered with the Authority for European Political Parties and Foundations. The PNF also belongs to the Berlin-based Europa Terra Nostra Foundation, of which the far-right National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD) is a member. The NPD is described by the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution as an extreme-right party that threatens the constitutional order, although it remains legal.

Believing that Europe and “the West” are decadent and that Russia is a world power that maintains the traditional values of the European Christian civilisation is one reason why XRW have pro-Russian sentiments. The authoritarian nature of the regime is held in high esteem, but the love for the so-called “eternal Russia” is also a factor. This idea was a driving force in pushing dozens of neo-fascists to enlist in the Unité continentale unit that fought Ukrainian forces in Donbas. The core of this unit, led by Victor Lenta, a former French paratrooper, is still politically active and was last seen taking part in the Yellow Vests protests. There is a “soldier
of fortune" aspect to those volunteers serving in Ukraine, but the fact that some of them are also involved in supporting the Serbs of Kosovo and that others fought ISIS in Syria/Iraq shows their commitment to the "clash of civilisations" theory and their belief that the war against Islam is to be fought both in France and abroad.\footnote{Contrary to the widely held opinion, not all XRW activists, however, look to Russia as a model, and some have taken the side of Ukraine in the Donbas region. A small group of French volunteers joined the Azov Regiment and both GUD and Bastion Social have constantly supported the Svoboda party as well as Pravy Sektor (Right Sector). Those belonging to these groups were involved in violent incidents during the Yellow Vests protests. Moreover, in December 2019, Marc de Cadouquey, leader of the aforementioned Les Zouaves, had a meeting in Kyiv with Helena Semenyaka from Azov's political wing, the National Corps (Natsionalnyi Korpus). Of particular interest is the connection to Ukraine of XRW militants who are active in MMA. In 2020, the Asgardsrei festival in Kyiv, featuring both MMA and NSBM music, was attended by the Les Zouaves leader. The reason for this link with the Ukrainian XRW is ideological: across Europe, a segment of the XRW is fascinated with the quest for independence that Ukraine pursued against the former USSR. The French-Ukrainian connection was also active in the quite mysterious arrest at the Poland-Ukraine border in 2016 of a French activist from the now-defunct neo-fascist Renouveau Français, on suspicion of arms trafficking and planning a terror attack. As shown by the arrest and conviction of former ideologist leader Claude Hermant in 2019 on suspicion of arms trafficking and planning a terror attack, XRW activism and arms trafficking for purely criminal purposes (in this case, buying weapons in Belgium) sometimes overlap.

The French XRW has consistently opposed the United States, which they think embodies materialistic values and the "melting pot" society and egalitarianism they hate. As a consequence, American white supremacists are not a primary reference for the French XRW, except in neo-Nazi circles. The two main connections with the United States are to be found in the "great replacement" concept coined by French novelist Renaud Camus, and the legacy of the late Guillaume Faye (1949-2019), whose last book, Guerre civile raciale (Racial Civil War, 2019), has been translated into English and was published in French with a foreword by Jared Taylor of American Renaissance. Links with Germany are scant except for the cooperation between the PNF and Die Fehde, the two parties taking part in the annual commemoration of the Dresden bombing. Finally, Pierre Krebs, leader of Thule-seminar, maintains close personal bonds with Terre et Peuple, former French branch of the seemingly defunct Europaische Aktion, a neo-Nazi movement. In 2017 13 locations belonging to the movement's activists were raided in Thuringen and Niedersachsen which resulted in weapons seizures. During these raids, a significant number of weapons were seized. Although not involved directly in violence, these groups convey an ideology that borders on neo-Nazism combined with paganism and historical revisionism. Terre et Peuple has branches in Wallonia, Spain, and Portugal, and claims to have German members working with its branch in Alsace. Those branches, like the French local ones, organise roundtables and other pagan festivals and visits to sites of significance to völkisch militants.

Statistical snapshot of the violent XRW threat

As shown above, the overall XRW milieu in France is assumed to number 3000 individuals. Experts estimate that currently around 35 to 40 of the members are reportedly in prison. On 4 October 2020, Laurent Nunez, France's national coordinator for intelligence and the fight against terrorism, mentioned in an interview that the number of individuals...
who are monitored by the security services stands at 8550, but that includes radical Islamists, the violent XRW and extreme-left activists. According to Nunez, since 2017 France has dismantled five violent XRW plots—"it would be safe to assume that the three discussed in this chapter are in that number." 

One indication of the vibrancy of the milieu, although imperfect, is the number of racist attacks perpetrated in France, with the proviso that some of these attacks might have also been conducted by, for example, members of the radical Islamist milieu (this relates also to anti-Semitic or anti-Christian attacks on cemeteries or churches). All such attacks peaked, unsurprisingly, in 2015 at more than 2000, but declined to 950 in 2017, then rose by about 20% in 2018 (to 1137). 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of &quot;racist acts&quot;</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>1274</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>1178</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LEGAL SITUATION

In Germany, the term “extremism” is not defined by constitutional or criminal law. It is instead a conceptual tool that German domestic intelligence agencies (Offices for the Protection of the Constitution) have been using since 1974. In this respect, “extremism” denotes an assumed or proven “anti-constitutionalism,” and is aimed at any effort opposing the “principles of the free democratic basic order.”

The official definition of “right-wing extremism” has been further developed since 2015, having been adapted to structural changes in the spectrum of right-wing extremism and in terms of the criticism that has long been levelled by civil society and scholars. First, it is no longer just about traditional, ideological themes, such as that of the national-socialist Volksgemeinschaft or “people’s community.” Instead, right-wing extremists are now seen more as a heterogeneous, largely unbounded spectrum rather than a cohesive scene with strict ideological boundaries. Third, there is a shift in focus from explicit “right-wing extremist agitation” to an effectively misanthropic “world view” and anti-democratic “values concept.”

Based on a 2017 ruling of the Bundesverfassungsgericht, Germany’s highest constitutional court, the denial of universal human rights, which conflicts with the inviolability of human dignity under Section 1 of the German Constitution (“Basic Law”), has become a key concept in modern-day interpretations of “right-wing extremism.”

In the last five years, German authorities have also made significant adjustments to the ever advancing “dissolution of boundaries” in traditional right-wing extremism at an operational level. Since 2014, for example, the potential for extreme-right violence has ceased to be limited solely to the actual persons prepared to use violence, but instead also extends to anyone who is “violence-oriented.” As such, it no longer only implies the execution or preparation of violent acts (violence) but also the legitimisation of violent acts as political means (propensity towards violence), the promotion of violent acts by others (supporting of violence), and the (implicit) incitement to violence (endorsement of violence). In the German Criminal Code, terrorism is defined as the forming of an organisation with the objective or directed at “seriously intimidating the population” or “destroying or significantly impairing” an authority or international organisation (Section 129a of the German Criminal Code). Germany’s Public Prosecutor General of the Federal Court of Justice (Generalbundesanwalt, GBA) and Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt, BKA) refer to terrorism or a terrorist organisation in the context of serious seditious acts of violence (Sections 89a, b, c, 91 of the German Criminal Code) “when three or more persons band together, are prepared to commit acts of violence, and start executing these plans.”

The German Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, BfV) now also uses a “broader” working definition, describing terrorism as “[1.] a political motivation in conjunction with concrete political objectives, [2.] a lasting, i.e. not just spontaneous, impulsive or one-off action, [and 3.] the committing of particularly serious criminal offences, particularly large-scale acts of violence.” As such, the BfV does “not necessarily require there to be a group” or subversion; it also explicitly focuses on so-called “unstructured” (not-affiliated) individuals who have increasingly...
been responsible for violent acts and terrorist attacks in Germany in recent years.

HISTORY AND KEY PLAYERS OF THE XRW SCENE

Extreme-right violence is multi-faceted. The racist, right-wing extremist assassinations in Hünxe (1991), Mölln (1992), and Solingen (1993) in the 1990s, the pogrom-like events in Hoyerswerda (1991), Rostock-Lichtenhagen (1992), Magdeburg (1994), and Guben (1999), the serial murders committed by the National Socialist Underground (NSU) (2000-2007), the attacks on asylum seekers in the 2010s, the attacks in Munich (2016), Halle (2019), and Hanau (2019), and the murder of Walter Lübcke (2019) are the products of various historic framework conditions, social milieus, and organisational backgrounds. Four categories can be established here.

1) Groups: The so-called “free scene,” comprising loose and largely unstructured networks of around 5-20 members, has existed since at least the early 1990s. Between 20 percent and 30 percent of the extreme right-wing spectrum of people are attributed to it today.

Successful ban orders have been issued or criminal proceedings have been started against such groups in recent years due to the formation or membership of criminal or terrorist organisations, including the groups Gruppe Freital (2017), Oldschool Society (2017), Revolution Chemnitz (2018), Kameradschaft Aryans (2019), and Norddöder (2020). The German sections of transnational militant organisations founded abroad, e.g., Combat 18, also fall into this category.

2) Parties: In addition to the NPD (National Democratic Party of Germany), there are two newer anti-constitutional minor parties in the form of Der Welt and Die Rechte. Both largely emerged from the cadres of the prohibited Kameradschaften (Band of Comrades) on the “free” scene.

3) Individuals: Right-wing extremist violence and “new right-wing terrorism approaches” also arise “completely outside the right-wing extremist scene” on the spectrum of so-called “unstructured” persons (i.e., not connected to organisations). In 2018, these persons made up around 13,240 of the 24,166 right-wing extremists recorded by the BfV (54.9%). Hate crimes, such as the murder of Marwa El-Sherbini (2009) in Dresden, and right-wing extrenism motivated “lone wolf” attacks in Munich (2016) and Halle (2019), are among these.

4) Mixed scenes: The trend over the last five years has been characterised by the formation of right-leaning “mixed scenes” and nationwide subcultures. Mixed scenes primarily consist of cooperation between right-wing extremists, rockers, “Reich citizens,” preppers, hooligans, and so-called Wutbürger or “enraged citizens.” The spectrum of right-wing extremism forms nationwide or transnational networks, often through major subculture events on the music and martial-arts scenes. This includes violent right-wing extremists to right-wing-terrorist structures such as the Hammerskins or the Weisse Wolf Terrorcrew, the latter being banned in 2016.

As in the early 1990s, the period between 2013 and 2017 in particular saw serious attacks on (supposed) migrants and asylum-seekers, especially in the form of arson, assaults, and (attempted) murder. These “anti-asylum riots” recruited most of their participants from right-wing-extremist individuals and outsiders not previously belonging to any particular group. Militia-like vigilante organisations were also established, including branches of the transnational Soldiers of Odin. The attacks
on politicians Henriette Reker (2015) and Andreas Hokscein (2017), which sit in a grey area somewhere between hate crimes, right-wing terrorism, mixed scenes and lone wolves, can also be attributed to the “anti-asylum riots.”

All four categories are interconnectioned by right-wing extremist narratives like the “great replacement”, “white genocide”, and “Day X”, aligning to a leaderless, transnational, violent, extreme-right apocalyptic movement at an ideological, strategic, and even operational level.

**Trends**

**Potential extremists:**

According to the BfV, the number of persons categorised as potentially being “right-wing extremists” in 2019 was 32,086.24 While the number of right-wing extremists had grown constantly from 21,000 to 24,100 between 2014 and 2018, there was a particularly significant jump of 33.11% between 2018 and 2019. This is primarily due to the AfD (a right-wing populist party in Germany) organisations Flügel and Junge Alternative (JA) being classified as “suspected cases.” In total, more than half of all right-wing extremists in Germany were classified as “violence-oriented” every year between 2014 and 2018.24 In 2019, that figure was 13,000.25

Following the discovery of the right-wing extremist Hannibal Network, the Uniter association (a BfV “suspect case”) and other groups whose active members included dozens of current and former police officers and Bundeswehr (German Armed Forces) soldiers, the BfV was commissioned to compile an overview of the XRW situation among German security authorities. The first report, published in early October 2020, shows 1447 individual cases that lead to legal action by the authorities in the period between January 2017 and March 2020. The Bundeswehr has most of those cases (1064) in its ranks. An estimated 400,000 people serve in German security authorities in total.26

**Violent right-wing-extremist crimes:**

The number of violent acts committed by right-wing extremists has risen from 502 (2012) to 925 cases (2019), primarily manifested in assaults, where cases rose from 690 in 2012 to 938 in 2018 and 781 in 2019. Every year between 2016 and 2019, nearly three quarters of all right-wing-extremist acts of violence in Germany were motivated by xenophobia.29 Violence against political opponents constituted between 23.7% (2015) and 11.6% (2019).6 During the “anti-asylum riots,” the number of violent crimes doubled compared to the years prior and thereafter (2015: 1408, 2016: 1600). As in the early 1990s, most of the crimes took the form of physical assaults and arson attacks.

**Right-wing terrorism:**

Right-wing terrorism in Germany has historically been characterised less by high-impact attacks but more by “long-term, low-intensity right-wing-terrorist warfare.”44 One study has identified 108 right-wing-terrorist players (groups and individuals) who have been responsible for 19 abductions, 124 extortions, 238 armed assaults since 1963, and have committed at least 156 bombings, 2459 arson attacks and 346 murders since 1971.45 It is striking to note here that, in nearly two thirds of cases, the acts were by small groups of individuals. Lone actors were responsible for 20% of offences.46

In 2019, 892 right-wing extremists held gun licences; as of 31 December 2019, this figure was 792 persons.47 A special analysis conducted by the BKA for 2017 and 2018 found that, in 2018 alone, a total
of 1,091 different types of weapons were linked to 563 right-wing politically motivated crimes (including 235 violent offences), corresponding to an increase of nearly 30% compared to 2017.\(^a\)

**FINANCES**

Violence-oriented right-wing extremist organisations and players in Germany are financed through many different channels, though well-founded analyses of income sources are largely lacking. The available information is based on data from state (Land) intelligence agencies, media research, and civil society. The spectrum ranges from income through blood donations, to mail-order business and international music or martial-arts events, which are estimated to have generated millions of euros in revenue.\(^b\)\(^c\) This is also why leading transnationally networked violence-oriented right-wing extremists clearly state that “the only way of building structures is through commercial success.”\(^c\) Below is a list of six relevant financing models.

1. **Self-funding/donations/cryptocurrencies:**  

Right-wing extremists often pay for propaganda campaigns or trips to national gatherings out of their own pocket. The Brandenburg state intelligence agency (LfV) highlights the “inventiveness” in this respect. Right-wing extremists who are not financially well-off partly fund their activities through blood donations.\(^d\) In some cases, third parties donate money to perpetrators of extreme right violence, such as in the case of the NSU.\(^d\) The alleged perpetrator of the Halle attack (2019) himself stated he had received the equivalent of approximately 10,000 euros via Bitcoin from someone to whom, on a Darknet weapons-building platform, he had said he “wanted to shoot Muslims.”\(^d\)

2. **Concerts and festivals:**  

Hosting commercial concerts and festivals appears to be one of the main income sources of the right-wing-extremist scene with around 150 right-wing music groups and about 50 songwriters and solo performers.\(^d\) Concerts also help offer financial support for “comrades” to cover their legal costs.\(^d\)

Nationwide festival revenue for 2018 is estimated at around 1.5-2 million euros. This is based on an estimated 35,000 attendees of larger music events with an assumed revenue of 50 euros per person for ticket, food and drink, T-shirts, or CDs.\(^d\)\(^f\) Many concerts and festivals are characterised by four key components, which significantly contribute to reducing costs and securing potentially much higher profit margins than conventional events:

- They are held on private property owned by right-wing extremists or supporters;
- They are registered as political events;
- Entry fees/tickets are tax-free because they are declared as donations;\(^d\)\(^f\) and
- Extreme-right Kameradschaften or security-service companies with ties to the scene, serve as “security” at these events. This is also the case at the below-mentioned martial-arts events.\(^d\)

3. **Mail-order business:**  

Germany has a network of right-wing-extremist music labels and mail-order businesses; Saxony and Thuringia alone had a total of 27 in 2018.\(^d\) The revenue from the sale of right-wing extremist music and merchandise (clothing/accessories) in Saxony was estimated at around 3.5 million euros as early as 2012.\(^d\) Some music labels have “a high reputation in the right-wing-extremist scene within Germany and abroad,”\(^d\) with sales revenues of several hundred thousand euros per year. The profits are used to buy or rent properties, and to finance the activities of the right-wing-extremist scene.\(^d\)

4. **Martial-arts events:**  

The relevance of martial-arts events organised by
right-wing extremists, particularly including those with a transnational focus, continues to grow. In 2018, for example, the Kampf der Nibelungen (Battle of the Nibelungs, KdN) in Saxony was attended by around 950 people. Based on an estimated sales revenue of 50 euros per participant for this kind of major event, this event alone could well have generated about 42,000 euros in total sales revenue.

5. Real estate:

There are more than 140 properties across Germany that are used as venues for right-wing extremist activities, including restaurants. Properties that are both legally and physically protected enable "sustainable added value," and make it easier to hold events.

6. Illegal activities:

Statistics on criminal activities are reported sporadically. In 2014, for example, Leipzig Police found drugs with a market value of 150,000 euros on a member of the violent neo-Nazi scene. And in 2017, a right-wing extremist drug-dealing ring was uncovered in Aachen.

ONLINE ACTIVITIES

The internet, especially social media, video-sharing platforms, and messenger services, makes it easier for violence-oriented XRW to spread propaganda and recruit, coordinate and mobilise supporters.

In recent years, due to pressure from civil society and policymakers, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Instagram have ramped up their efforts to remove violence-oriented XRW players and their content from their platforms. This de-platforming has led to a migration of these actors to smaller or alternative platforms like VKontakte, BitChute, meme/message boards like 4Chan and 8Chan, and messenger services like WhatsApp or Telegram. The new accounts often have significantly fewer followers. But a current study conducted by the Counter Extremism Project (CEP) has found that illegal XRW content also continues to be posted on the major platforms.

A 2018 study comparing the Twitter content of the violence-oriented Autonome Nationalisten (AN), the right-wing extremist Identitäres Bewegung Deutschland (IBD), and the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) party shows that "the groups essentially articulate the same problem [...] similar solutions [...] as well as visuals, slogans and compelling images, in order to motivate potential supporters to take action." In this sense, all three groups create a seemingly logical and consistent (conspiratorial) and apocalyptic narrative. The guiding theme is the supposedly imminent death of the German people ("white genocide"/"great replacement"), for which migrants, refugees, the left, Islam, Angela Merkel, the "elites," and Jews are held responsible.

Of particular relevance to the violence-oriented XRW scene is VKontakte (VK), Russia's largest social network, with 3.7 million active members from Germany (October 2019). It is a place where "right-wing rock collections, neo-Nazi violence videos and Nazi texts are shared as PDEs, where extreme-right and alt-right parties (NPD, Der Rechte, AfD), right-wing extremist mail-order businesses, right-wing rock bands, Holocaust deniers, militant neo-Nazis, Reich citizens and conspiracy theorists gather. Neo-Nazi terrorist organisations, such as Blood & Honour, Combat 18 and Misanthropic Division, are promoted openly." British video portal BitChute features extreme-right and right-wing terrorist content, such as banned music by Olmudes/Blood & Honour, which also can be accessed from Germany without the need for registration. When extreme-right or right-wing terrorist videos are deleted off YouTube, they are often uploaded to BitChute, and advertised on YouTube.

BitChute is estimated to have around 4000 users with German IP addresses. Telegram, a largely unmoderated encrypted messenger service, is used...
by transnational right-wing terrorist groups like the Atomwaffen Division for their communications, most of which occur unimpeded.\footnote{COURT ES EXTREMISH PROSEGT oy transnational right wing terrorist groups.}

The darknet also appears to be gaining importance as an unregulated space, though using it effectively generally requires existing contacts and prior knowledge. It is where the perpetrator of the Munich attacks (2016) purchased his shotgun, and where the perpetrator of the Halle attack received around 1000 euros in Bitcoin.\footnote{The darknet also appears to be gaining importance as an unregulated space, though using it effectively generally requires existing contacts and prior knowledge.}

When discussing the role of online gaming or community platforms such as Steam or Discord and (violence oriented) right-wing extremism, it is important to note that Germany alone has 30 million gamers.\footnote{There is no scientific basis indicating a general causative link between gaming and (political) violence. Online-gaming/community platforms do, however, make it easier for extremists to access people, and especially young males. The platforms should therefore be included in the scope of the German Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG).} There is no scientific basis indicating a general causative link between gaming and (political) violence. Online-gaming/community platforms do, however, make it easier for extremists to access people, and especially young males. The platforms should therefore be included in the scope of the German Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG).

**RESPONSE**

After being accidentally uncovered in late 2011, the serial murderers committed by the NSU were reviewed as part of several parliamentary investigation committees. The German Bundestag passed a resolution in 2013 stating that the "magnitude of the crimes was saddening and shocking. But had also sparked shame and bewilderment at the fact that the both the state and federal security authorities had been unable to timely discover or prevent the crimes that had been planned and committed over the course of years." This triggered fundamental debates about the competencies and role of security authorities in combating violence-oriented right-wing extremism and right-wing terrorism. The joint Centre for Countering Extremism and Terrorism (GETZ) was established in 2012 as a communication platform for the 30 federal and state police and intelligence services, and one of its aims is to combat right-wing extremism/terrorism.\footnote{In addition, the relevant authorities received significantly more funding to hire staff.} In addition, the relevant authorities received significantly more funding to hire staff.

Since the murder of the politician Walter Lübcke and the attack in Halle in 2019, right-wing extremism is officially considered the greatest threat to security in Germany. The "detection of small groups and lone wolves" in particular poses unique challenges to the security authorities.\footnote{Since the murder of the politician Walter Lübcke and the attack in Halle in 2019, right-wing extremism is officially considered the greatest threat to security in Germany. The "detection of small groups and lone wolves" in particular poses unique challenges to the security authorities.}

The BKA, BAMAG, and BND consequently all created right-wing extremism departments in the same year. The existing department at the BFV has been restructured\footnote{The BKA, BAMAG, and BND consequently all created right-wing extremism departments in the same year. The existing department at the BFV has been restructured.} and a "centre for the registration and investigation of right-wing extremist activities in the public service" has been established there. In December 2019, the state (Länder) Interior Ministers' Conference agreed on, among other things, expanding protective measures for synagogues, increasing staff at authorities responsible for handling right-wing extremism, improving the risk-analysis software analogous to the case of islamism, and being more consistent in declaring bans on associations and events.\footnote{Three extreme right associations have so far been banned in 2020.} Three extreme right associations have so far been banned in 2020.\footnote{The KdN martial-arts event organised by violence-oriented right-wing extremists was officially prohibited in 2019 and again in 2020.} The KdN martial-arts event organised by violence-oriented right-wing extremists was officially prohibited in 2019 and again in 2020.\footnote{The discovery of XRW networks in the Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK) special forces military command in the German armed forces has led to a fundamental restructuring of the KSK.} The discovery of XRW networks in the Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK) special forces military command in the German armed forces has led to a fundamental restructuring of the KSK.\footnote{Germany has had XRW prevention and Exit programmes in place for more than 20 years. According to a BKA report, 75% of the 121 extremism prevention projects in Germany between January 2014 and May 2015 focused on right-wing extremism, spread almost equally across governmental and civil-society actors. The proportion of projects concentrating on politically motivated violent XRW crime sat at 70%. The German Federal Ministry for Family}

Germany has had XRW prevention and Exit programmes in place for more than 20 years. According to a BKA report, 75% of the 121 extremism prevention projects in Germany between January 2014 and May 2015 focused on right-wing extremism, spread almost equally across governmental and civil-society actors. The proportion of projects concentrating on politically motivated violent XRW crime sat at 70%. The German Federal Ministry for Family
Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth, which is primarily responsible at the federal level for preventing political and religious extremism, spent a total of 431.5 million euros on governmental and civil society organisations during the 2015-2019 funding period. In the 2020-2023 funding period, 460 million euros are earmarked for tackling right-wing extremism and anti-Semitism.

The “cabinet committee for combating right-wing extremism and racism,” established by the German federal government in March 2020, highlights the transnational networking of violence-oriented right-wing extremism, and emphasises the fact that “effective combating and prevention cannot occur solely at a national level.”

In June 2020, the German Bundestag passed a law on “combating right wing extremism and hate crimes” that, among other things, expands the scope of legal repercussions in the case of threats to politicians, and obliges social media to forward user data to the BKA in the event of specific suspected criminal acts.

Violence-oriented right-wing extremism and right-wing terrorism are also issues being tackled as part of Germany’s 2020 EU Council presidency, and are especially being addressed by the Council’s anti-terror workshops and the Expert Meeting on Right-Wing Extremism (EMRE) held by police services. Operational workshops are also being held to improve the fight against the XRW music scene, such as events hosted by the likes of Blood & Honour and Combat 18 at the European level. The German Federal Ministry of the Interior is additionally supporting the expansion of Europe’s Internet Referral Units to include right-wing extremism.

1. Transnational network hubs in Germany

Martial-arts events
German security authorities particularly consider the XRW martial-arts scene to be a major risk, claiming its potential threat comes “not from trained street fighters, but rather from the resulting transnational networks that communicate an acceptance of targeted physical violence against supposed enemies of the far right to vast sections of the scene.” The KoN has been the most famous series of martial-arts events on the XRW scene since 2013. Event participants consist of neo-Nazis, right-wing extremists from subcultures, and members of far-right parties, such as Die Rechte and Der III. Weg, while attendees include people from all over Germany, as well as from France, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Czech Republic, and Ukraine (Azov Movement). There are also connections to the right-wing section of the hooligan scene. Parts of the neo-Nazi and extreme-right hooligan scene have developed into semi-professional, transnational martial-arts networks.

The German XRW martial-arts association Warden 21 maintains close contacts with Russia’s NS Straight Edge scene that has formed around the PPDM group (По программе Дедушки Мороза, The Program of Father Frost). This cooperation serves as a role model for international networking between right-wing extremists, and for cooperation with leading right-wing extremist clothing brands.

Music festivals
Music and music festivals are a key factor when it comes to spreading XRW ideology, joining the scene and expanding transnational networking with other right-wing extremists. Events such as Rock gegen Uberfremdung (rock against foreign infiltration), which was attended by about 6000 people in 2017, have much higher participant numbers than other extreme-right event formats.
Parties and party members play an important role in organising music events. For example, in 2018 and 2019, NPD federal committee member Thorsten Heise, who has 12 previous criminal convictions and whose garden reportedly contains a monument to the 1st SS Panzer Division, "Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler," held four festivals in Ostritz (Saxony) that were the "result of a modified party strategy with an actionist focus on events and campaigns."

Heise is also in charge of the Freie Kameradschaften (band of unaffiliated comrades) division of the NPD. Bands from the Blood & Honour network (B&H) are frequently performing there. German (violence-oriented) right-wing extremists attended concerts in countries such as Italy, Poland, Finland, Ukraine, France, Sweden, Denmark, Czech Republic and Bulgaria in 2018 and 2019.

2. German violence-oriented parties and groups operating transnationally

**NPD and JN**

The NPD, as well as its youth organisation JN, maintain close contact with foreign violence-oriented organisations such as the Greek neo-fascist party Golden Dawn. The NPD is a member of the European Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF), whose Europa Terra Nostra e.V. (ETN) foundation aims "to build an international network capable of helping nationalist organisations and militants." In 2018, the JN organised a transnational "Europa-Congress" with the participation of the Ukrainian National Corps (Azov Movement's political organisation) as well as the Russian Imperial Movement (RID).

**Die Rechte**

Leading members of Die Rechte regularly appear as speakers at events held elsewhere in Europe with violence-oriented XRW groups. Examples include Tag der Ehre (Day of Honour) in Budapest (with supporters of B&H, Combat 18/Hammerskins, NRM, and paramilitary organisations attending) in 2018 and 2019, a conference held by the XRW Nova Ordem Social (New Social Order) in Portugal in 2017, and with "openly violent right-wing extremist groups" in Paris like Troisième Voie (Third Way) and JNR (Jeunesses nationalistes révolutionnaires, Revolutionary Nationalist Youth).

**Der III. Weg**

The Der III. Weg party has a strong transnational network with ties both to Ukraine's Azov Movement and the RID. It organises its own transnational music and martial-arts event, Jugend im Sturm (storming youth).

**Combat 18 Deutschland (C18)**

C18 is considered one of the transnational identity-defining networks of violence-oriented right-wing extremism. The supposed leader of the German section, as well as another member, were convicted of illegally importing ammunition in 2018 after it was taken from a shooting-training session in the Czech Republic.

**Hammerskins**

The Hammerskins organisation is present in Germany and several other EU nations, including France and Sweden. Hammerskins events and concerts in Germany are also attended by supporters from other European countries, and likewise, German Hammerskins attend group events elsewhere in Europe. They maintain ties with Denis "Nikitin" Kapustin, founder of the fashion label White Rex, through the martial-arts scene and mail-order business.

**Soldiers of Odin (SOO)**

The SOO has been forming branches, including in Germany, since 2016. These include the Wodans Erben Germanien and Vikings Security Germania. Members of reputed terror cell Gruppe S (2019), which is alleged to have planned attacks on Muslims and politicians and conducted shooting training in Czech Republic, are said to belong to German SOO groups.

**Atomwaffen Division (AWD)**

The founding of the German branch of AWD was announced on an American website on 1 June 2018. The alleged German initiator was apparently in contact with the group NA (which had been banned...
in the UK) and was convicted of possession of illegal armament at a neo-Nazi festival. He is also said to have participated in shooting training in Czech Republic and attended the Asgardsfrei music festival in Ukraine connected to the Azov Movement.\textsuperscript{18} In autumn 2019, two politicians from Germany's Green Party received death threats by email, signed “Atomwaffen Division.” The organization's flyers have also appeared in various major German cities.\textsuperscript{19}

3. Transnational network hubs abroad

Political gatherings.
The high and increasing participation numbers of German right-wing extremists at events such as Tag der Ehre in Budapest (Hungary),\textsuperscript{20} the Lukov March in Sofia (Bulgaria), and the March of Nations in Kyiv (Ukraine)\textsuperscript{21} in recent years attest to the importance of transnational political gatherings. They provide regular opportunities for attendees to make new contacts and strengthen existing network ties.\textsuperscript{17}

Azov movement
The Azov Regiment, the military wing of the Azov Movement, fought against pro-Russian separatists during the Ukraine conflict. Its leadership includes individuals known for their ultra-nationalist and XRW views.\textsuperscript{22} Azov is said to have recruited right-wing extremists in Germany, such as at the Rock gegen Überfremdung in Thessaloniki 2017.\textsuperscript{22} Members of the Atomwaffen Division Deutschland and Der III. Weg party are listed as participants of events organized by the Azov Movement in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{18} A member of the right-wing extremist JAL (Junge Alternative) received training with automatic rifles from the Azov Regiment.\textsuperscript{19}

Russian Imperial Movement (RIM)
German right-wing extremists, including members of the JN and Der III. Weg party, are said to have received paramilitary training at a RIM camp near St. Petersburg. Finns and Swedes are also said to have trained there before joining Russian militias in eastern Ukraine.\textsuperscript{22}

Reportedly about 165 Germans, many with extreme right-wing backgrounds, have joined the two sides in the Russo-Ukrainian conflict between 2014 and 2019, where they have received military training and, in some cases, gathered battlefield experience.\textsuperscript{23}

The Azov Movement and the RIM are not only enemies in the context of the Russo-Ukrainian conflict but are also competitors in building strong ties with German and other European right-wing extremists.\textsuperscript{24} The RIM is also a religious movement that looks down on its “pagan” comrades from other nations. Nevertheless, they meet and cooperate, based on the narrative that the “white race” in total is facing an existential threat and that only a unified front of white warriors will be victorious against its enemies.\textsuperscript{25}

Czech Republic: Shooting training, weapons, ammunition, and explosives
Members or supporters of C18, OSS, Gruppe S., NSU, SOO, and AWD conducted shooting training and purchased ammunition and weapons in the Czech Republic, or intended to do so.\textsuperscript{26} This was also where Gruppe Freital and OSS purchased pyrotechnics with an explosive force comparable to military grade explosives.\textsuperscript{27} The illegal gun used by the Munich attacker (2016) was purchased from a German weapons dealer who himself got it from a dealer in the Czech Republic.\textsuperscript{28}

4. “Lone actors” with transnational ties

The suspected perpetrator of the Halle attack (2019) streamed the incident live and in English via the gaming platform Twitch. He had announced it shortly beforehand in English on Meguca.org, an anonymous message board for fans of anime culture. He also wrote a manifesto in English.\textsuperscript{29}

The perpetrator of the Munich attacks (2016) chatted with a white supremacist in the USA through an “Anti-Refugee Club” chat group on the online gaming platform Steam.\textsuperscript{30} This white supremacist later shot two fellow students of Hispanic origin, as well as himself, in 2017.\textsuperscript{31}
COVID-19 PANDEMIC

In Germany, violent XRW actors have joined demonstrations in large numbers organized by various groups protesting COVID-19-related restrictions and regulations. These protest groups consist of individuals with a wide range of ideological backgrounds. While most seem not to have any sympathy for XRW narratives, a significant minority advocates anti-Semitic and “anti-elitist” conspiracy myths, e.g., “New World Order” or “QAnon,” and might therefore be open for future cooperation against what they may perceive as “common enemies.”

GENDER

Statistics on the percentage of women acting as perpetrators in politically motivated right-wing-extremist violent offences in Germany are not available. Some estimates put it at below 10 percent, and some at around 15 percent. One of the three members of the NSU is female, as is one of the seven CSS members and two of the 12 Gruppe Freital members. One of the two convicted leaders of the Aryans is female, as is one of the 13 Gruppe S members. In the cases of Revolution Chemnitz and Nordadiez, only men were accused or convicted.

STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT OF THE VIOLENT XRW THREAT

Obtaining comprehensive and consolidated statistical data on the various aspects of the violent XRW threat in Germany is difficult. Due to the federal structure of Germany, data is compiled on the state as well as on the federal level according to the respective mandates for domestic security.

The number of violent acts committed by XRW has risen from 802 (2012) to 925 cases (2019), primarily manifested in assaults, where cases rose from 699 in 2012 to 938 in 2013 and 787 in 2019. Every year between 2016 and 2019, nearly three quarters of all right-wing-extremist acts of violence in Germany were motivated by xenophobia. Violence against political opponents constituted between 23.7% (2015) and 11.6% (2019). As outlined above, 2019 also saw two deadly high-profile XRW attacks, the attack in Halle and the murder of Walther Lübcke, followed by the XRW attack in Hanau at the beginning of 2020.

Several violent XRW groups have been banned and/or their members have been arrested as shown above. Not all fell under legal definition of “terrorism,” but the plots/attacks were often aimed to “terrorise” the victims. Many attacks were considered racially motivated violence, e.g., against refugees or Muslims.

The table below outlines the number of arrests of individuals that were charged with terrorism-related offenses in connection with violent XRW motivations and the number of convicted individuals. The relevant numbers for 2020 are not yet available. The numbers demonstrate, that particularly in 2018 and 2019, arrests and convictions for the most serious type of crime—XRW terrorism—has increased significantly compared to previous years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARRESTS (XRW terrorism arrests)</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>46</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONVICTIONS (for XRW terrorism offences)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Legal situation

There is no legal definition of extremism in Sweden; rather, there is a legal basis for the Swedish Security Service's (SSS) "counter-subversion" operations, which monitor extremist scenes, derived from the statutory instrument of the SSS assigning it responsibility and police powers for preventing, investigating, and countering certain crimes deemed a threat to national or constitutional security. For the past decade, Swedish agencies have tended to use the term "violence-promoting extremism" to designate the target of CVE and CT efforts. Previously, it was called "violent political extremism," and historically referred to by various other bureaucratic designations, such as "crimes related to the internal security of the realm."  

The general term "violence-promoting extremism" has been criticized by scholars, who remark on its vagueness, fluidity, and definitional problems, as well as its tendency to conflate right-wing with left-wing extremism and to some extent with Islamic extremism. Most governmental bodies, deferring to the analysis of the security services, currently identify three violence-promoting scenes/milieux of concern, of which one is "violence-promoting right-wing extremism." Until very recently, the agencies tended to focus on what they termed "the white power/ supremacist scene" as that subset of right-wing extremism, which, because of its relative prominence, and its capacity and willingness to use violence to achieve political ends, presented the actual threat to Swedish security and merited the particular attention of state agencies. In this regard, the white-power scene has been identified as virtually synonymous with violence-promoting right-wing extremism. This estimation of the white-power scene and attendant use of that term has been the standard practice of governmental bodies since the late 1990s.

However, in 2019 and 2020, the SSS—the primary CVE agency—began moving away from this long-standing practice and started emphasizing the threat of violence-promoting right-wing extremism as such, describing it as growing beyond the confines of the white-power scene and being "beyond the white power scene." Furthermore, in its 2020 assessment, the Swedish National Center for Terrorism Threat Assessment, a permanent working group of key CT agencies, including the SSS, for the first time dropped the term "white power" altogether and instead focused on the threat of violence-promoting right-wing extremism. The assessment noted transnational factors—far-right political advances in Western countries in recent years, XRW agitation in international social media, successful XRW terror attacks in Western countries in 2019—and linked them to the threat of violence-promoting XRW terror in Sweden.

Terrorism has been defined by officials as "an extreme form of violence-promoting extremism." Unlike extremism, the legal definition of "terror" is set out in the criminal code, mainly in three anti-terror laws, the central one being a 2003 law against "terrorist offences," with the other two covering funding, incitement, recruitment, and training related to terrorism. The 2003 law classifies various enumerated violent crimes as terrorist acts if the act could seriously damage a state or an international organisation, and if such an act "has a certain intent [...] for example, to seriously intimidate a population or a population group."
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History and key players of the XRW scene

In the past 35 years, at least 28 killings are attributable to XRW perpetrators in Sweden.  Since the mid-1970s, XRW actors have perpetrated intimidation campaigns, vandalization, assaults, bombings, arson, and murder against ideologically motivated targets including refugees, ethnic and sexual minorities, leftists, anti-racists, journalists, politicians, and police officers, as well as bank robberies and firearm thefts to facilitate their activity.

A recurring pattern in the past 50 years is smaller networks radicalising and breaking away from larger groups. In 2005, the only XRW actors to date to be charged under terrorism laws was a cell of breakaways from the neo-Nazi party National Socialist Front, which had plotted to overthrow the democracy with a campaign of terror; they were convicted of crimes but acquitted of terrorism.

Nordic Youth (NY), a neo-fascist group active from 2010 to 2019 whose members have engaged in politically motivated attacks, originally broke away from the far-right National Democrats party. Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM), founded in 1997 as a small and closed neo-Nazi sect, grew in support and importance after the collapse of the neo-Nazi Party of the Swedes (SvP) in 2014. In 2018, the militant NRM, re-organised as a political party, contested the general election, fared poorly, and suffered a split the following year, giving rise to the smaller and more clandestine group Nordic Strength (NS). Alternative XRW media, such as the podcast MotzHt (Swedish for "Antidote") which has glorified terror and praised the Third Reich, and which until 2017 operated out of Berlin, performs an important ideological and agitator function in the scene. In 2017, the operators of MotzHt established a new organisation, The Free Sweden (TFS), whose goal is to build XRW communities around community houses in strategic locations. MotzHt continued as TFS's media branch under the name Svegot.

A recent study at the Center for Asymmetric Threats and Terrorist Studies at the Swedish Defence University, undertaken on behalf of the Swedish Center for Preventing Violent Extremism with contributions from the SSS, considers the Swedish XRW within the broader "radical nationalist milieu" in which amorphous networks of "alternative right" actors exist adjacent to and interface with violent actors like the NRM. This alternative right, in which Swedish groups have a major role on the international level, disseminates narratives, particularly through online media, that largely overlap with the ideology of the NRM and, by sustaining "digital hate cultures," can potentially radicalise individuals and inspire them to violence.

Trends

For the past several years, Swedish agencies have not published statistics on XRW violence. From 1997 to 2005, the counter-subversion branch of the SSS published annual statistics of crimes "related to the internal security of the realm," among which were crimes motivated by white-power ideology and crimes that, in addition to such a motive, had a confirmed connection to the white-power scene. In 2006, however, the SSS ceased publishing such statistics, and instead, the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (SNCCP) was tasked with publishing statistics of hate crimes. In these reports, the SNCCP for years categorised some hate crimes as potentially connected to right-wing extremism and national-socialism, but in 2015, they declared they lacked the competence and resources to continue this practice, instead referring the public to NGO sources such as the Expo Foundation.

The Expo Foundation, conducting its own research, publishes statistics concerning the overall public activity of XRW actors, which indicate a large overall increase in such activity over the past 19 years. Instances of organised political activism in Sweden by XRW groups have increased from 1465 in 2010, to 2535 in 2019, with a peak of 3938 in 2018. The majority of these instances have been organised...
propaganda distribution events, but recent years have also seen an increase in the proportion of instances of combat-training sessions, demonstrations, and marches. However, government data on XRW crime or on XRVV activities deemed a threat to the Swedish public are either no longer compiled or simply not made public by agencies, something which has prompted criticism from leading XRW scholars. The lack of public data risks creating the misleading impression that there have been no cases of XRW violence in Sweden in the past five years.

In fact, since 2015 there have been at least four major acts of XRW violence in Sweden. These acts are widely and officially recognised to have been motivated by XRW ideology, but they were not prosecuted as terrorism offences, something which has sparked public controversy, criticism from terrorism experts, and a comment from the Interior Minister that Swedish anti-terrorism laws may be in need of modification. In October 2015, a 22-year-old now considered to have been radicalised in part by online XRW propaganda attacked a school where he used a blade to kill three people, including a minor. He was killed by police while violently resisting arrest. Police, although stating the man had chosen his targets for their skin colour, deemed the incident not a terror attack but a hate crime. Three further acts were perpetrated by what allegedly had been a “rogue” XRW cell whose members had received combat training in a PIRD camp outside St. Petersburg. The organisation was said to have sanctioned this activity but the subsequent actions by its “rogue” members resulting in a series of terror bombings targeting leftists and refugees in western Sweden, allegedly were not authorised by it. Subsequently, three men were charged with carrying out one failed and two successful bombing attacks in Västra Götaland county in the winter of 2016/2017. All three men were members of NRM, though evidence suggests they were frustrated with NRM’s supposed “moderation.” The prosecutor declined to charge the men with terrorism, though the indictment explicitly acknowledged that the attacks may well be considered acts of terror. The U.S. Department of State has explicitly described these events as “a series of terror attacks.” A government inquiry currently proposing new anti-terror legislation highlights the Västra Götaland attacks as relevant examples of XRW violence. It is worth noting that under the proposed new anti-terror law, the cases discussed above would conceivably have been easier to prosecute as terrorism offences, given proposed modifications to those very criteria of the law that had been, at the time, emphasised by authorities as complicating or precluding the possibility to prosecute the said acts as terrorism offences.

Far-right political agitation and the diffusion of XRW ideology helped instigate waves of attacks on mosques and on refugee housing in recent years, and has inspired at least three separate lone actors without ties to organised groups to carry out multiple deadly attacks motivated by XRW ideology in 1991–1992, 2005–2010, and 2015. An investigation found an average of one attack on a mosque per month in 2014, including arson attacks and swastikas spray-painted on walls. In 2015, the number of attacks on refugee housing spiked from between four to 19 incidents in the preceding years to 50, coinciding with a surge of anti-refugee rhetoric from far-right politicians and violent and terror-promoting incitement from their sympathisers on social media and from XRW propaganda outlets agitating against refugee housing. Only a few arrests were made for these attacks, but at least one suspect had a background in the XRW scene. The government inquiry on a new anti-terror law highlights the 2015–2016 attacks on refugee housing as a relevant example of XRW attacks that endangered the public. Another wave of seemingly premeditated attacks on refugee housing in 2018 prompted the Housing Minister to urge the government to consider such incidents as potential acts of terror and the security services to investigate them as such.
The Swedish Security Service considers that formal organisations have become less important for perpetrators of ideologically motivated crime, pointing to a resurgence of autonomous so-called "leaderless resistance" as a modus operandi for violent extremists.\textsuperscript{52}

**Finances**

The SCPVE states that:

\begin{quote}
there has long been commercial activity in the [white power] scene and it is relatively extensive. The sale of propaganda material in the form of clothes, books, posters, music and stickers occurs both online and in connection to political meetings and manifestations.\textsuperscript{54}
\end{quote}

The precise extent and financial weight of XRW commerce, much of which takes place on the black market, is an under-researched question and remains unknown. Publicly declared financial data for the company of one prominent seller of XRW propaganda merchandise (Midgård) shows a steady increase in turnover since the year 2013 (with a net turnover of 820,000 SEk for 2019), but such data may not be wholly reliable.\textsuperscript{54} Notable sellers of XRW merchandise include Greenpiled (greenpiled.com), a web shop operated by NRM, whose profits the neo-Nazi group claims "go directly to the struggle"; Nordic Wear, linked to NY and now inactive, which sold the XRW European Brotherhood and Thor Steinar brands of clothes; and Midgård (midgaardshop.com). Greenpiled offers customers information in English as well as Swedish; and Midgård has English, German, Finnish, French, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, and Russian versions of its website as well as Swedish. Logik (logik.se), originally tied to the neo-Nazi Party of the Swedes, is a publisher selling the literature of historical as well as contemporary and active XRW activists. In addition, XRW and hate literature is sold in major mainstream online book stores such as Adlibris and Bokus.\textsuperscript{54}

On the social media platform Telegram, the channel WHITE UNITED, which has ties to NRM and which frequently features illegal hate speech, sells XRW propaganda material. Norway's XRW scene has a comparative lack of domestic ideological merchandise, instead, many import from Swedish sellers.\textsuperscript{54} A 2017 data breach revealed that from 2012 to 2016, NRM's web shop (since replaced by Greenpiled) stocked orders from hundreds of foreign shipping addresses in Sweden's neighbouring countries, as well as France, Germany, the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, Estonia, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, Russia, and Switzerland, constituting around 12 percent of orders.\textsuperscript{54} It was also revealed that a number of politicians from parties in parliament were among NRM's customers, including 14 politicians from the right-wing Sweden Democrats party, one of whom had paid for membership in the group.\textsuperscript{54}

Sweden has historically had a thriving white power music scene, with some 40 events organised in the past 10 years.\textsuperscript{52} Such events, however, while they serve a strategic function for the scene, are not believed to yield a significant net financial profit for the organisers; rather, they generate just enough funds to cover their expenses.

In 2016, the European political party Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF) and the foundation Europa Terra Nostra (ETN), affiliated with APF, obtained nearly 600,000 euros in grants from the European Parliament. ETN used some of the money to organise a major political meeting for Swedish XRW actors, including violent and violence espousing groups like NY and Morgift.\textsuperscript{53} There have been multiple attempts by APF and ETN to obtain EU grants.\textsuperscript{53} APF's president and chairman Roberto Fiore was convicted in 1985 for links to Nuclei Armati Rivoluzionari, the XRW group behind the 1980 Bologna massacre.\textsuperscript{53} APF's Secretary-General Stefan Jacobsson is a key actor in the Swedish XRW. In the early 2000s he had a leading role in the NRM. He was the founder of the Swedish group Free the Order, a support group for the American XRW terror organisation The Order/Silent Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{53} From 2013 until its dissolution
In 2015, Jacobsson was the leader of the Swedish neo-Nazi Party of the Swedes, during which time he took part in an armed attack on political opponents. In the fall of 2015, NRM accepted a sum of money, believed to be around 30,000 SEK, from Stanislav Vorobyev, the leader of RID, a Russian XRW group. RID and Vorobyev have since been designated as terrorists by the U.S. State Department. The SCPVE has stated that "considering that Russian oligarchs support and establish contacts with international extreme right-wing actors, the possibility cannot be excluded that the donation to NRM originated from sources close to the Russian regime." Most persons in the XRW scene are thought to be low-income earners who use their own money to finance their political activity, with such money coming from "traditional wage-labour and government welfare" and from crime including "robbery and thefts" as well as "economic crime!" According to the SSS, the criminal activity associated with the violence-promoting XRW scene is of a type that does not require large quantities of money, thus, even relatively modest sums can have major importance for their ability to carry out plots.

In recent years, the financial activity of NRM and its propaganda outlet Nordfront have been under investigation by the Swedish Tax Agency for failing to properly record and declare its economic activity, thereby evading taxes. The extent of their commercial activity remains unknown.

As of 2018, the NRM through Nordfront asks supporters to donate to the group using cryptocurrencies, particularly Bitcoin. It also asks for donations in the following other currencies: Bitcoin Cash, Cardano, Dash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Monero, Nam, Neo, and Stellar, as well as Brave Rewards through the Brave web browser. Sums raised through such donations appear to have been relatively modest, though a single donor deposited around 25,000 SEK in April 2018. The authors of a recent study at the Center for Asymmetric Threats and Terrorist Studies at the Swedish Defence University, undertaken on behalf of the Swedish Center for Preventing Violent Extremism, claim to have identified 216 transactions associated with the NRM's Bitcoin wallet from January 2018 to March 2020. According to the study, the amount of deposits has increased in the last year, with typical transaction values equivalent to a few hundred SEK, with a few outlier transactions the equivalent of hundreds of thousands. Deposits to NRM's account in total have generated a value the equivalent of nearly one million Swedish crowns. However, it cannot be ruled out that part of these sums were deposited by NRM members themselves for administrative or practical purposes.

Online activities

The Swedish XRW scene has a long history of being early adopters and effective users of new and alternative forms of media, including online media, driven by the strategic necessity to overcome their peripheral position and lack of access to traditional media platforms. Websites and social media are used to conduct indoctrination, agitation, recruitment, and fundraising. The online space functions as a strategic bastion in the social periphery where XRW actors can "dig trenches" and regroup when they fail to gain ground in the real world. It allows them to maintain geographically widespread communities over time and to develop and continuously disseminate propaganda at relatively low cost, regardless of their ability to mobilise followers in the physical world. Online activity has today become an indispensable dimension of the Swedish XRW scene. A leading expert on Sweden's XRW observed in 2015 that: 

During the '90s, the virtual worlds of the white power scene grew rapidly in extent and now see not see two parallel worlds—one digital and one physical—which are in constant symbiosis and so integrated with one another that they can hardly exist without one another. [...] This digital development has also created movements without national borders, with contact networks that previous generations of activists could...
We now see a sort of "network of networks"—where both organizations and individuals are in constant touch with one another—and where factors in separate networks, which to varying degrees share basic ideological notions, are constantly debating, exchanging ideas and copying successful campaigns and forms of action. This in turn creates complex and complicated virtual structures, where it is difficult to determine what is organized or unorganized, and where that to some extent no longer matters, whereas the belonging and sense of community with a scene (milieu) of like-minded is the central thing, and not necessarily membership in a specific organization.

This development has only intensified in recent years, with social media bringing the scene's various actors even closer together. Furthermore, in the view of the SSS, "[with the help of social media, violence-promoting extremists can build narratives, spread propaganda and give a sense of community, but also lower thresholds for violence and raise abilities with regards to methods, manufacturing explosives and acquiring weapons]."

NRM is a transnational organization with branches in multiple countries, making online communications important for the coherence of the organization. In the words of one SSS analyst, "the [strategic] orientation of the top leadership of the NRM is communicated not just at meetings and social gatherings but also via the internet, social media [...] and podcasts."

XRW groups like NRM, TFS, and NS use podcasts to broadcast their message and to keep members and supporters engaged in their cause. Some XRW groups act primarily online, as media platforms. NRM has an English-language podcast, Nordic Frontier, for foreign audiences; they also have an English-language website and, on the social media platform VKontakte, a Russian-language one.

Key XRW actors in recent years like NRM and NY have systematically digitally documented and published their real-world activism on their own websites and foreign-based social media platforms like YouTube, VKontakte, Facebook, and Telegram, in order to amplify and broadcast it for propaganda purposes. The NRM consistently livestreams key activist events like uniformed marches or mass gatherings. NRM branches in Sweden's neighbouring countries also film and publish their activism in their own languages but, as these branches are smaller, their propaganda is less extensive than that of the main Swedish branch. NRM propaganda is overall predominantly in Swedish, which is mutually intelligible with Norwegian and Danish for many in these countries, as well as in English.

Propaganda also functions as a recruitment tool. At least one former ranking member of NRM attributed his original decision to join the organization to being impressed with their propaganda videos depicting NRM street confrontations with police officers that were published on YouTube; at the time, he was a teenager with no prior connections to the XRW scene.

The XRW uses online media to glorify foreign XRW terrorists, encourage individuals to take violent action, and engage in conspiracy theories and dehumanisation to target groups and individuals and turn them into legitimate targets for violence in the physical world. A 2019 investigation revealed that 11 Facebook groups with a membership of about 44,000 users and sympathetic to the Sweden Democrats party were rife with exceptionally dehumanising, ideologically extreme, and violence-promoting rhetoric, including praise for lone-acting terrorists and calls to follow their example, incitement to mass murder and "extermination" of refugees, Africans, Muslims, and centre-left politicians, burning mosques, assassination of cabinet ministers, bombing government offices, and other acts that would constitute terrorist offences. The Swedish Defence Research Agency believes this type of dehumanisation may increase the risk of violent extremist acts.

There are signs that a new terror-glorying XRW subculture, mainly flourishing on the network of
Telegram channels—called "Terrorgram" by some researchers—is radicalising young Swedes. In the past year, three youths without any known ties to XRW organisations but who have been active and seemingly radicalised on such networks have been investigated for potential involvement in violent XRW activity. Swedish security services have pointed to the online diffusion of XRW ideology throughout the western world as a cause for concern and has linked it to the growing threat of XRW terror.27

**Response**

Given the lack of official data on XRW activity and violence, it is difficult to independently assess the Swedish response. The current anti-terror laws, a patchwork of legislation whose key law was introduced in 2003, have only been used once, in 2005, to prosecute XRW criminals but that case yielded no convictions. A reformed terror law is being proposed. As mentioned previously, the new proposed law would conceivably have made it easier to prosecute recent major acts of XRW violence as terrorist offences.

In 2014, a new agency was launched that in 2016 became the SCPVE, after studying, among other things, the example of Denmark's PVE agency, the Danish Centre for Prevention of Extremism. The SCPVE, a part of the SNCCP, is tasked with coordinating and supporting municipalities, national agencies, and civil society in PVE work. CVE and CT work is chiefly the purview of the SSS in partnership with police and a range of other security agencies through collaborations such as the Counter-Terrorism Cooperation Council. In 2018, the Swedish National Audit Office criticised the inconsistent intelligence-sharing between the SSS and the Swedish Police Authority, prompting those agencies to launch a new collaborative effort, Redex, to "reduce" violent-promoting extremist scenes.

The possibility of introducing new legislation to prohibit racist organisations, which would almost certainly affect NRM, is being investigated by a government-appointed all-party parliamentary commission, tasked with delivering its final report on the issue by the end of February, 2021, at the latest. A prohibition on racist organisations has been considered several times in modern Swedish history, particularly in the context of Sweden's 1971 ratification of the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, but so far it has not resulted in such legislation.

**Transnational connectivity**

Sweden's XRW scene exhibits a high degree of transnationality. As a phenomenon, it cannot be understood either historically or today without reference to the international ideological movement of which it forms an interactive element. Efforts to counteract the scene that fail to analyse it in transnational terms are unlikely to be effective. Recently, the SSS observed that "[t]he threat (intention and ability) of violence-promoting right-wing extremism in Sweden is affected to a high degree by actors and conditions outside the country's borders." Throughout history, a continuous exchange of ideological discourse and "learning" is observed between Swedish and foreign XRW actors, facilitated by the English language, leading to a kind of isomorphism where Swedish XRW actors increasingly sound, look, and behave like those in other countries and vice versa. At the deadly "Unite the Right" rally held in Charlottesville, Virginia, in the summer of 2017, one of the organisers, leading white supremacist Matthew Heimbach of the Traditionalist Workers Party (TWP), told an interviewer, in response to a question about their methods of organising: "[W]e are] primarily following the European example of [Greek XRW group] Golden Dawn, the Nordic Resistance Movement, and other groups that are really at the vanguard of nationalist organizing in the world." As the U.S. anti-extremism group Anti-Defamation League stated in a report submitted to the U.S. Congress which explores the mutual influence
of European and American XRW actors, including between the United States and Sweden:

We are witnessing the internationalization of the white supremacist movement. Over the past decade, we have seen surging violence in the United States, Europe and beyond motivated by elements of white supremacy from Anders Breivik in Norway to Brenton Tarrant in New Zealand to Patrick Crusius in El Paso, Texas. These killers influence and inspire one another. European and American adherents are learning from each other, supporting each other and reaching new audiences.

When a young man was killed in the small town of Harønsand in May 2020 in unclear circumstances, the NRM’s propaganda outlet Nordfront seized upon the event and published a partly fabricated story painting the man as a “heroic martyr murdered by an evil migrant.” This martyrdom narrative quickly spread throughout Swedish XRW media and soon all over the world, with far-right outlets and media accounts repeating the story and publishing messages of support. Since 10 May 2020, such messages have been documented in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Slovakia, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

This was not the first time in recent years the death of a Swede became significant for XRW actors in other countries. Brenton Tarrant, perpetrator of the 2019 Christchurch terror attack, painted the name “Ebbi Åkerlund” on one of his rifles; Åkerlund, an 11-year-old girl, was one of the victims of a lethal 2017 terror attack in Stockholm, and Tarrant claimed in his manifesto to be “avenging” her.

NRM is today an international organisation, with Sweden as its hub and with minor branches in Finland, Norway, Denmark, and Iceland. In these countries, except for Finland, which has its own robust XRW scene, the guidance and usually the physical presence of Swedish NRM activists is crucial for local ideological counterparts’ ability to mobilise. Neo-Nazis often cross borders in Scandinavia.

In 2019, Norwegian, Danish, and Finnish activists and sympathisers took part in NRM activities in Sweden. In April 2019, NRM organised a public propaganda event in Copenhagen in which some 60 of the approximately 70 participants were Swedes, which turned violent. In September 2019, an NRM delegation, including the leader, travelled to Iceland to socialise with local neo-Nazis and to lead them in public activism. In December 2019, the NRM with its leader participated in an international neo-Nazi rally in Helsinki. Such trips directly enable XRW activism in the target countries that could not otherwise occur for lack of numbers and resources (with the exception of Finland). Less experienced activists are able to learn the praxis of activism from the relatively well-organised NRM. The visits are also both a show of strength and a form of diplomacy, which consolidates NRM influence and authority over their members and sympathisers in the Nordic countries, and confer prestige both on the visitors and their hosts, raising the profiles of all actors involved, since the ability to organise political international travel—diplomatic missions—is viewed as a sign of importance among XRW actors. In 2019, NRM declared that one of its strategic five-year objectives is to exercise influence beyond the Nordic countries, stating:

Our struggle is also a global struggle that actually concerns all the white peoples of the world. Even though the most important thing, of course, is that we achieve the support we need at home and that we win over our own people here in the North, we also view it as part of our responsibility to be able to influence nationally-minded organisations around the world in a healthy and radical national-socialist direction.

In 2016, NRM hosted guests from Norway and Belarus in Sweden. NRM also visits ideological allies outside of Scandinavia, particularly in Germany where it has close ties to Der III Weg. From June 2016 to February 2019, NRM made at least nine visits to Germany, three to Bulgaria, one to France, one to Belarus, one to Czechia, one to Italy, and one to Hungary, meeting with various European XRW actors.
in the same period, there were some 90 cases of formal visits between Swedish and foreign XRW actors. Germany was the most frequent destination. On a few occasions, Swedish XRW actors have also gone to the United States and to South Africa. In addition to the same benefits as discussed above—the sharing of know-how, diplomatic relations with potential strategic allies, prestige building within both the domestic and international scene—these transnational contacts also help develop among XRW actors a sense of global community and ideological solidarity with those considered “racial” or political counterparts in countries all over the world, so that an XRW actor as far away as New Zealand can feel intimately concerned with and prompted to act in their own country in response to—events in Sweden, and vice versa.

In recent years, individuals with origins or backgrounds in other countries, including Finland, Germany, Armenia, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Iran, Norway, Russia, Spain, and the United States have figured in NRM circles in Sweden, some as visitors, some as residents who support or participate in NRM activity such as gatherings, demonstrations, martial arts practice and distributing propaganda material. The SSS, in a recent publication by the Swedish Defence University, provides details on 507 individuals who, the agency says, have been of interest in its work monitoring violence-promoting right-wing extremism in 2018 and 2019. Of them, 426 were born in Sweden, 63 are of unknown countries of birth, and the rest were born in Germany, Russia, Norway, Estonia, Finland, Iraq, Iran, and Poland. Seventeen of the individuals have taken part in paramilitary training in Russia, Czechia, Poland, and Bulgaria “among other countries.” Nine others have, according to the agency, fought in the armed conflict in Ukraine.

As discussed above, NRM also developed ties with RID, the Russian XRW group, which in turn had had relations with Swedish XRW actors for at least a decade, and previously had a Swedish branch. Since at least 2012, they have had contacts with NRM. In 2015, a time of consolidation and new leadership for the NRM, a RID delegation, including the leader, Vorobyev, the group’s long-time representative in Sweden, Anatoly Udodov, and Denis Galiev, the head of RID’s paramilitary training programme Partizan, was invited to NRM’s annual high-profile political meeting, the “North Days.” At the meeting, the RID delegation presented NRM with a gift of money, invited them to join the international far-right network World National Conservative Movement, co-founded by RID, which afterwards began to list NRM as members, and gave a speech outlining RID’s pro-Russian position on the war in Ukraine.

Also present at the meeting were the three NRM activists who would later receive paramilitary training through RID’s Partizan programme in Russia, and then, in the winter of 2016/2017, carry out acts of terror in Sweden’s Gothenburg region. The 2015 meeting, and NRM’s decision to host the RID delegation, is considered a pivotal mark in NRM’s position on the war in Ukraine and on geopolitics more generally, before which they had sided with Ukrainian nationalists, but after which they are considered to have maintained a pro-Russian position in line with RID. This realignment is considered potentially consequential “for Swedish and international security” by the SCPVE. The SCPVE further considers the association between RID and NRM to have potentially made the latter a greater security threat. Furthermore, the agency considers that:
to separate, the threat is to Swedish security from foreign powers and violence-promoting extremism.\textsuperscript{77}

A recent study by the Swedish Defence University highlights the potential role of influence operations by foreign powers seeking to amplify radical nationalist narratives in order to undermine cohesion within and between European countries, and potentially providing organisational and financial support to XRW actors.\textsuperscript{78}

The NY, which disbanded in 2019, stressed the importance of international connections. Its members had ties to and drew inspiration from Junge Nationaldemokraten (JN), the youth wing of Germany's NPD.\textsuperscript{79} From 2011, NY sent delegations yearly to participate in Polish Independence Day rallies, where NY's leader has given speeches. NY was formally aligned with the group All-Polish Youth and has also participated in political activity in Italy, Lithuania, Germany, and Hungary.\textsuperscript{80} On at least three occasions between 2014 and 2017, NY representatives visited Ukraine, where their leader gave speeches and took part in conferences, to show their support for the country's XRW.\textsuperscript{81}

Ukraine also became a destination for Swedish XRW combat volunteers in 2014, who fought on the Ukrainian nationalist side.\textsuperscript{82} Part of the motivation to fight in Ukraine was due to friendly ties established before the war between the neo-Nazi SvP party and Svoboda.\textsuperscript{83} The two groups considered each other to be fraternal organisations and arranged meetings and conferences together.\textsuperscript{84} SvP initially gave its support to Swedish combat volunteers traveling to Ukraine, and defended Svoboda from criticism by others in the XRW scene. However, in the summer of 2014, SvP pivoted, declaring their relations with Svoboda had collapsed and condemning them and other Ukrainian nationalist groups for having become allied to “American-Jewish forces.”\textsuperscript{85} Ukrainian nationalists have attempted to recruit Swedish NRM members to fight in Ukraine, but NRM's leadership, being pro-Russian in its geopolitical orientation, has not allowed members to go.\textsuperscript{86}

COVID-19 pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic does not seem to have affected the Swedish XRW scene in any profound way. Overall, despite some cases of adapting its forms of activism and its messaging, it has thus far been largely unable to capitalise on the unique circumstances of the crisis. This may be related to the relatively low social impact of measures taken by the Swedish authorities to tackle the medical crisis, and the relatively high level of support shown by the public for ruling parties, leaving the XRW with no major protest movements or negative opinions to exploit.\textsuperscript{87}

The Swedish Exit programme supporting persons leaving extremist scenes has, during the pandemic, seen an increase in the number of contacts from people concerned that someone in their family may be undergoing radicalisation particularly by XRW ideology. The director of the programme has stated that the isolation many are subjected to during the crisis is a major contributor to radicalisation processes, and that the prevailing conditions under the pandemic, including social uncertainty and more time spent online, increase the risk that people embrace extremist views.\textsuperscript{88}

Gender

Recent decades have seen the increasing participation of women in the Swedish XRW scene, but they are still a clear minority.\textsuperscript{89} The increasing prominence of female XRW ideologues in the international scene has helped attract greater numbers of female sympathisers.\textsuperscript{90} In 2003, it was estimated one of the biggest actors, the National Socialist Front party, had a female membership of 17 percent.\textsuperscript{91} The female membership of NRM was estimated at around 19 percent in 2015.\textsuperscript{92} In 2017, about 27 percent of a wave of new NRM recruits was female.\textsuperscript{93} A 2018 study suggested that women make up about 10 percent of the white power (XRW) scene.\textsuperscript{94} The results of a 2016 study on anti-immigrant websites suggest the proportion of
female writers for XRW propaganda websites may have been less than 10 percent."

Ideological anti-feminism is central to the Swedish XRW scene, which is characterised by extreme forms of nationalism insisting on the "racial purity" and "demographic vitality" of the nation. In this ideological perspective, women are primarily considered instruments of racial reproduction, able to give birth to either "the right" or "the wrong" kind of children. It follows that women's behaviour, their values, their bodies, and their reproductive rights must be controlled, as individuals and as a collective, by men, in order to make certain they fulfill their "natural duty" to the nation as sexually available to men and as active mothers. Women who are perceived in the XRW scene to embody good ideological values and to live in accordance with ultranationalist ideals, whether as activists alongside men in the political struggle or in childrearing outside of politics, are often praised and idolised in the scene. Women who are seen to deviate from these ideals, in particular women identified as feminists and women who do not give birth to "racially pure" children, instead become targets of harassment, threats, and violence. Despite the prevalence of misogynistic attitudes and behaviour in the Swedish XRW scene, a minority of women have always been active and played key roles in it.

Statistical snapshot of the violent XRW threat

As shown in the graph below, the total activity of the violent XRW milieu in Sweden increased between 2015 and 2018. During this period, the NRM rose to almost completely dominate the field with its actions, such as "combat practice," demonstrations, rallies and marches, indoctrination (organised group viewing of propaganda films and study circles of NRM manuals or Nazi literature), propaganda distribution (organised outings to distribute propaganda materials), and miscellaneous other activities such as social gatherings, forest hikes, etc. 2019, however, saw a notable drop in the overall activities of the violent XRW milieu.

Total activity of the violent XRW milieu in Sweden.

In light-blue = all organisations, in dark-blue = the NRM, in black = all apart from the NRM.
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Legal situation

There is no specific definition of "right-wing extremism" (XRW) or "right-wing terrorism" in the British legal system (comprising the jurisdictions of England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland), or particular legislation targeting XRW groups. The key legislation under which many right-wing extremists are convicted, the Terrorism Act (2000), defines terrorism as the use or threat of action designed to influence government, international governmental organisations, the public or a section of the public, for a "political, religious, racial, or ideological cause." The use of firearms or explosives (in the furtherance of such a cause) is automatically considered terrorism whether or not these conditions are met. Section 33 (a) of this act allows the Home Secretary to proscribe terrorist groups. This was used against an XRW group for the first time in 2016.

Policy and strategy documents do define right-wing extremism and neo-Naziism. The UK’s Counter-Extremism Strategy defines right-wing extremism as driven by "a core hatred of minorities, or to promote Islamophobic or antisemitic views." Common ideological narratives include the notion that "Western civilization faces an impending ‘race war’, or that a multicultural society will lead to ‘white genocide’." These ideas are used to instil fear, in order to convince the white population that different races or religions threaten their way of life. This definition recognises the so-called "great replacement" of native populations by outsiders, which is used to mobilise anti-immigrant sentiment, nationally and internationally.

CONTEST, the British government’s counter-terrorism strategy, explains that right-wing extremists and neo-Nazis seek to exploit, "anxieties around globalisation, conflict and migration [...] These groups may vary considerably in their rhetoric, but they share the racist view that minority communities are harming the interests of a ‘native’ population." Narratives propagated by both Islamist and XRW groups are said to have "reinforced and even mutually benefited each other," a process known as "cumulative extremism."

The idea that right-wing extremism shares features with other kinds of extremism finds expression in the Commission for Countering Extremism (CCE) report of October 2019. The CCE, founded in the aftermath of the Manchester Arena bombings in 2017, defines a new term, "hateful extremism," which can incorporate both Islamist and XRW ideology. Hateful extremism is "hostile or supremacist beliefs directed at an out-group who are perceived as a threat to the wellbeing, survival or success of an in-group" that "cause, or are likely to cause, harm to individuals, communities or wider society."

History and key players of the XRW scene

To contextualise the contemporary XRW scene in Britain since 2015, it is necessary to recognise wider shifts within the milieu that predated this. The British National Party (BNP), the most electorally successful XRW party in British history, imploded in 2010 shortly after winning two seats in the 2009 European Parliamentary elections (with almost one million votes nationwide), and 1.9% of the vote in the 2010 general election. Meanwhile, the anti-Muslim street scene, exemplified by the English Defence League (EDL), lost momentum from 2013 onwards following the departure of its leader known as "Tommy Robinson" from the group, and the appearance of local splinter groups such as the North West Infidels (NWI)."
The more youthful component of Britain's overtly national-socialist milieu coalesced around National Action (NA), formed in 2013. This group, which paid great attention to a visual aesthetic that stylized and valorized action and violence, quickly attracted a youthful cohort of followers. Whilst lone actors had previously been characteristic of XRW terrorism, NA came to represent a networked threat with police arresting numerous individuals, several of them teenagers, who were either directly involved with the group, or self-identified with it, for a range of terrorism-related offences. Trends

There have been two cases since 2015 in which XRW terrorists carried out attacks resulting in death. Thomas Mair murdered Jo Cox MP on 16 June 2016 and Darren Osborne committed a vehicular attack on worshippers outside Finsbury Park mosque on 19 June 2017 that killed Makram Ali. The threat from XRW terrorism appears to be rising, however. Since 2017, police and security agencies have disrupted eight terrorist plots. The most high-profile was a plot to murder Labour Party MP Rosie Cooper involving an XRW activist, formerly of National Action. Another NA member had previously attempted to murder a Sikh man in January 2015.

Whilst the number of terrorist plots is comparatively low, the number of arrests and convictions for other terrorist-related offences is much higher. Whilst an official list of XRW arrests and prosecutions since 2015 is not publicly available, collating various official reports and media coverage highlights that there have been about 90 arrests since January 2015. These are for terrorist-related and other violent offences including possession of weapons, explosives, or inciting violence, prosecuted using other legal statutes. Militants often face multiple charges for an array of offences. These include murder; attempted murder; inciting violence; possession and/or distribution of terrorist manuals, knives, guns, and explosives (including petrol bombs, nail bombs, pipe bombs, and a CO2 bomb); arson against property, including mosques; and, membership of a proscribed group.

This report focuses on groups within the XRW milieu that the British government has proscribed as "terrorist" organisations and on several lone-actor terrorists. This includes NA and groups viewed as "aliases" for it: Scottish Dawn and National Socialist Anti-Capitalist Action (NS131); Sonnenkrieg Division and System Resistance Network; and, more recently, Feuerkrieg Division. Where appropriate, the report also discusses the activities of a legal far-right group, Britain First.
Mair's attack on Jo Cox MP stand out even more. In terms of *modus operandi*, Osborne's was not the only recent vehicular attack. Between 2017 and 2020, there were four other such incidents. On 23 June 2017, Polish national Marek Zakrocki drove his van at Kamal Ahmed outside an Asian restaurant in north-west London, telling police he wished to kill a Muslim to "help the country." There were further racist attacks using vehicles against pedestrians in London (October 2017), Leicester (September 2017), and Bristol (July 2020).

Most though not all of those arrested since 2015 are not members of any particular group. A spike in arrests and convictions between 2017 and 2019 reflects the 28 arrests made for belonging to a banned group, though not all have resulted in convictions. This highlights an increased willingness by the British government to use proscription to disrupt violent XRW groups rather than indicating a rise in violent activity per se. This began with the banning of National Action in December 2016. Since then, the Home Secretary has banned a further five groups: Scottish Dawn and National Socialist Anti-Capitalist Action (September 2017); Sonnenkrieg Division and System Resistance Network (February 2020); and Feuerkrieg Division (July 2020). Membership of these groups carries a penalty of up to 10 years imprisonment.

Notable arrests for membership of NA included a serving soldier, Finnish national Mikko Veijola, who had been stockpiling legally-held weaponry for the supposedly imminent "race war," and who had sought to recruit other serving soldiers, and to assist NA members to join the armed forces. More recently, police arrested a probationary member of the Metropolitan Police Service for NA membership. The overwhelming majority of those arrested for terrorism-related offences have been young men, though two women were also jailed for NA membership. There also appears to be a downward trend concerning the age of some of those arrested for terrorism-related offences. This includes a 16-year-old boy, who in January 2020 became the youngest person convicted of planning a terrorist attack in the United Kingdom. The government's CHANNEL program (see "Response" section) has also seen a year-on-year rise in caseload since 2015/2016. The number of cases adopted for CHANNEL support relating to the XRW exceeded all other forms of extremism for the first time in 2018/2019, the latest for which figures are available. XRW referrals accounted for 45% of those adopted for CHANNEL support, a rise of 1% on 2017/18. XRW referrals adopted for support accounted for 26% of the total in 2015/16 and 37% in 2016/17, so there is a significant upward trend in evidence.

Brenton Tarrant's terrorist attack in Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019 also energised Britain's violent milieu. It inspired several would-be perpetrators in the UK, including one man who attempted to murder a Bulgarian teenager the day after the attacks. In another instance, police arrested a Luton man in December 2019 with a 2kg bag of sulphur powder and other bombmaking components who possessed a copy of Tarrant's manifesto on his computer.

### Finances

Detailed information on the finances of right-wing extremists, especially terrorist groups, is in short supply. In 2017, Her Majesty's Treasury and the Home Office published a risk-assessment report on money laundering and terrorist financing. This stated that terrorist financing in the UK, including the XRW, is "varied, but usually low level." Retail banking is the primary way that groups keep and move money. This is difficult to detect, as terrorists often act alone and amounts are very small, "often below £100." There is no large-scale coordinated fundraising activity for terrorist groups. Attacks such as the Finsbury Park mosque attack cost the perpetrator, Darren Osborne, a mere £176 for the two-day hire of the van he used to plough into worshippers. The widespread use of crypto or digital currencies for terrorist financing is assessed as "low" in the risk-assessment report. 
During 2013, NA raised money through its now banned PayPal account. Anti-racism advocacy group Hone Not Hate reports that at least one larger donation (over $1,000) came from the United States. Police sources indicate that NA founders often used their own resources to fund activities, having "come into money" via inheritances. The North West NA group self-funded the cost of a private gym, costing about £5,000, including a £1,000 subvention from one of its founders, which served as a hub for the group following its ban. Matthew Collins writes that the group received funding from a British businessman based in Spain, who paid for mobile phones and travel expenses for the group.

NWR groups in the UK have traditionally raised money through cash donations and bequests, but also crime. The North West infidels (NW) for instance were engaged in selling illegal drugs, though whether the individuals in question channelled these revenues into their political activities is unknown. More recently, NWR terror groups tend to avoid illicit trade, favouring donations and self-funding. The refusal of major payment processing companies to work with NRW groups has seen the development of alternative NRW crowdfunding sites (i.e., "Hatred" and "GoFundMe"). This has, arguably, cemented the "low cost, difficult to detect" model for NRW groups in the UK and elsewhere.

Whilst fundraising for terrorism within the United Kingdom appears to be negligible, there is evidence that British activists have provided logistical support to militant groups in Serbia, Kosovo, and Bulgaria. Knights Templar International (KTI), allegedly led by former Britain First founder James Dowson, has met with the Shishka Bulgarian National Movement, a paramilitary-style organisation that defines itself as patriotic and seeks to thwart irregular migration into Europe, supplying its members with bulletproof vests, night-vision goggles, and drones to assist their patrols aimed at preventing migrants crossing the border from Turkey. Dowson thanked supporters in the United States and the Philippines for financing the operation. Reports also highlight Dowson's links to the pro-monarchist Serb group Order of the Dragon, and he has sought to equip Serb groups in northern Kosovo with materiel similar to that supposedly acquired for the Bulgarian vigilantes. KTI filmed some of its propaganda in Serbia, often referencing the "great replacement" theory to mobilise current supporters and inspire new ones.

**Online activities**

The internet has been crucial for extreme right-wing terrorist groups. Indeed, many of these groups were "born digital" in the sense that—like AWD—those involved met through forums like the now defunct Iron March or Fascist Forge before moving their activities offline, evolving to become "real" groups. Traditional far-right parties relied upon websites and forums for communication. The majority of newer groups utilise multiple platforms including end-to-end encrypted apps like Telegram to disseminate propaganda and bomb-making guides and its group-chat function for direct communication instead. Conversations begun on Telegram are, however, generally then switched to gaming chat platforms like Discord or Steam, encrypted chat apps like Wire, or secure email services, like Tutanota or Protonmail.

The resulting digital ecosystem might best be characterised as a "blind network" since those involved often are unknown to one another and geographically dispersed. Whilst lack of real-world contact may limit personal trust and group loyalty, it has enhanced international connectivity between militants. These looser digital networks seek to promote violence (constantly trumpeting its necessity and urgency) as a means of accelerating the collapse of "the System" whilst as an environment they exhibit none of the "internal brakes" on violence that real world organisations—even violent ones—contain.

The four key online platforms used by the British extreme right include Gab, Telegram, 4Chan, and BitChute, though militants also use end-to-end encrypted apps to communicate peer-to-peer and in
small invite-only groups. Despite being a banned terrorist group, NA videos propagating violent white supremacist ideology, remain accessible on the UK-based BitChute platform, which hosts material that may violate terms of service of mainstream sites like YouTube. NA attempted to blend offline and online recruitment methods, and had a degree of success in doing so. Some of its older activists were former BNP members, with a grounding in more traditional recruitment methods. The group was particularly adept at using slick propaganda, including the creation of racist memes, which it shared on university campuses (particularly in the Midlands region of England) and online in order to entice new recruits.

Since 2017, many of these accelerationist grouplets have migrated to Telegram, which they have used to incite violence. SKD spread similar violent and apocalyptic imagery, using the platform to call for Prince Harry to be shot as a "race traitor" and have advocated sexual violence and murder against the police. FKD, an "accelerationist" group led—unknown to other members—by a 13-year-old Estonian boy, used various platforms to forge a transnational web of contacts across Europe and North America, exhorting those involved to use violence to bring down the "System." The group used its Telegram channel to issue a death threat against the Chief Constable of West Midlands Police in September 2019 in response to the arrest of one of their members, a 16-year-old boy, on suspicion of the commission, preparation, and instigation of acts of terrorism.

Whilst much of the interaction between individuals within these blind networks remains virtual (and its violent talk often "performative"), there is some evidence of militants seeking to operationalise their digital contacts for terrorist ends. In January 2020, a Durham teenager became the youngest person convicted of planning a terror attack in the United Kingdom. He was jailed for six years and eight months. One of his many offences had including trying to build a bomb. To purchase the ingredients for his device he had turned to his contacts on Fascist Forge. He tried to purchase ammonium nitrate from one such contact, playing S40 (£30.64) for it through an encrypted cash app, though the payment failed.

Telegram channels use violent imagery to disseminate their core message of violent confrontation and systemic collapse. Much of this imagery is transnational in nature, both in its creation and distribution. Many of the images associated with the milieu's burgeoning aesthetic style were originally produced by a Canadian militant whilst much of the current crop of extremist images were produced by an American calling himself "Bundabare." The imagery is usually violent, with vitriolic slogans directed towards inciting violence against Jews, Muslims, LGBTQ communities, and, frequently, the police. Many images celebrate right-wing terrorists as "Saints," but also praises other figures like Theodore Kaczynski (the Unabomber) and Osama bin Laden. Much of his imagery was disseminated by British activists affiliated to FKD who turned them into posters and distributed them offline.

Groups such as Britain First, noted for staging confrontational "mosque invasions" and "Christian Patrols," during which members of the group copied Islamist attempts to enforce "Sharia" law with "Muslim Patrols" in east London, patrolled in the same areas using a former military Land Rover and distributing propaganda, are also prolific on the internet. As well as having used the internet to sell merchandise, it is a crucial tool to spread its message. The group's online presence is much more significant than its physical one. To increase the reach of its online output, it has used paid advertising to push its content, and an army of "boosters" in the UK but also countries such as Spain and Australia who share content across platforms. Analysis has shown that the group's key approach is to portray Muslims and Islam as a dangerous other, an ideological approach described as "apocalyptic Christianity."
Response

Right-wing extremism and terrorism came under the remit of the CONTEST strategy. Right-wing extremism is dealt with under two pillars of CONTEST: "PURSUE" (where terrorists are pursued by the authorities), but especially "PREVENT", the UK counter-radicalisation policy. PREVENT is funded by the Home Office and other government departments in England and Wales. In Scotland, PREVENT is overseen by the Scottish Government. PREVENT does not officially operate in Northern Ireland, where security policy is managed by the Northern Ireland Office and The Security Service (M5S).

Implemented in 2003, PREVENT was originally a means-based programme focused on local authority areas with Muslim populations of over 5%. Since 2011, PREVENT takes a values-based approach, focusing on ideology and extremist ideas, giving equal priority to XRW and Islamist extremism. Alongside PREVENT is CHANNEL, the government's voluntary de-radicalisation program, which operates in the pre-crime space. It is a multi-agency safeguarding program, administered by local authorities. CHANNEL panels, who assess referrals, comprise individuals with experience in child and adult safeguarding, health, education, and the police.

Many agencies and arms of government are involved in countering XRW (and all forms of) extremism, led by the Home Office. The Home Office is also responsible for policing at all levels and M5S, which became the lead agency for detecting and countering XRW terrorism in April 2020. M5S works closely with Counter Terrorist Policing (CTP) to counter XRW terrorism. CTP units, organised on a regional basis, lead on investigative work and secure convictions. The Office for Security and Counter-Terrorism is responsible for strategy, policy and legislative responses to the threat of terrorism.

More broadly, "whole of society" or "public health" approaches to countering extremism are in evidence in the UK. The 2015 Counter-Terrorism and Security Act imposed a duty on a range of public institutions including councils, schools, colleges, universities, and the health service to have "due regard" to people being drawn into terrorism, including the XRW (the "Prevent Duty"). These efforts are underpinned by strategic communications and counter-narrative efforts implemented by the Home Office Research, Information and Communications Unit (RICU), although its work has primarily focused on Islamist extremism. A Counter-Terrorism Internet Referral Unit, run by the London Metropolitan Police, works to remove illegal terrorist content from the web.

Transnational connectivity

Transnational connectivity has been an ingrained component of British XRW activism since the end of the First World War. The groups scrutinised in this brief are only the latest in a long line of groups to engage in such activity. This connectivity has been both online and offline. Older groups like Combat 18, notable for its letter bomb campaign, launched from Denmark in the late 1990s, is no longer active in the UK, though it retains an enduring "brand recognition". NA was particularly keen to embed itself at the centre of an international network. It did so through a range of activities aimed at building solidarity with other groups, its activists visiting militants in other countries to develop personal and political bonds, and being open to militants from other countries, particularly Poland, joining its own violent street activities.

Before its proscription in 2016, NA participated in a range of demonstrations aimed at expressing its transnational solidarity with other violent groups and individuals, e.g., the demonstration supporting Gary Yarborough, one of the last remaining members of The Order, the U.S. terrorist group. Other solidarity initiatives included a demonstration in support of the Ukrainian Right Sector. Unlike many other British XRW groups, NA was pro-Ukrainian rather than pro-Russian. At least two of its activists visited the Azov Regiment's headquarters (December 2017).
though neither man took part in combat operations as foreign fighters. In exchange, the Ukrainian unit sent its Italian "emissary" back to the UK with a view of recruiting for the Azov Regiment but he came back unimpressed with NA.

The NA leadership sought to embed the group within an international militant network from the outset. One of its leaders, Benjamin Raymond, played a key role as an administrator on the Iron March forum through which he developed links with Brandon Russell, who founded Atomwaffen Division (AWD). Russell subsequently visited London and met Raymond and another activist during the summer of 2015. During the visit, Russell learned more about NA's model of militancy and their efforts to gain media attention, which he translated back into his own activism upon returning to the United States.

Raymond also extended NA contacts into Scandinavia and the Baltic region. He forged a relationship with Suomen Vastentilalle (Finnish Resistance Movement, FVL), the Finnish branch of the Nordiska Motståndsrörelsen (Nordic Resistance Movement, NRM), which was banned in November 2017. Raymond wrote that the FVL represented a "very good model", presumably for NA to follow (he did not specify). He traveled to Finland in January 2015 to develop closer ties, meeting FVL leaders and giving a speech at its headquarters in Turku. During this visit, Raymond also met Swedish NRM militants and the Finnish ideologue Kar Murras, author of Revolution—And How To Do It In Modern Society (1999), with whom he "agreed on a Cambodian solution to the problems afflicting our nations."

Later in 2015, NA activists took part in the Lithuanian Freedom march in Vilnius before travelling onwards to Latvia to participate in Latvian Legion day, which commemorates the exploits of the 15th and 16th Grenadiers of the Waffen SS. These Baltic contacts endured, and as well as returning to Lithuania in the following year, Raymond, NA's in-house graphic artist, helped inspire the aesthetic of the Lithuanian group Skydas. There is evidence that other NA militants were also in touch with activists from this group, in turn, a Lithuanian activist noted for his graffiti became active with NA in the United Kingdom, helping it to develop its visual brand further.

The British XRW militant milieu has been impacted by the involvement of activists from Poland, many of whom had moved to the UK following Poland's accession to the European Union. The Polish Nazi group Narodowe Odrodzenie Polski (National Rebirth of Poland, NOP) and others calling themselves "Polska Hooligans" provided physical muscle for street activities in the United Kingdom organized by NA and the NWI, highlighting an ongoing pattern of Anglo-Polish transnational connectivity dating back to at least the early 1990s. Several Polish activists were later jailed for their role in the violence at an NA/NWI rally in Liverpool in 2016. NA activists have also taken part in NOP-organised protests in support of Janusz Walus, who murdered ANC activist Chris Hani, attended the Polish Independence Day march, and participated in NOP activities in Poland, such as its 2015 conference.

NA also forged links with German groups. NA activists travelled to Germany to participate in a demonstration on 1 May 2016 in Plauen, Saxony, organised by Der III Weg, a small national-socialist group, and the Antikapitalistische Kollektiv (AKK), which focused on connecting "autonomous nationalist" groups from the Kameradschaftsszene. Thereafter, the NA website featured an interview with AKK in which they exchanged ideas on forms of "national resistance" before concluding, "together we are stronger."

While in Germany, the NA activists also took the opportunity to pose for photos giving the Nazi salute inside the site of the Buchenwald concentration camp.

After NA was dismantled, transnational contacts continued, albeit largely online (see above). "Siege culture" groups like SRN and SKD modelled themselves ideologically and aesthetically on their violent U.S. counterparts. SRN evolved in part from the Vanguard Britannia group, which had named itself in homage to Vanguard America, the group to which James Fields
Jr., who murdered Heather Heyer in Charlottesville, belonged, whilst SKD described itself as "Acorawaffen with less guns."[15]

Technology has made it easier than ever for XRW groups to connect with one another and has accelerated their access to violent material such as bomb-making manuals (which are now easily accessible in online repositories) as well as other items such as manifestos and videos that can help to radicalise individuals. Transnational connectivity is not always a positive benefit, however. Networks spread across borders are open to disruption as are activists moving from one country to another. Likewise, these shared digital spaces are heavily monitored by state and civil society groups, increasing the risk that one's digital footprint will lead to arrest and the collapse of the network itself once central figures are removed.

**Forecast**

The UK has been a hub for transnational XRW activity and propaganda for decades and is likely to remain so. Whilst physical organisations are currently of less salience than they were previously, it is too early to speak of a post-organisational extreme right. Particular narratives or communications hubs (for instance, a cluster of Telegram channels) are filling this gap and providing similar points of contact and networks for activists. The outlook for XRW terrorist groups is variable, but lone-actor or inspired attacks are likely to remain the key challenge. With MIS taking the lead in monitoring extreme right terrorism, those groups or activists predisposed to violence are now operating in a more hostile context than earlier.

The COVID-19 pandemic provides fertile ground for conspiratorial messaging to be spread online. The current "culture wars" regarding the legacy of the British Empire and its associated symbols, the Brexit process and the potential political, social and economic instability brought by a "no deal" outcome, could provide rallying points for XRW activists, and have implications for law and order and community relations, as well as inspiring XRW movements within the EU and elsewhere.[16] In the longer-term, the erosion of trust in democratic institutions and the media, which the XRW seeks to boost, could be more pernicious than more isolated terrorist actions.

**Statistical snapshot of the violent XRW threat**

Between 2015 and 2020, the UK witnessed a visible uptick in the threat emanating from the violent XRW milieu. The country saw 15 XRW terrorist plots (majority unsuccessful) and 90+ XRW terrorism arrests. In addition, the number of XRW PREVENT referrals to the police almost doubled between 2015/2016 and 2018/2019. These referrals also represented an increasing percentage of the total number of PREVENT referrals. Most referrals over the entirety of the period still related to the presumed radicalisation risk of an extreme Islamist or jihadist nature. However, referrals relating to XRW rose from 10 percent of all referrals in 2015/2016 to 24 percent in 2018/2019 and now constitute nearly a quarter of all referrals to PREVENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLOTS (including successful attacks)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5*</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARRESTS (XRW terrorism arrests)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVICTIONS (for XRW terrorism offences)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACQUITTALS (of alleged XRW terrorists)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*XRW terrorist plots, arrests, convictions, and acquittals in the UK*
NRW PREVENT referrals and XRW PREVENT referrals as a percentage of the total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2015-16</th>
<th>2016-17</th>
<th>2017-18</th>
<th>2018-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>759</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>1342</td>
<td>1699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Legal situation

Defining domestic terrorist attacks in the United States is not clear cut. International terrorism is defined as crimes that are meant to coerce or intimidate the civilian population or influence government policy with a connection to a foreign terrorist group designated by the US State Department. After 2001, U.S. federal law defined domestic terrorism as illegal acts meant to intimidate, coerce, or impact government policy. However, it does not have associated prosecutable penalties. The federal government prosecutes crimes that might fit domestic terrorism under other statutes, such as those prohibiting murder, threats, or the possession of explosives. The lack of domestic terrorism prosecutions means that quantifiable data regarding these cases are not readily available from federal agencies. At the federal level, attacks with XRW ideological motivation may be prosecuted as hate crimes if the target of violence is in a protected category. The terms “terrorist” and “extremist” are used with little distinction between the two by the U.S. government when referring to domestic actors. Many U.S. federal agencies, including the DOJ and Department of Homeland Security (DHS), also use the term “domestic terrorism.”

Membership in XRW groups is not illegal in the United States, nor is hate speech. Thirty-four U.S. states and the District of Columbia have state laws criminalising acts of terrorism, and individuals may face terrorism charges in state court. The federal government and several states have laws criminalising “terroristic threats” and threats involving infrastructure or explosives. These threats are defined by the desire to cause fear, and includes both ideologically motivated threats, and those with no ideological motivation.

The Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) define terrorism and extremism in the United States as it pertains to intelligence and investigations. Before 2019, the FBI used the terms “white supremacist extremists,” in conjunction with “anti-government extremists” and “anti-abortion extremists” to refer to different types of right-wing domestic violent extremism. In 2019, the FBI created new categories for classifying “domestic violent extremists,” with three of the four classifications including XRW ideology: “racially motivated violent extremism,” which includes white supremacists, “anti-government/anti-authority extremism,” which includes the militia movement and sovereign citizens, and “abortion extremism.”

Data for the dataset come from the Anti-Defamation League’s HEAT Map (Hate, Extremism, Anti-Semitism, Terrorism) and then ideologically restricted to incidents perpetrated by White Supremacists, Right-Wing (Other), and Right-Wing (Anti-Government). The dataset was then evaluated along with the University of Maryland’s Global Terrorism Database (GTD) and news reports. The Anti-Defamation League HEAT map broadly lists 199 incidents.
between the years 2015 and 2026 involving terrorist plots/attacks, extremist murders, and extremist/police shootouts. When the data was ideologically restricted, checked for ideological motivations, and then augmented with GTO and news data, there were 75 total incidents, with 68 incidents after anti-abortion attacks were removed from the dataset.

History and key players of the XRW scene

The United States has a long history of XRW violence by white supremacists and anti-government actors. White supremacist violence has been perpetuated by mass movements, such as the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), small violent extremist groups such as The Order, and individual lone-actors such as Wade Michael Page.

The anti-government movement, including anti-government militias and sovereign citizens, grew in the 1980s and 1990s in response to perceived federal abuses and overreach, such as the 1992 Ruby Ridge standoff, the 1993 Waco siege, and fears of firearms confiscation. By the 1990s, the American extreme right was characterized by a variety of different groups ranging from neo-Nazi outfits to new KKK incarnations, militias, sovereign citizens, and individuals motivated by a variety of single-issue hatreds.

From 2015 onward, the American violent XRW scene has consisted of the “alt-right” movement, groups inspired by James Mason’s neo-Nazi book Siege, and the continuing threat from anti-government extremists and individuals motivated by a variety of white supremacist ideologies:

1. The alt-right is a broad right-wing movement that has included violent white supremacists. The propaganda website The Daily Stormer was an influential alt-right outlet that promoted the 2017 Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, and glorified the vehicular attack committed there by James Alex Fields Jr. The Rise Above Movement (RAM), founded in 2017, described itself as the “premier MMA (mixed martial arts) club of the alt-right.” RAM focused on physical training and attacking left-wing protesters, and sought to emulate European extreme-right fighting clubs such as the Kyiv, Ukraine, based Reconquista Club, and the Russian and Ukrainian brand White Rex.

2. Neo-Nazi groups inspired by Siege, including the Atomwaffen Division (founded in 2015, allegedly disbanded in March 2020 and then renamed to National Socialist Order in July 2020), The Base (founded in 2015), and Feuerkrieg Division (founded in 2017, allegedly disbanded in winter 2020), promote accelerationism, a violent ideology that encourages acts of terrorism to hasten the supposed collapse of government and society in order to build a new ethno-state. These groups are particularly dangerous because they may hold training camps, as in the case of Atomwaffen and The Base, share information on how to build explosives, as was the case with Atamwaffen, and plot to commit acts of murder and terrorism, as was the case with The Base.

3. Individuals and small groups motivated by anti-government extremism, including right-wing anti-law enforcement beliefs and opposition to what is viewed as an unconstitutional government, have also led to several attacks since 2015. The anti-government “boogaloo” movement, which emerged in 2019, has advocated for a second American Civil War. While lone-actor violence in the US is not new, between 2015 and 2020, 50 attacks were committed by lone actors, resulting in the deaths of 58 people, and the wounding of 89.

Trends

Between 2015 and 2020, there were 68 cases in which the perpetrator was motivated by XRW ideology, or where the perpetrator was known to subscribe to XRW ideology or was affiliated with an XRW group...
and plotted or perpetrated an attack resulting in hate-crimes charges. 2017 and 2020 were the years with the most incidents, at 15 each, and 2016 had the fewest, with seven incidents. Sixty-one people were killed in the 68 incidents and 97 injured. Overall, 98 people were arrested for right-wing violent extremist or ideologically motivated criminal offenses.

Twenty-one incidents (about 31% of the total) were motivated by anti-government ideology, including militia or sovereign citizen ideology. Thirty-seven incidents (54%) were committed by white supremacists. The remaining 10 incidents (15%), were committed by individuals who were motivated by single-issue ideologies such as male supremacism, anti-Muslim sentiment, or other XRW anti-immigrant ideologies.

In terms of target selection, 26 incidents (about 38%) targeted citizens/residents or perceived political opponents. Eighteen incidents (27%) targeted religious institutions. Seventeen incidents (25%) targeted government or law enforcement.

Twenty-five incidents (37%) were successful, meaning that an attack took place. Forty-three incidents (63%) were unsuccessful. Eighteen successful attacks (72% of successful attacks) resulted in at least one death or injury. Of the 16 successful attacks in which at least one person was killed, 11 incidents were perpetrated by white supremacists, three by perpetrators motivated by anti-government or sovereign citizen ideology, and two incidents by a single-issue attacker (male supremacism in both cases). Overall, individuals were successful 46% of the time while groups were successful 28% of the time.

Success rates dropped after reaching a high in 2018. The success rates for attacks chronologically were about 55% (2015), 14% (2016), 4/4 (2017), 63% (2018), 25% (2019), and 27% (2020). It is unclear what specifically accounted for the decline in the success rates of the attacks; however, in 2019, the U.S. federal government dedicated additional resources to combating white supremacist violent extremism.

A disturbing trend was the increase in the number killed or wounded in successful attacks between 2017 and 2019. In 2017, 34 people were killed or wounded in seven attacks, averaging 4.9 people per attack. In 2018, 28 people were killed or wounded in five attacks, averaging 5.6 people per attack. In 2019, 50 people were killed or wounded in three attacks, averaging 16.7 people per attack. The increase is due to outlier high-casualty violent attacks committed by individuals, specifically the 2017 Charlottesville vehicular attack, the 2017 Pittsburgh synagogue attack, and the 2019 El Paso attack.

Four significant attacks, including the three most lethal attacks, were committed by individual white supremacists with firearms. In these four attacks, 44 people were killed and 33 were injured. Dylann Roof murdered nine people on 17 June 2015 when he attacked a Charleston church whose congregation was predominantly African American. Robert Bowers killed 11 people and injured seven during his attack on a Pittsburgh synagogue on 27 October 2018. John Earnest attacked a synagogue in Poway, California, killing one person and injuring three others. Patrick Crusius killed 22 (which later increased to 23) and injured 23 people during an attack targeting Latinos at an El Paso Walmart on 3 August 2019.

Earnest and Crusius were both directly inspired by the Australian Brenton Tarrant, who murdered 51 people in Christchurch, New Zealand, in 2019. With the exception of Earnest’s attack, the armed assaults increased in lethality over time. Earnest’s rifle allegedly malfunctioned, which might explain why he did not murder more people.

Several plots by groups were disrupted by law enforcement before they could be carried out. Five plots by neo-Nazi accelerationist groups, two from the Base, two involving the Heuerkrieg Division, and one from the Atomwaffen Division, were halted before an attack could occur. Similarly, six plots by members of anti-government or militia groups failed or were disrupted by law enforcement before attacks occurred.
The post-2018 increase in ARW plots to 12 in 2019 and 15 in 2020 can potentially be explained by the increasing importance of the internet and social media to transmit violent ideology, help form extremist communities, and augment capabilities. Five incidents in 2019 are attributable to primarily online groups such as the Feuerkriegen Division, or lone actors Crusius and Earnest, who participated in radicalising internet communities. In 2020, there were three "boogaloo" movement-affiliated incidents, with two of these plots involving individuals who met one another on Facebook groups before that platform increased its focus on removing "boogaloo" content. Additionally, three incidents in 2020 involving the groups the Atomwaffen Division and The Base involved group members coordinating online. Two additional incidents in 2020, U.S. Army soldier Ethan Melzer's attempt to coordinate online with the neo-Nazi satanic cult The Order of Nine Angles, and Timothy Wilson's attempted bombing of a Missouri hospital, included online encrypted communication between individuals who would most likely have otherwise never met.

**Finances**

The U.S. extreme right is mostly self-funded, but some groups have been involved in the sale of t-shirts, books, and other merchandise. Anti-fascist activists have put pressure on online payment processors to de-platform and disrupt extreme-right businesses and crowdfunding. Following the revelation that white supremacists used PayPal to send money to help fund the 2017 Unite the Right rally, the company changed its policies to ban hate and violence. The social media site Gab lost access to PayPal and Stripe after one of their users, Bowers, committed the attack on a Pittsburgh synagogue.

Most violent attacks in the United States are committed by individuals or small groups that do not require elaborate funding schemes. Individuals and group members pay their own way and provide their own equipment. In the United States, firearms and ammunition are generally inexpensive and available.

While some longstanding groups have relied on membership dues, violent groups such as The Base and Feuerkriegen Division are self-funded. The leader of The Base purchased land in Washington state using a front corporation to hide his identity. The source of the money is unclear. The Atomwaffen Division had several ventures, but their level of success is unknown. RAM has relied on self-funding and the sale of merchandise; however, sales are most likely limited and not enough to pay for member expenses.

In several cases, extreme-right websites have requested donations through cryptocurrency. The Daily Stormer made frequent requests for readership funding in order to stay accessible and online. The website received a sizable Bitcoin donation of about $60,000 at the time, following the 2017 Unite the Right rally. The Fascist Forge web forum requested cryptocurrency donations in either Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Monero. A Bitcoin wallet address associated with the site showed one transaction of about 5 US dollars, an Ethereum wallet address showed no transactions.

The Atomwaffen Division has had at least three sources of funding. Members of the group have engaged in small-scale sales of goods online. Co-founder Brandon Russell claimed that the group sold books online on eBay and used PayPal. The group has also sold t-shirts and individuals have sold stickers with the group's logo on the website Teespring. There is no evidence suggesting that these commercial ventures were successful or noticed Atomwaffen members more than small amounts of money. By doing business with a third party such as Teespring, individuals associated with extremist groups can avoid doing business directly with payment processors. Russell also claimed in messages on the Iron March forum that the group had established legitimate businesses. The extent of the enterprise is unclear. Donations were the final source of funding, conducted through
a Google Wallet connected to one of the businesses Russell claimed to run."

RAM has engaged in self-funding and the sale of clothing and accessories. It operates a clothing brand, "The Right Brand", which is sold in partnership via the California-based store "Our Fight Clothing Co." About 40% (21 out of 51) of the blog posts on the "Our Fight" website are by RAM members or praise them. "Our Fight" also sells several European brands and is the official U.S. sales point for the white supremacist "Pride France" MMA brand, and merchandise from the Italian national socialist hardcore band Green Arrows. The store also sells brands from the "European Brotherhood" brand and the Ukrainian "Walkiv" brand. RAM fundraised on behalf of their members facing trial through the sale of stickers.

Online activities

The online space is the most critical mechanism for extreme-right connectivity, both within the United States and between the country and foreign groups. Web forums have been crucial for the formation of XRW groups and spreading their ideology. Iron March, a forum founded in 2011, has played a significant role in shaping the American movement and creating international connections. By the time the forum became defunct in November 2017, it had about 1,200 consistent users and helped several of the most extreme neo-Nazi groups in the world network and recruit. The site was the online birthplace of the Atomwaffen Division and the Australian Antipodean Resistance. Iron March also served as a critical online meeting point for the British group National Action (NA) and the Scandinavian Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM), and several other groups. Through graphics, suggested reading (especially Mason's Siege), and user interaction, the forum developed a violent fascist culture reflected in Atomwaffen, NA, and others. One former forum member asserted that community sentiment encouraged radicalisation by rewarding the most extreme views. After being formed on Iron March, Atomwaffen's members murdered five people and were allegedly involved in at least two additional plots, one involving intimidation and the other explosives.

Following Iron March's removal, a new forum, Fascist Forge, emerged to take its place in Spring 2018. Fascist Forge, which had 1,300 registered users in November 2019, sought to become the new online meeting place for the fascist extreme-right and glorified and encouraged terrorism. A high-ranking member of The Base created the forum, and the group used the site for recruitment until it was voluntarily removed in early 2020 due to scrutiny by media and law enforcement.

The "politically incorrect" (p01) sections of bulletin boards, such as 8chan, have glorified and encouraged violence among lone actors. Before his attack, Tarrant posted links to his manifesto and live-stream on 8chan. The admitted Poway, California, synagogue shooter, Earnest, and the alleged El Paso mass shooter, Crusius, each posted their manifestos on 8chan/p01 before their attacks. In all three cases, board users continued to spread manifestos, memes, and other content praising the shooters. It is significant that Tarrant copycats have also used 8chan and posted their manifestos on 8chan/p01 before their attacks. In all three cases, board users continued to spread manifestos, memes, and other content praising the shooters. It is significant that Tarrant copycats have also used 8chan and posted their manifestos on 8chan/p01 before their attacks. In all three cases, board users continued to spread manifestos, memes, and other content praising the shooters.

Encrypted communications tools, especially Telegram, have also been integral for recruitment, the spread of propaganda and violent how-to manuals, and encouraging acts of terrorism. Telegram has been the preferred medium for several violent groups, including those linked to the Atomwaffen Division, due to its wide reach and the ability to engage in dissemination of propaganda, group chats, and encrypted person-to-person communication. The app Wire has been used by The Base to establish
secure communications networks, share information, and encourage acts of violence.¹⁷

Mainstream chat and social media sites have also played an important role in the American scene. Despite Facebook crackdowns on extreme-right content, the platform was used for advertising the deadly 2017 Unite the Right rally. In 2019 and 2020, the anti-government “boogaloo” movement has used the site extensively, and in two cases, attack plot participants located one another on the platform.²⁰ Steven Carrillo and Robert Alvin Justus Jr. reportedly met on a boogaloo Facebook group before Justus allegedly drove a vehicle and Carrillo shot and killed a security officer outside of an Oakland federal courthouse in May 2020.²⁰ Three men, Andrew Lynam, Stephen Parshall, and William Loomis, arrested in Las Vegas in May 2020 for allegedly plotting to use firebombs at a protest, had also reportedly met in an ideological boogaloo Facebook group.²⁰ Christchurch terrorist Tarrant live-streamed his attack on Facebook. White supremacists formerly used the gaming chat program Discord for networking and planning the Charlottesville rally.²¹ Alternative sites, including the social media network Gab, and the British video streaming site BitChute have arisen when mainstream platforms such as Twitter and YouTube have removed content.

Some sectors of the American extreme-right have used sites on the dark web when mainstream websites were removed. The Daily Stormer established itself on the dark web after Internet infrastructure companies ceased providing them with services; however, the site is still available on the surface web.²² The Atomwaffen Division and the James Mason Siege Culture community also maintained sites on the dark web. Several bulletin boards, including 8chan successor sites, have dark web locations.

**Response**

The U.S. national security strategy related to XRW violence is managed at the federal investigatory level by the FBI. The DHS is charged with data collection and analysis, and liaising with and supplying grants to local law enforcement. The Department of State designates foreign terrorist organisations. All law enforcement and intelligence agencies working on the domestic far-right threat must safeguard constitutionally protected speech.

The FBI elevated the threat posed by far-right extremism and “racially motivated violent extremism,” in particular, in 2020, placing it on the same threat level as foreign terrorist organisations such as ISIL.²² Before 2020, in spring 2017, the FBI created a Domestic Terrorism-Hate Crimes Fusion Cell, in order to increase information sharing between FBI agents working in the Counterterrorism Division and the Criminal Investigative Division.²³ The FBI also directed Joint Terrorism Task Forces, local partnerships with state and local law enforcement, to add a domestic terrorism focus.

The DHS directly identified the unique threat posed by right-wing extremism in September 2019, releasing a strategy document to assist local law enforcement agencies.²⁴ The strategy calls for public-private partnerships with tech companies, and the development of counter messaging by tech companies, NGOs, and civil-society organisations. The DHS strategy built on the creation in April 2019 of the Office of Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (OTVTP), which provides funding streams for local groups working on P/CVE issues such as training, interventions, and resilience.²⁵ OTVTP grants were awarded in September 2020. The OTVTP grant program was an update to the DHS’s Office of Community Partnerships CVE grant programme, in which two of the original 25 programmes in 2016 that received grants mentioned right-wing extremism.²⁶ An additional grantee in 2017, the only group specifically addressing deradicalization among right-wing extremists, had their funding withdrawn for unspecified reasons by the DHS in 2020.²⁶ The 2020 OTVTP grants went to 29 different projects, including three that directly address the extreme-right.²⁷ Several other programmes that
received 2020 CTVTF grants address issues such as targeted violence and youth and community education and resilience, which may overlap with efforts to prevent XFW violence."

The Department of State designated a foreign white supremacist terrorist organization for the first time in April 2020. The Russian Imperial Movement (RID) and its leaders were labelled Specially Designated Global Terrorists due to the group's provision of paramilitary training to the European extreme-right."

Transnational connectivity

Between 2015 and 2020, groups in the United States increased their connectivity with European actors. The Atomwaffen Division officially disbanded in the winter of 2020, with a small successor organization announced in July 2020. The Feuerkrieg Division allegedly disbanded in the winter of 2020, and The Base fell apart after significant January 2020 arrests and the public revelation that their leader was in Russia. As a result, future plots directed from these groups are unlikely; however, old communications links likely exist. It is also possible that new groups will emerge and adopt the transnational strategies of Atomwaffen, Feuerkrieg, or The Base. RAM has sought to make strong links with European extreme-right groups and brands in France, Ukraine, and Russia, and will likely continue to seek to make alliances. The danger remains from radicalizing online communities and their ability to inspire lone actors.

In November 2018, an American woman living in Germany was alerted by the Federal Criminal Police Office that a member of the Atomwaffen Division had entered Germany, possibly in order to attack her. A year later, in November 2019, an alleged American Atomwaffen member, known in the local extreme-right scene through his National Socialist Black Metal (NSBM) connections, attempted to enter Germany but was turned away upon landing and sent back to his flight origin. In December 2018, Washington state Atomwaffen cell leader Kaleb Cole travelled with suspected fellow member Aidan Bruce-Umbaugh to Poland, Czechia, and Ukraine, where he attended the Asgardsrei NSBM festival. Asgardsrei is a critical networking opportunity for the American and European extreme-right, and several groups have sent representatives, including the German Golden Dawn, and individuals affiliated with the Ukrainian Azov Regiment.

The Iron March-born Atomwaffen Division made direct connections with similar groups in Europe and inspired copycats. The German Atomwaffen Division, founded in the summer of 2018, has been closely linked to the American group. Germans were in contact with the American group in 2017. The group's German affiliate made an approximately one-minute propaganda video released in June 2018. It included a man holding the Atomwaffen Division flag in front of Wewelsburg castle in Westphalia, which was a Schutzstaffel (SS) staff college, and meeting place for high-ranking officers. The video was the only non-American Atomwaffen Division content on the group's website, indicating the German chapter's officiousness.

In 2019 and 2020, Atomwaffen also inspired imitators allegedly in Ukraine, Russia, and Brazil. Despite affiliating themselves with Atomwaffen, none of these groups have been acknowledged as legitimate by the American group. The alleged Ukraine chapter was disavowed and condemned as imposters on the Atomwaffen website.
a role in spearheading an international neo-Nazi movement. After the British government proscribed NA, Atomwaffen members communicated with the System Resistance Network and the Sonnenkrieg Division. Sonnenkrieg’s alleged former leader, Andrew Dymock, has been accused of communicating with high-level Atomwaffen members using online gaming chat programs in 2018. The communications between Atomwaffen and Sonnenkrieg were notable because both groups subscribed to neo-Nazi James Mason’s Universal Order ideology and also because some members of both groups belonged to the satanic Order of Nine Angles. Atomwaffen members likely sought to influence Sonnenkrieg in order to have international allies and expand their prestige in the American extreme-right scene. In both the NA and Sonnenkrieg cases, the shared language would have made communication easy.

The Base, a truly international group, sought to recruit in Europe in addition to Australia, Canada, and South Africa. The Base allowed members of other organisations to join without having to give up their original membership. The Base had at least two members in the UK, and the group’s leader, Rinaldo Nazzaro, indicated that he was interested in recruiting more members in that country to create a more extensive network. Nazzaro likely hoped to recruit members of the Sonnenkrieg Division due to the compatibility between the two groups’ accelerationist ideology. More UK group members would allow for the creation of local propaganda featuring additional members and the possibility of creating multiple subgroups that could potentially coordinate attacks. The group’s recruitment flyers were located in Belgium, and The Base recruited at least one individual in Finland. For The Base, international connections signified status and would allow the group to claim a global presence, which would further increase recruitment. The FBI arrested a Canadian soldier and alleged member of The Base, Patrik Mathews, in January 2020 for allegedly plotting with fellow group members to attack a pro-gun demonstration in Virginia. Nazzaro himself was revealed to live in St. Petersburg, Russia. However, his links with the Russian government remain unproven.

The Feuerkrieg Division was an international accelerationist group heavily inspired by the Atomwaffen Division. Feuerkrieg was primarily an online group and had members in the U.S., Russia, and several European countries, including Estonia, Latvia, Belgium, the UK, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, and Germany. The Feuerkrieg Division has been accused of at least two attack plots in the United States. Conor Climo, a Las Vegas man who pleaded guilty in February 2020 to possessing bomb-making components, had been in communication with Feuerkrieg, who were aware of and encouraged his plans to attack LGBTQ people and Jews. U.S. Army Specialist Jarrett William Smith, also affiliated with Feuerkrieg Division, pleaded guilty in February 2020 to disseminating explosives guides via Facebook chat.

RAM has strong links to the European extreme-right MMA scene. Members of the group, including their co-founder Robert Rundo, and two men who later pleaded guilty to conspiracy to riot charges, attended the white supremacist Shield and Sword MMA festival held in Ostritz, Germany, in April 2018, which was estimated to have had more than 1,000 attendees. Between April 2018 and February 2020, Rundo and fellow RAM members also attended MMA events in Kyiv, Ukraine, and extreme-right political events in Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Serbia. The U.S. government alleged that Rundo met with one of the Ukrainian National Corps leaders, which is linked to the Azov Regiment. Rundo is alleged to live outside of the US and travel within Europe.

RAM’s media wing, “Media2Rise,” is partnered with the French MMA brand “Pride France,” and with “White Flex” from Ukraine and Russia, as well as the “Our Fight Clothing Co.” shop. “Media2Rise” features blogs and videos and advertises the writing of European groups such as the Russian and Ukrainian Wotan Jugend, and seeks to create a transnational extreme-right MMA counterculture where RAM is the principal American conduit. RAM’s clothing
brand is sold by a store that carries several other extreme-right clothing labels linked to the European MMA scene, including the white supremacist "Pride France" brand, of which "Our Fight" is the official US distributor.

Earnest and Crusius were both directly inspired by the actions of Tarrant. Earnest and Crusius's manifestos were written in a similar style to Tarrant's, all three chose vulnerable targets, and each posted links to their manifestos on the same 8chan board. Additional attacks following a similar model were committed in Baarum, Norway, and Halle, Germany. All subsequent attacks occurred within seven months of the first attack in Christchurch. Perpetrators learned from prior attacks, and in the case of the Halle shooter who used homemade weapons, sought to innovate in order to create a new model and increase the momentum of attacks. The transnational Tarrant-inspired lone-actor shootings showed the danger of anonymous radicalising online communities that promote and encourage individual acts of terrorism.

Forecast

- The continuation of lone-actor attacks on vulnerable targets by individuals motivated by white supremacist or anti-government ideology.
- After the demise of Fascist Forge, it is possible that another XRW internet forum will emerge. The forum may be used as a recruitment funnel for a specific group that controls or influences the forum.
- Continued internationalisation of neo-Nazi accelerationist groups. These groups may function more as decentralised networks formed for the purpose of sharing information or linking individuals to one another.
- The further use of the internet to create new movements and groups. The continued emergence of online extremist subcultures, such as the "boogaloo" movement and groups solely created online and coordinating violence, the violent adoption of conspiracy theories by online communities.
- After the high-profile arrests of members of neo-Nazi accelerationist groups, it is likely that white supremacists who aspire to commit acts of violence will attempt to keep a low profile. It is possible that instead of creating national-level groups that have the characteristics of organisations, individuals will seek to build and join small, localised cells where all participants are known to each other.
- Communications and messaging from groups may take a two-track approach, with propaganda and public messaging available on social media, while intragroup communication will occur on encrypted communications apps where users must be known to an administrator. Public-facing propaganda may be seen as more expendable in the face of social-media crackdowns.
- Cryptocurrency, especially those that have enhanced privacy, will be used increasingly for large online transactions.

Statistical snapshot of the XRW threat

The success rates of XRW attacks increased dramatically in 2017 and 2018, but then declined in 2019 and 2020 as right-wing extremism became a nationwide law enforcement priority. At the same time, there was an increase in the average number killed or wounded in successful attacks between 2017 and 2019. Consequently, while attacks are less likely to succeed, those that do have the potential to be deadlier, given the number of high-casualty attacks. The overall number of plots, however, has not declined. This can potentially be explained by the key role of the internet, and specifically online groups and web forums that encourage attacks. This is evidenced by five incidents in 2019 attributable to primarily online groups or individual actors who...
participated in radicalising online communities. In 2020, this is further amplified by the "boogaloo" movement organising online. As well as the online actions of the Atomwaffen and the now defunct group the Base, which broke up following law-enforcement interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLOTS (including successful attacks)</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARRESTS (XRW terrorism arrests)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVICTIONS (for XRW terrorism offences)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**XRW terrorist plots, arrests, and convictions in the U.S. between 2015 and 2020**
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> Law enforcement and partner agencies continue to mobilize necessary resources to address the dynamic situation at the Capitol and throughout the larger DC-area. Efforts to safely evacuate all individuals at the US Capitol and clear the grounds continue to evolve rapidly precluding exact estimates pertaining to crowd size and movement.

> JOC INTELLIGENCE:
From:           
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:15 PM  
To:             
Subject: FW: FW: 2000 Hours SITREP  

From:           
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:34 PM  
To:             
Subject: FW: FW: 2000 Hours SITREP  

Last update for tonight, plan remains the same as previously mentioned. Current mission: ASAC will be in at 3:30. I will be in the office tomorrow and ASAC will be there tomorrow.

Here is the latest update from:           

> Law enforcement and partner agencies continue to mobilize necessary resources to address the dynamic situation at the Capitol and throughout the larger DC-area. Efforts to safely evacuate all individuals at the US Capitol and clear the grounds continue to evolve rapidly precluding exact estimates pertaining to crowd size and movement.

> IOC INTELLIGENCE:

> [U//FOUO] Law enforcement identified a suspicious vehicle parked in the 300 block of First St SE at approximately 0915. The owner of the vehicle was identified as Alabama-resident Lonnie Coffman. USCP recovered two firearms on Coffman's person and arrested him on weapons violations. A safety search of the vehicle by USCP revealed a cooler with 11 mason jars filled with an unknown liquid; a pistol, rifle, M4, machetes, crossbow, and various types of ammunition; and rags. USCP bomb techs on the scene believed the mason jars and rags were components for Molotov cocktails. Coffman later informed FBI personnel on scene that the mason jars were filled with a mixture of melted Styrofoam and gasoline. FBIERT and HERT remain on scene processing the truck and weapons. A cursory review of FBI reporting reveals FB

> [U//FOUO] Update: MPD has initiated mass arrests to enforce curfew violations throughout the city and clear remaining crowds.
SSAs feel free to determine how you want to break up your team members per shift to provide for enough breaks. The teams are also welcome to ________ if needed.
We will determine our ongoing posture.

The following ASACs will be questions tomorrow.

Please feel free to reach out to them if you have any.

I will be here for the rest of the evening. You are welcome to call me anytime. Thank you all for your patience through this process. Also if you were told by your ASAC you are on stand by tonight then you are on standby. If we need you I will be reaching out. Have a safe night.

Regards,
Hope everyone is enjoying the New Year.

Anyone interested in the below let me know.

---

Forwarded message ---

From: b6 -1
Date: Jan 4, 2021 3:45 PM
Subject: Swett

Co: NWiew Stacey ROVE) Cri

Currently, this is a reserve position and will not be utilized unless necessary. The individuals will be only on stand by.

Please get me your names ASAP. Thank you and hopefully it will not be needed.

Regards,

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington Field Office

---

Forwarded message ---

From: "May, Stacey R. (WF) {FBI"
Date: Jan 4, 2021 8:36 PM
Subject: Fwd:

Folks,
We just had a call with the ADIC/SAC.

Otherwise, no other direction/guidance for remaining agents is working some other matters.

Please canvass our folks thanks in advance and hopefully it will not be needed.

b7E -2, 4, 5
From: WFO FOUO
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Crisis Response Plan Activation
Importance: High

THIS IS A CRP ACTIVATION NOTIFICATION:

You are receiving this message:

WFO
(202) 278-2006
**From:** WFO FOU

**Date:**

**Subject:** Crisis Response Plan Activation

---

**Forwarded message**

**From:** WFO FOU

**Date:**

**Subject:** Crisis Response Plan Activation

**To:**

**Cc:**

**THIS IS A CRP ACTIVATION NOTIFICATION:**

You are receiving this message because

WFO

(202) 278-2000
Squads,

Please let me know the following information:

- Location
- Total number of SAs
- Squad POC

Thank you.
From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:26 PM
To: [Redacted]
Subject: Re: WFO Emergency Voice Message

YES

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:23 PM
To: [Redacted]
Subject: WFO Emergency Voice Message

WFO has sent you an urgent voice message. If you do not receive this voice message on your home telephone or Samsung, please call [Redacted] Thank you. [[ IMPORTANT! Do not change anything below this line in this email. ]]

To respond to this notification, reply with YES in the top of this email.
From: Moy, Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)
Date: Dec 12, 2020 11:33 AM
Subject: Fwd: 12/12 1000 hrs SITREP
To: WE-EXEC-MGMT
Cc:
FYSA if we have folks into DC today

> (U//FOUO) The following list of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this list are compiled by FBI partner agencies. FBI WFO does not have any information to suggest these events will involve anything other than first amendment protected activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion here is not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself violates federal law. However, based on known intelligence and/or specific, historical observations, it is possible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individual or others in retaliation or with the goal of stopping the protected activity from occurring in the first instance. In the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal law dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity.

>
The next SITREP will be at 1200 and every two hours until further notice.

RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE:

ACTIVE CROWDS:

PLANNED EVENTS:
From:  
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 9:04 AM  
To:  
Subject: This Week  

Hi!  

Happy New Year to you as well! I'm happy to hear that [redacted] will be officially joining [redacted].  

I was initially planning on coming into the office tomorrow [redacted].  

I am happy to come in if that would be helpful to the squad! Otherwise, [redacted].  

Thanks.  

From:  
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 9:04 AM  
To:  
Subject: This Week  

Happy New Year All!  

As I approach [redacted]. I cannot thank you all enough. We are very fortunate to have what we do with our team. On that note, negotiations are over and [redacted] we be joining us mid-month. This is months earlier than originally planned which is fantastic.  

We start the year with a tumultuous week in DC. Wednesday will see DC hosting a lot of first amendment activity and unfortunately there is the significant possibility of violence. You should have all seen notices of road closures [redacted]. Let's all hope for peaceful activities.  

I spoke to those on shift this week who were in yesterday but [redacted].  

Per usual, [redacted] I will be the A/ASAC this Friday. Please be safe and do not hesitate to call me.  

2021!
Sure thing!

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 9:32 AM
To: 
Subject: Re: This Week

Copy, I would talk with your supervisor but on the and we are fine When you are in the office, please do a quick EC making the acting SSA for this Friday.

Thank you!

On Jan 5, 2021 9:30 AM wrote:

Hi

Happy New Year to you as well! I'm happy to hear that will be officially joining.

I was initially planning on coming into the office tomorrow

I am happy to come in if that would be helpful to the squad! Otherwise

Thanks,

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 9:04 AM
To: 
Subject: This Week

Happy New Year All!

2021.

As I approach my I cannot thank you all enough. We are very fortunate to have what we do with our team. On that note, negotiations are over and we be joining us mid-month. This is months earlier than originally planned which is fantastic.
Thanks go to [name] for catching this:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: b6 -1
Date: Jan 4, 2021 9:07 AM
Subject: Fw: SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: Traffic Advisory - Street Closures and Parking Restrictions in downtown DC Jan 5 - 7, 2021
To:
Cc:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: SHO bIE -3,8
Date: Jan 4, 2027 3:56 AM
Subject: SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: Traffic Advisory - Street Closures and Parking Restrictions in downtown DC Jan 5 - 7, 2021
To: HQ-ALL-USERS WFO FOUO
Cc:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SYNOPSIS: Multiple street closures and parking restrictions in downtown Washington, DC, may delay your commute to FBI HQ and WFO on January 5 - 7, 2021

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency (HSEMA) and FBI Police

SITUATION: The Washington, DC, Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) anticipates multiple street closures and parking restrictions in Washington, DC, on January 5 - 7, 2021, due to First Amendment-protected activities. Motorists should consider alternative routes to avoid increased pedestrian traffic and delays. For additional traffic information, please visit: twitter.com/DCPoliceTraffic.
ALCON,

You will be provided assignments upon arrival.
From: [Fromm]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2027 3:50 AM
To: [To]
Subject: FYSA-Protest Activity in the Vicinity of WFO

All, I called [Ali, called]

On Jan 6, 2022 3:42 PM, WFO FOUO wrote:
THIS IS AN ALL WFO NOTIFICATION:

This is For Your Situational Awareness

Be advised there is protest activity at 3rd & G Streets.

WFO
(202) 278-2000
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Hey Folks,

Thank you once again for volunteering.

From the recent call with the ADIC/SACs, this issue is still being sourced.

By way of background...

We will send more information as it becomes available to best prepare you in the event you are needed. Thank you again and please don't hesitate to ask questions should you need.

Stacey

Volunteers to be on stand for shifts are as follows:
On Jan 4, 2027 8:36 PM, "Moy, Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)" wrote:

Folks,

We just had a call with the ADIC/SAC:

Otherwise, no other direction/guidance for remaining agents:

Please canvass our folks:

Thanks in advance and hopefully it will not be needed.

S
Update on 6 Jan first amendment events.

--- Forwarded message ---

From: 
Date: Dec 30, 2020 7:04 PM
Subject: Fwd: 6 Jan 2021 Update
To: 
Cc: 

Hi Team. The following report is being provided for your situational awareness regarding activities pertaining to 6 January. The next update will be

Thank you

--- Forwarded message ---

(U//FOC) The following list of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this list are compiled by FBI partner agencies. FBI WFO does not have any information to suggest these events will involve anything other than first amendment protected activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion here is not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself violates federal law. However, based on known intelligence and/or specific, historical observations, it is possible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individual or others in retaliation or with the goal of stopping the protected activity from occurring in the first instance. In the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal law dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity.

The following information is current as of 29 December 2020. This is for FBI internal use only.
Respectfully,

[Signature]

[Name]

Detective Sergeant

FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF)
Washington Field Office - Task Force Officer

---

This e-mail including any and all attachments is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivery of this e-mail to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or use of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all copies.

FBI(21-cv-572)-8062
I can go there first if we are called out.

Hey all -

I am sure you all just got the call out, I would make sure you have This could turn into a long day/night.

[ ] you are exempt [ ] did you already
FYI see below

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: 
Subject: Crisis Response
To: 
Cc: 
Team,

As you may know, All others should consider themselves on standby for shifts tomorrow. This is coming direct out of

If I get more info I will send it out. Please ensure your teams are ready. Let me know if you need anything.

Best,

[Name]
Assistant Special Agent in Charge
FBI Washington Field Office
Ali --

I have heard that you have been called up to deal with situations around the city. Just wanted to reach out and say stay safe and let me know if you are on a team that gets called up.

Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington Field Office
Desk
From: Tor
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

please call me
Anyone need a ride? I'm planning on taking the white excursion in a couple min.

On wrote:

please call me.
Reminder that I'm covering for ______ and will be ________ shortly.

Or ________ wrote:

__________ please call me.
coming out shortly.
This message is transmitted to you by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling 703-686-6060.

Wrote:

coming out shortly.
Good Morning

I've been tasked with working in light of the upcoming protests in DC and has graciously agreed to cover the following time slots for me:

Thanks
Hey,

Thanks so much for taking my ______ shift tomorrow. I work ______, so this week has been really crazy, and I appreciate the help.

My squad has been asked ______ and I have been scheduled ______. Would you be able to also cover for me for these times?

I totally understand if that’s not doable as you are already massively helping me tomorrow, but I figured I’d reach out.

Let me know!

Thanks.
Thanks!

This message is transmitted to you by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling 703-686-6000.

On [Redacted], I've been tasked with working in light of the upcoming protests in DC and [Redacted] has graciously agreed to cover the following time slots for me:

[Redacted]

Thanks,
All

I don’t have an answer yet. My goal is to have that before we go to bed.

Right now

More to follow.

V/R

SSA
WFO
202-278-2000

------ Forwarded message ------
From: [Redacted]
Date: Jan 6, 2021 6:43 PM
Subject: 1800 recap

The SAC just spoke with [Redacted]. On Jan 6, 2021 6:24 PM, [Redacted] wrote:

Just passing along what I gathered...

Intel
Looking at 2 devices and various assaults and multiple locations.
Special Agent
FBI Washington Field Office
via mobile device

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: [Redacted]
Date: Jan 4, 2021 9:30 PM
Subject: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
CC: [Redacted]

All as expected, we will all be on immediate recall status per below. Please have phones on you and charged up, and be ready to respond as needed.

SSA
WFO

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: [Redacted]
Date: Jan 4, 2021 9:25 PM
Subject: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
CC: [Redacted]

-

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Dawson, James A. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 4, 2021 9:22 PM
Subject: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
CC: [Redacted]

Just got off a call with ADIC and SACs.

---

Given downtown will be difficult to navigate due to road closures, please

Thanks, and please let me know if there are any questions.

Have a great evening.

Jim

James A. Dawson
Special Agent in Charge
Washington Field Office
Criminal and Cyber Division
Agents - see below and keep your phones handy as soon as the garage opens.

Analysts - follow directions from your chain of command.

---

From: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
Subject: Fwd: Crisis Response Activation Notifications

This is an ALL WFO ASAC Notification:

The below messages were sent to [Redacted] This information is being provided to you for your situational awareness.

You are receiving this message because [Redacted]
From: Jennifer L. (WEL) (FBI)  
Date: Jan 3, 2021 11:15 AM  
Subject: Fwd: FBI WFO Update for January 6th Events


Cc: MOORE, Jennifer L. (FBI)

Fysa ahead of these events.

FBI (21-cv-572)-8129
From: Ce 

Subject: Fuck Fw: 450%

See below from ASAS

V/R

SSA

WFC

202-278-2000

-- Forwarded message --

From: Ce
Date: Jan 6, 2021 2:56 PM
Subject: Fw: Fw: 1500 STREP

To:

Cc:

I received all

V/R

SSA

WFC

202-278-2000

-- Forwarded message --

From: Ce
Date: Jan 6, 2021 2:56 PM
Subject: Fw: Fw: 1500 STREP

To:

Cc:

I take it you all got it wasn't anyone from our branch, but with how the day is going I will keep you posted as I hear anything more, or if it could be a really late night.

Thanks,

Assistant Special Agent in Charge

FBI Washington Field Office

On Jan 6, 2021 2:57 PM, wrote:

Thanks,

Assistant Special Agent in Charge

FBI Washington Field Office

-------- Forwarded message --------

From: "Moy, Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)

Date: Jan 6, 2021 2:56 PM
Subject: Fw: 1500 STREP

To:

Cc:
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: Fwd: Re: Crisis Response Activation

--------- Forwarded message -----------
From:
Date:
Subject: Fwd: Re: Crisis Response Activation
To:
Cc:
Latest Intel update

V/R
SSA
WFO
202-278-2000

--------- Forwarded message -----------
From:
Date:
Subject: Fwd: Re: Crisis Response Activation
To:
Cc:
Per below...
Also, ADC and SACs meeting now. Hope to have some info on shift status before it gets really late.

--------- Forwarded message -----------
From:
Date:
Subject: Re: Crisis Response Activation
To: Moy,
Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)
Cc:
Brief
See below FYI. Please keep your phones close today. Not sure if we will be called upon, but please be ready.

--- Forwarded message ---
From:  
Date: Dec 22, 2020 13:32  
Subject: Re:  
To: WFO FOUC  
Cc:  
Attachments:

Please see the attached.

Can you please let me know which packages have been received and where it was delivered.

Can you please let me know the status of your duty team in case these need to be collected.

---
From: WFO FOUC  
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 12:42  
To:  
Subject:  

Good Morning,

Please see the attached.

Thanks,

FBI Washington Field Office
202-278-2030
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOU/PA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
FOU/PAH 21-cv-572
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Good Evening PIOC,

Please see the attached regarding a group possibly planning disruptions in DC on January 6, 2021.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Submitted an online tip the FBI National Threat Operations Center (NTOC) via tips.fbi.gov to report.

(U) Submitted Text:

(U) Violation Questions

A.) What type of attack are you reporting?

B.) What makes you believe the attack will occur? How do you know the attack will occur?
C.) Is the attack being organized by a group or individual? Are there any known associates?

D.) Does this person or group have access to firearms, explosives, or any other chemical? If so, what weapons are involved?

E.) Do you know the plan of attack (when, where, has there been any rehearsals of the attack)?

Respectfully,

[Signature]
Special Agent | Washington Field Office
United States Secret Service

Sent from my iPhone
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:47 AM
To: Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) (FBI)
Cc: 
Subject: (no subject)

Marlin

Will send you something shortly after lunch when we are in we want to read the HIB to be consistent in language will that work?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 8:28 AM, "Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote:

Jill I will try my hardest to not ask you a million questions this weekend, but my phone is blowing up from someone! On quick question, Below is my answer:

Marlin

Marlin L. Ritzman
Assistant Director
FBI Senior Advisor to DoD
Cellular Office
Perfect thank you

Marlin

On Jan 16, 2021 2:11 PM, wrote:

To answer your question,

Let me know if you have any questions –

Thanks –

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:47 AM
To: Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) (FBI)
Cc:
Subject: (no subject)

Marlin
will send you something shortly after lunch when we are in we want to read the HIB to be consistent in language will that work?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 8:28 AM, "Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote:

Jill I will try my hardest to not ask you a million questions this weekend, but my phone is blowing up from someone! On quick question

Below is my answer:

Marlin

Marlin L. Ritzman
Assistant Director
FBI Senior Advisor to DoD
Cellular
Thank you!!! I will get this to my folks!! I may need his contact information.

Happy 2021 to you as well.

Jill

Happy 2021 to you and yours. I suspect the FBI has this under control, but reached out to offer this as an option. He thought the FBI should know about this capability and reached out to me. I’m passing this lead to you my friend. Be well.

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Great to catch up after all these years and thanks again for your patience in allowing me to explain my idea to help in our current unrest. I’ll attempt to outline the key points here but if you or anyone has questions please feel free to reach out.
I hope that my explanation is understandable. Like I said, I’m guessing our intelligence/law enforcement community would use [ ] yet I wasn’t certain if they already [ ]

Please let me know if there are questions.
Thanks and hope to cross paths soon!
Can the two of you look at this? I asked for his contact information in case this has potential application.

Thank you

Happy 2021 to you and yours. I suspect the FBI has this under control, but reached out to offer this as an option. He thought the FBI should know about this capability and reached out to me. I’m passing this lead to you my friend. Be well.

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Great to catch up after all these years and thanks again for your patience in allowing me to explain my idea to help in our current unrest. I’ll attempt to outline the key points here but if you or anyone has questions please feel free to reach out.
Attached is last night's version and you all should be on distro for future publications, which will come just as the below from SIOC. If you do not get one... let's link up again so I can address.

If you have a moment today I have a quick idea to run by you.

Jill

UNCLASSIFIED//LES-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach II:

Good evening,

Please find attached the 15 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the violence associated with lawful protests.

Please note that this document is Unclassified//Law Enforcement Sensitive (U//LES). The FBI Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat.

As a reminder, if you respond to this message, please do not “Reply All.”

National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHQ, SIOC, Room 5590

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI

FBI(21cv1168)-4100
(U) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter-Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1400 EST on 15 January 2021. The following agencies contributed to the development of this SITREP: FBI, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, and USMS. Responses provided after the cut-off time will be included in the next SITREP.

(U) The information marked (U//FOUO) in this document is the property of the FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors). U.S. intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials, and individuals with a need-to-know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Procedures should be used to ensure this information is stored safely destroyed in a manner that prevents unauthorized access. Information being the FBI cannot be used in legal proceedings without receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the information online (US or a website or an unsecured network).

(U) Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate conduct, or maintain information on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of investigating activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the FBI will maintain no record describing how an individual exercises his rights, guaranteed by the First Amendment, unless expressly authorized by statute or by the individual herself when she consents to the use of her information in the course of an authorized law enforcement activity. Privacy Act of 1974, section (5)(c).

(U//FOUO) Within this legal framework, the information contained in this document is intended to provide timely information to appropriately law enforcement and public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, persons, and the public from imminent threats of violent and criminal activity. This document is intended as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a comprehensive record of ongoing investigations. The information contained in this document is to be interpreted into any formal or informal written document without the authorization of the FBI, DEA, or other law enforcement agency. Unauthorized use of this information may jeopardize national security and/or criminal investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm to innocent persons or create undue discrimination against the FBI's interest in freedom of speech.

(U) This communication is intended to provide timely information to appropriately law enforcement and public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, persons, and the public from imminent threats of violent and criminal activity. It is related to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement investigation of violent activity. Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain information on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of investigating activities protected by the First Amendment.
(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive Summary

(U) THE FBI, IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL PARTNERS, CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS.

(U) With the recent threats and civil disturbance at the United States Capital targeting members of Congress; state, local, and tribal law enforcement jurisdictions are requested to maintain operational awareness of their respective Congressional Representative's district offices and residences for any types of threats or potential criminal activity. b7E -1

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021

- 
- (U) There are currently 51 identified demonstrations in the National Capitol Region scheduled on or before 20 January, three of which are expected to involve civil disobedience, arrests, and violence, according to the US Capitol Police. b7E -1,2
- (U) 

- (U) As of 15 January, United States Secret Service (USSS) has closed the National Mall. No permits have been issued yet so the potential event locations may change. b7E -1,2

- (U) As of 15 January, the number of National Guard personnel in Washington, DC exceeds 7,200, and the number will expand above 11,000 by 16 January. Metal anti-scale fencing has been installed around the US Capitol Complex and other areas on Capitol Hill in advance of the Presidential Inauguration.

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION
On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL (https://fbi.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 1400 on 15 January, the FBI has received more than 137,668 digital media tips.
(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES

(U) Potential of criminal offenses or violence related to the 6 January 2021 Electoral College certification of the 2020 Presidential Election results for situational awareness — past/ongoing (within last 12-24 hours) and planned (next 12-24 hours) 

(U) Past/Ongoing in the last 12 – 24 Hours

- (U/FOUO) On 13 January the House of Representatives impeached President Trump

(U) Planned in the next 12 – 24 Hours

- (U) Nothing Significant to Report

(U) UPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES

(U) Possible catalysts to help understand potential flashpoints for upcoming violence, including anniversaries of past events, ongoing legal cases of past incidents where milestones could result in community reaction, or recent events during criminal activity associated with protests (injuries, etc.) that could spark local responses.

(U) Potential Flashpoints by Geographic Location

- b7E -1,2
- b7E -1,2
- b7E -1,2
Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President-Elect Biden ahead of the presidential inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP-Elect Harris and Speaker Pelosi.
As of 13 January, identified commercial airline companies are temporarily banning firearms or ammunition on flights to DC-area airports.

As of 6 January, the FBI issued a request for information leading to the location, arrest, and conviction of the person(s) responsible for the placement of the suspected pipe bombs on 6 January in Washington, D.C. The FBI is offering a reward of up to $50,000 for information.

On 15 January, the FBI disseminated a Public Service Announcement titled “Iranian Cyber Actors Continue to Threaten US Election Officials” (Alert Number 1-01152-1-PSA) to assist the public in recognizing Iranian activity intended to create fear, divisions, and mistrust in the United States and undermine public confidence in the US electoral process.

On 14 January, a Joint Threat Assessment titled “58th Presidential Inauguration, Washington, D.C.” was produced by the FBI and DHS/USCS, with input from multiple US Intelligence Community and law enforcement partners. This product is intended to support federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial government agencies and authorities in identifying priorities, as well as private sector security partners, for protective measures and support activity regarding terrorism and other existing or emerging threats to homeland security.
From: 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:39 PM
To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: FW: LEA LEAD

Copy. It hink what he is describing is

I’ll loop in

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by calling.

On Jan 16, 2021 2:25 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Can the two of you look at this? I asked for his contact information in case this has potential application.

Thank you

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: 
Date: January 14, 2021 at 06:59:20 PST
To: 

Happy 2021 to you and yours. I suspect the FBI has this under control, but an reached out to offer this as an option. He thought the FBI should know about this capability and reached out to me. I’m passing this lead to you my friend. Be well.
Thanks!

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:47 PM
To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: LEA LEAD

Contact info below if we decide Just mention referred us. He was

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

--------- Forwarded message ---------
Date: Jan 16, 2021 2:35 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: LEA LEAD
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: Just have whomever reaches out mention my name. I sent his contact info via text, but also below;

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 16, 2021, at 11:25, Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) wrote:

? Thank you!!! I will get this to my folks!! I may need his contact information.

Happy 2021 to you as well.

Jill

From:
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:20 PM
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - LEA LEAD
Most xclnt.

SK
TSC

On Jan 16, 2021 12:20, wrote:

Attached is the information you requested. We had our folks go

The attached spreadsheet contains two sheets. One sheet contains

and the second contains

will be easier
to read on the Samsung, but both will likely be easier to review/read on a computer. The information on

sheet is lengthy, but we wanted to include it for your analysts to review.

If you need us to change the formatting or need us to provide anything further please don’t hesitate to reach out.

Thanks!!
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 6:13 PM
To: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI); Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)
Cc: Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI);

Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event

Similar to my red side earlier we need to spreadsheet /track which needs to be summarized for execs but readily available for all of us and current.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Date: Jan 16, 2021 3:11 PM
Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event
To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" "Kable, Charles H. (TSC) (FBI)"
Cc: All: 

Here are the numbers for 16 January related to the Capitol event:
Thank you!

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 12:20 PM, wrote:

Attached is the information you requested. We had our folks go through it and the second contains will be easier to read on the Samsung, but both will likely be easier to review/read on a computer. The information on sheet is lengthy, but we wanted to include it for your analysts to review.

If you need us to change the formatting or need us to provide anything further please don’t hesitate to reach out.

Thanks!!

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 6:33 PM
To: Herring, Jason V. (TSC) (FBI)
Cc: Kable, Charles H. (TSC) (FBI)
Subject: RE: Names
Kohler, Alan E. Jr. (CD) (FBI)

From: Kohler, Alan E. Jr. (CD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 6:44 PM
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: Thank you

:-)

Alan E. Kohler, Jr.
Assistant Director
FBI Counterintelligence Division

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)” wrote:
Colleagues —

I want to thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and threats leading up to the Inauguration. I know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution which not only has assisted our investigations, but supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and I will be happy to return the favor in the future!

Thank you!!

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

You're kicking ass. Let us know what you need.

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
I want to thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and threats leading up to the Inauguration. I know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution which not only has assisted our investigations, but supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and I will be happy to return the favor in the future!
Thank you!!
Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI(21cv1168)-4132
This just reminded me that I want to know more on the portion brought up at the 4pm. I am sure you can't reply on this, but please pass to all of us on Red.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: SIOC
Date: Jan 16, 2021 6:24 PM
Subject: NC3 EXECUTIVE UPDATE 1630 16 JAN 2021
To: HQ-DIV22-SIOC-DD-ADD-EADS
Cc: SIOC

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Critical Incident Response Group Division (CIRG)

DETAILS: Please see attached NC3 Executive Update.

This document is internal and may not be released outside the FBI without prior authorization

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712
Emergency Action Specialist: | Watch Commander: SSA
situational awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Thank you!!!

Colleagues —

I want to thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and threats leading up to the Inauguration. I know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution which not only has assisted our investigations, but supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and I will be happy to return the favor in the future!

Thank you!!

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:21 PM
To: Byron, Pamela (DI) (FBI)
Cc: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI); Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: in SitRep

It's in here. First page executive summary

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 7:15 PM, "Byron, Pamela (DI) (FBI)" wrote:

Just circling back up on your question during the meeting with the D-__________ has not been in either the OPE or internal sitreps, though we are including some information in this evening’s. I think previously that reporting may have been coming up to you via the _______ update. What we are including this evening is on _____ but just wanted to close the loop that our SitRep hadn’t been previously reporting that.

Let us know if you have any more questions on this particular topic.

Thanks!

Pam
Just FYI from our friend at WFO.... he also said Agents and TFOs with appropriate identification will likely be allowed to utilize the closed bridges, but professional staff personnel will not..... apparently professional staff personnel from Virginia have two transportation options: 1) drive personal vehicle and use the Key Bridge or alternate route through Maryland or 2) utilize the shuttle.....

See below. Click on the link highlighted below for traffic closures.

**Traffic Disruptions Throughout Washington, D.C. Area Due to Upcoming Inauguration**

In preparation for the upcoming Presidential Inauguration, there will be many road closures beginning at different times through the inauguration. This includes four bridges leading into the District of Columbia from Virginia. These closures will begin at various times depending on the security situation and are subject to change without notice. The bridges to close include the Theodore Roosevelt, Arlington Memorial, I-395, and 14th Street bridges (please see map below). If you must travel in or around these areas, please ensure you include extra travel time, have alternate routes prepared, follow all posted signage, and heed all law enforcement instructions.

Additional information about traffic restrictions related to the inauguration can be found [here](#).

**Map of bridges that will close (bridges marked with a red line):**
Ok, thanks. This is crazy!!

On Jan 16, 2021 7:35 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Just FYI from our friend at WFO... he also said Agents and TFOs with appropriate identification will likely be allowed to utilize the closed bridges, but professional staff personnel will not..... apparently professional staff personnel from Virginia have two transportation options: 1) drive personal vehicle and use the Key Bridge or alternate route through Maryland or 2) utilize the shuttle.....

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 7:09 PM 
Subject: FW: Traffic information 
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc:
FYSA

See below. Click on the link highlighted below for traffic closures.

Traffic Disruptions Throughout Washington, D.C. Area Due to Upcoming Inauguration

In preparation for the upcoming Presidential Inauguration, there will be many road closures beginning at different times through the inauguration. This includes four bridges leading into the District of Columbia from...
Thank you, happy to help.

- Tonya

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Colleagues –

I want to thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and threats leading up to the Inauguration. I know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution which not only has assisted our investigations, but supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and I will be happy to return the favor in the future!

Thank you!!

Jill

Jill Sanborn

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Think still has rooms?.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

------------- Forwarded message -------------
From: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc:

------------- Forwarded message -------------
From: "Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI)"
Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)"
"Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI)"
"Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"

---
Good afternoon all,

Please find the latest guidance on parking:

**Update on Parking**

**Parking at Hotels:**
- Parking Reimbursement is authorized
  - Travelers should leverage JEH/WFO as a first priority prior to using the Valet option at the hotel or attempt to find reasonable parking in the area if possible
  - Travelers should use their government travel card at the hotel and submit for parking reimbursement in TRIP using

**Parking in JEH (Includes WFO employees if needed):**
- Individuals can park in JEH in the following marked locations: Temporary, Mission Need, Bucar, CarPool, Contractor, and Van Pool parking
  - please pull your vehicle all the way in and do not block other available parking spots
- Vehicles must be unlocked with keys left in the car
- Name and contact number clearly shown on dash

If you have any questions, please reach out to the BOC at

**Parking for Commuter Bus at Pentagon/Pentagon City Mall:**
For those employees leveraging the commuter van to please use the directions below as follows:

- pickup at
-

Additional Notes:

If you have opted out of the room, there is no action to take. If you do not check-in to the hotel then the FBI's held room will either go to another FBI employee or the organization will not be charged. If you need to request additional nights, please coordinate with the front desk to see if there are any available rooms on the FBI's block of reserved rooms. If there are not any available rooms but you require lodging and are supporting the CP, you are authorized to reserve your own room, as long as it is at or under the government rate. If this is the case, we will work to get your 2-/50 mile waiver approved once this event has completed.

With the number of modifications, updating the FFD list has become a challenge and we want to make sure your focus is on the operations and not the lodging logistics. With that said, please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have for lodging or expenses. FMU and RMS will ensure all authorized personnel are taken care of during this time so that your focus does not have to be diverted from the operational and CP matters.

Thank you all,

From: 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 7:54 PM
To: Michael H. (CTD) (FBI), Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI), Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI), Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)
All-

Thank you very much for your patience today. FFD is working hard to accommodate as many people as possible. Undoubtedly there will be changes to shifts and updated rosters or the unfortunate chance of a missed name. If new requests come in, they are authorized to find their own lodging at the government rate and go through the normal TRIP process attaching the SIOC email for support on the 50/20 mile waiver.

Note that several updates to this list have been provided FFD and the attachment reflects the list the FFD was working from at the time when they were able to secure rooms. If you do not see a name on this list, please forward this email to that person for directions and awareness that they are authorized to find their own lodging at the government rate. We only ask that they coordinate with the [name redacted] and myself, for awareness, if requiring lodging.

There are 3 hotels and all names are coded by color. I don't think anyone has to switch hotels which is a miracle. Various modes of transportation are shutting down so we did our best to find hotels within walking distance.

Hotels:

Cc:
Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD)
(FBI) Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)
Serdinak, Christopher (CTD) (FBI)
Most metros are shutting down starting today so please have your folks plan accordingly.

Instructions:

- Provide your government ID and creds - your name is on a roster provided to the hotel
- Provide your government travel card for incidentals only - the hotel room is paid for on a corporate contract
- If you the metro is open or alternate form of transportation is able to be obtained - please submit a TRIP voucher for reimbursement.
- Only lodging, not M&IE, may be claimed for those travelers within 20 miles from the home of record and permanent duty station. (If you work at JEH normally - you are not eligible for M&IE)
- Please call if there are any issues

Thanks,
Can you ask if any still have room all i found close are 450 a night....

On Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 2:31 PM
Subject: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations
To: "Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)"
"Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI)"
"Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Just in case this helps you at all. The Google map link is decent and I think it may be helpful.....

Looks like I can go

Outbound I think

The bridge closures look like madness if they won't let LE in.

If hear folks try let me know

Thanks again

Jill

--- Forwarded message ---
From: SIOC
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE

SYNOPSIS: Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall.

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National Special Security Event (NSSE).
TRAFFIC PATTERNS/CLOSURES:

Please click on the following link for real time traffic street closures in the District:
https://www.google.com/maps/@38.8979386,-77.5612561,15z/data=!m1.37

Please click on the following link for USSS Street closure plan: https://www.nasa.gov/centers/armstrong/news/press/2021/01/2021_constellation-
mission-structure_index.html

Bridge Closures on January 19

Virginia Department of Transportation announced several interstate and bridge closures from 0600 Tuesday, January 19 through 0600 Thursday, January 21 to include the following:
- Theodore Roosevelt Memorial bridge
- Arlington Memorial Bridge
- Route 50 EB ramp to I-66
- Rochambeau Memorial Bridge
- Arland Williams, Jr. Memorial Bridge
- 14th Street bridges
- Route 1 NB from Reagan National Airport to I-295 NB
- Eads Street NB ramp to I-295 Express Lanes
- George Washington Memorial Parkway (GW) SB ramp to I-66 EB
- GW Parkway NB ramp to I-395 NB, and GW Parkway SB ramp to I-395 NB
- I-66 EB traffic will be diverted at Route 110 (Exit 75); I-395 NB traffic will be diverted at the GW (Exit 10B)
- I-395 NB Express Lane traffic will be diverted into the main lanes near Edsall Road.

The Frances Scott Key Memorial Bridge will remain open
This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you receive this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOG
From: |  
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:10 PM  
To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)  
Cc: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI); |  
Subject: Re:  

Kristyn and I have done a great job coordinating this with me and other elements of through the week. Please let me know if you have additional questions.

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by calling |

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)  
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:19 PM  
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)  
Cc: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI) Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI) |  
Subject:  

Jill,  

has drafted the below language which Dimos says looks good. If you're good with this approach I'd recommend we run it up to John as this will end up with the ADD.
I have [blank] on here for review too.

Best,
Kristyn
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:11 PM
To: 
Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE
Attachments: 

For us it looks like
Inbound we can go
Outbound I think

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: SIOC
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE
To: HQ-ALL-USERS
Cc: SIOC

UNCLASSIFIED//FOC

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police

SYNOPSIS: Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall.

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National Special Security Event (NSSE).
You want to tee up to John for his ok for me?? I am just behind on this topic and you have been so involved.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:09 PM, kristyn and have done a great job coordinating this with me and other elements of throughout the week. Please let me know if you have additional questions.

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted it to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by calling.
On Jan 16, 2021 9:10 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

For us it looks like

Inbound we can go

Outbound I think

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

--- Forwarded message ---

UNCLASSIFIED/FOC

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION
& OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police

SYNOPSIS: Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall.

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National Special Security Event (NSS).
We could prob get you a bu car with lights from

--- Forwarded message ---

From: SIOC
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE

To: HQ-ALL-USERS, SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ, WFO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT
Cc: SIOC

UNCLASSIFIED/FORGO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police

SYNOPSIS: Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall.

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National Special Security Event (NSSSE).
No problem

On Jan 16, 2021 9:12 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
You want to tee up to John for his ok for me?? I am just behind on this topic and you have been so involved.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:09 PM, ____________________________ wrote:
Kristyn and I have done a great job coordinating this with me and other elements of ______ throughout the week.

Please let me know if you have additional questions.
Good evening Ma'am,

Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels.

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, it would be covered.

I will check with FFD now.
But its way expensive now out at other hotels

On Jan 16, 2021 9:32 PM, [Name] wrote:
Good evening Ma'am,
Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels.
Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, it would be covered.
I will check with FFD now.

On Jan 16, 2021 8:39 PM, [Name] wrote:
Think still has rooms?.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc:
Thank you

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:31 PM, wrote:
No problem

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by calling

On Jan 16, 2021 9:12 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
You want to tee up to John for his ok for me?? I am just behind on this topic and you have been so involved.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:09 PM, wrote:
Kristyn and I have done a great job coordinating this with me and other elements of OGC throughout the week. Please let me know if you have additional questions.
10-4. I am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block.

As soon as I hear back, I will confirm with you. I am emailing and texting my POC, so I believe one of these alerts should reach them.

I will keep you informed. I am sorry the headache this is probably causing.

On Jan 16, 2021 9:37 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
But its way expensive now out at other hotels

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:32 PM, I wrote:
Good evening Ma'am,

Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels.

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, it would be covered.

I will check with FFD now.

On Jan 16, 2021 8:39 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Think still has rooms?.
No problem. I have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know, I don't love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help much.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:41 PM, [redacted] wrote:
10-4. I am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block.

As soon as I hear back, I will confirm with you. I am emailing and texting my POC, so I believe one of these alerts should reach them.

I will keep you informed. I am sorry the headache this is probably causing.

On Jan 16, 2021 9:37 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" [redacted] wrote:
But its way expensive now out at other hotels

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:32 PM, [redacted] wrote:
Good evening Ma'am,

Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels.

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, it would be covered.

I will check with FFD now.
No problem ma'am. I will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option.

I will update you very soon.

Respectfully,

On Jan 16, 2021 9:44 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
No problem. I have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know. I don't love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help much.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:41 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
10-4. I am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block.

As soon as I hear back, I will confirm with you. I am emailing and texting my POC, so I believe one of these alerts should reach them.

I will keep you informed. I am sorry the headache this is probably causing.

Mike

On Jan 16, 2021 9:37 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
But it's way expensive now out at other hotels.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
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Thank you. And if I found one close what do you think about price?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:47 PM, [redacted] wrote:
No problem ma'am. I will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option.

I will update you very soon.

Respectfully,

- 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:44 PM, [redacted] wrote:
No problem. I have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know, I don't love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help much

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:41 PM, [redacted] wrote:
10-4. I am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block.

As soon as I hear back, I will confirm with you. I am emailing and texting my POC, so I believe one of these alerts should reach them.

I will keep you informed. I am sorry the headache this is probably causing.
FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates.

My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. I can coordinate with someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat.

If you concur, I will reach out to with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you decided to take a room, he can take action.

On Jan 16, 2021 9:54 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Thank you. And if I found one close what do you think about price?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:47 PM, wrote:

No problem ma'am. I will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option.

I will update you very soon.

Respectfully,

On Jan 16, 2021 9:44 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

No problem. I have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know. I don't love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help much
Once you find out what is available let me know. No rush. I am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow anyway!!

Thank you

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 10:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates.

My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. I can coordinate with [Redacted] or someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat.

If you concur, I will reach out to [Redacted] with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you decided to take a room, he can take action.

On Jan 16, 2021 9:54 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thank you. And if I found one close what do you think about price?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 9:47 PM, [Redacted] wrote:
No problem ma'am. I will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option.

I will update you very soon.
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:04 PM
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: RE: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE

Thanks

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:10 PM
To:
Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE

Just in case this helps you at all. The Google map link is decent and I think it may be helpful....

Looks like I can go
Outbound I think

The bridge closures look like madness if they won’t let LE in.

If hear folks try let me know

Thanks again

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

--- Forwarded message ---

From: SIOC
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE
To: HQ-ALL-USERS
Cc: SIOC

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police

SYNOPSIS: Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National Special Security Event (NSSE).
Sounds great. I will update you as soon as I can.

Be safe and let me know if you need anything.

I will be in touch soon.

---

On Jan 16, 2021 10:04 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Once you find out what is available let me know. No rush. I am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow anyway!!

Thank you

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---

On Jan 16, 2021 10:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates.

My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. I can coordinate with [ ] or someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat.

If you concur, I will reach out to [ ] with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you decided to take a room, he can take action.

---

On Jan 16, 2021 9:54 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thank you. And if I found one close what do you think about price?
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:06 PM

To: [Blank]

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations

Thanks

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 10:05 PM, [Blank] wrote:
Sounds great. I will update you as soon as I can.

Be safe and let me know if you need anything.

I will be in touch soon.

- 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:04 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" [Blank] wrote:
Once you find out what is available let me know. No rush. I am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow anyway!!

Thank you

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 10:02 PM, [Blank] wrote:
FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates.

My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. I can coordinate with [Blank] or someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat.

If you concur, I will reach out to [Blank] with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you decided to take a room, he can take action.
Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

--------------- Forwarded message ---------------
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM
Subject: 
To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)"
Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
"Schliendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBI)"
"Dimos, Nicholas (FFD) (FBI)"
"Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI)"

Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness.

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote:

I concur.

Paul,

Please see below for your awareness and approval. I anticipate FFD might be reaching out as well. I support this request, particularly since

Please let me know what else you may need to assist your decision. Thank you.

Regards,
John

(Cell)
(Desk)
Morning Jill,

FYI the field, via HRD (and me), has been requesting a special case code for all that is ongoing. I know the initial reaction was to limit it to HQ, but curious about your thoughts on expanding it. Strategically I think there might also be value in separately capturing all the OT if ever asked how many resources it took to do this.

Best,
Kristyn

---

--- Forwarded message -------
From: "Korneski, Douglas M. (ME) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:23 PM
Subject: Fwd: Question on OT
To: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: "Korneski, Douglas M. (ME) (FBI)"

Hey, Krystyn. I'm one of the SACs that reached out to Ralph (I wasn't sure who was handling OT issues).

Understand as of now OT for Capitol riot case is only for NCR, however, this is obviously a national crisis, with subjects and all-hands-on-deck everywhere. In ME we've had [paragraph about OT being a strain on resources]

has been burning the candle at both ends, even with support from other squads, especially for a FO our size, and right on the heels of the Christmas day bombing in Nashville. If feasible, OT would just be nice for all personnel supporting the WFO cases, but not necessarily for the additional PVCA and CP activities now required due to that event, which are more similar to the PVCA surges this summer and for the election.

Anyway, realize there's always red tape, so may not be doable, but any thought and consideration to the limited expansion of OT for other FOs specifically supporting WFO in their AORs would be appreciated.

Thanks,
Doug

---
Hey Doug, FYI on the below, Kristyn should be able to provide more information. Hope this helps and let me know if you need anything additional.

Thanks and all the best - Ralph

Hi Ralph,

So sorry for the delay! Right now the only special case codes are for investigation into the events at the Capitol and pipe bombs for WFO, HQ, and FOs TDYd in. CiRG had a separate Inauguration line of effort one. That being said a) send them my way, and b) I'll double tap on trying to see if we can get ADD approval more broadly. Yesterday it didn't seem hopeful since they didn't do it for over the summer but today is another day!

Best,
Kristyn

On Jan 16, 2021 4:25 PM, "Tursi, Ralph (CD) (FBI)" wrote:
Hi Kristyn and hope all is well. We've received a few questions in HRD as to whether OT is authorized for Field Offices with a high ops tempo of PVCA investigations connected to the attack on the Capitol last week. I assume that CTD would make the call on that, and from HRD's perspective we're good with whatever you all decide. Should I send folks your way on these questions or is there a better POC in CTD?

Really appreciate the help during a busy time for you and your team.

Thanks and all the best - Ralph
Thanks!

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

------ Forwarded message ------
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM
Subject: | To: | Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
"Schlendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBI)" "Dimos, Nicholas (FFD) (FBI)"
"Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI)"
Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness.

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote:

I concur.

Paul,

Please see below for your awareness and approval. I anticipate FFD might be reaching out as well. I support this request, particularly since

Please let me know what else you may need to assist your decision. Thank you.

Regards,
John

(FBI(21cv1168)-4277)
Good Morning. Just wanted to confirm you received from SIOC.... double checking they added you.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: SIOC
Date: Jan 16, 2021 11:47 PM
Subject: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/16/2021
To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ
Cc: SIOC

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach II:

Good evening,
Please find attached the 16 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the violence associated with lawful protests.

Please note that this document is Unclassified//Law Enforcement Sensitive (U//LES). The FBI Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat.

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//LES
Good Morning.
Can you remind me if we did so for Portland this summer/fall?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
cell

On Jan 17, 2021 6:38 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

FYI the field, via HRD (and me), has been requesting a special case code for all that is ongoing. I know the initial reaction was to limit it to HQ, but curious about your thoughts on expanding it. Strategically I think there might also be value in separately capturing all the OT if ever asked how many resources it took to do this.

Best,
Kristyn

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Korneski, Douglas M. (ME) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:23 PM
Subject: Fwd: Question on OT
To: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc:

Hey, Kristyn. I’m one of the SACs that reached out to Ralph (I wasn’t sure who was handling OT issues).

Understand as of now OT for Capitol riot case is only for NCR, however, this is obviously a national crisis, with subjects and all-hands-on-deck everywhere. In ME we’ve had has been burning the candle at both ends, even with support from other squads, especially for a FO our size, and right on the heels of the Christmas day bombing in Nashville. If feasible, OT would just be nice for all personnel supporting the WFO cases, but not necessarily for the additional PVCA and CP activities now required due to that event, which are more similar to the PVCA surges this summer and for the election.

Anyway, realize there’s always red tape, so may not be doable, but any thought and consideration to the
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)  
Subject: Fwd  
To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)  
Sent: January 17, 2021 8:14 AM (UTC-05:00)  

I never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer?

Jill Sanborn  
Federal Bureau of Investigation  

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:  
Thanks!

-  

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD)" wrote:  

Jill Sanborn  
Federal Bureau of Investigation  

-------- Forwarded message --------  
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI)"  
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM  
Subject:  
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI), Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI), Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI), Schlendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBI), Dimos, Nicholas (FFD) (FBI), Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI)  
Cc:  

Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness.

-  

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote:  

I concur.  
Paul,

Please see below for your awareness and approval. I anticipate FFD might be reaching out as well. I support this request, particularly since

Please let me know what else you may need to assist your decision. Thank you.

Regards,  
John
They should have those details, but let me confirm with [ ] I think [ ]

- 

On Jan 17, 2021 8:13 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
I never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thanks!

- 

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM.
Subject: 
To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)"
Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" [ ] "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" [ ] "Schilendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBI)" [ ] "Dimos, Nicholas (FFD) (FBI)"

Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness.

-
On Jan 17, 2021 8:29 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
They should have those details, but let me confirm with[...]. I think[...]

On Jan 17, 2021 8:13 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
I never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thanks!

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM
Subject:
To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)"
Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
"Schlendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBI)" "Dimos, Nicholas (FFD) (FBI)"
"Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI)"

Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness.

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote:
Yeah respond with a sir as I understand.... but nick and crew chime in if I missed anything kind of caveats.

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 8:41 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

- 

On Jan 17, 2021 8:29 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
They should have those details, but let me confirm with [I think] 

- 

On Jan 17, 2021 8:13 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
I never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thanks!

- 

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Let's discuss status on below daily

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) Subject interviews
   (like the one in combined with adds was great)
5) 
6) 
7) 

Anything else?

Lets try to chat at 1030 m.t.w.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI(21cv1168)-4328
Got it.

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Let's discuss status on below daily

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) Subject interviews
   (like the one in combined with adds was great)

5) 

6) 

7) 

Anything else?

Lets try to chat at 1030 m,t,w.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 10:10 AM
To: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Cc: 
Subject: Lines of Effort

Good copy.

- 

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Let's discuss status on below daily

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) Subject interviews (like the one in combined with adds was great)
5) 
6) 
7) 

Anything else?

Lets try to chat at 1030 m,t,w.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
FBI(21cv1168)-4330
Sounds good. Making my way into the city now.

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Let's discuss status on below daily

1)  
2)  
3)  
4) Subject interviews 
5) (like the one in combined with adds was great)  
6)  
7)  

Anything else?

Lets try to chat at 1030 m,t,w.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI(21cv1168)-4331
On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Let's discuss status on below daily.

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) Subject interviews
   (like the one in combined with adds was great)
5) 
6) 
7) 

Anything else?

Let's try to chat at 1030 m,t,w.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 1:34 PM
To: Knapp, Larissa L. (SecD) (FBI)
Subject: This helpful at all.

Got this from a friend at WFO if helpful to include in SIOC directions

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

b7E -3
From: fo
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 3:59 PM
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Cc: 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations

AD Sanborn,

FFD has confirmed you have a room at [redacted] for tonight and I believe it is through [redacted]. I have asked to confirm date range but that was my original ask. When you check in (if you choose to stay at the hotel) they can confirm your length of stay. Unfortunately FFD is coordinating directly with hotel, so I do not have the ability to confirm myself.

The address to the hotel is:

[redacted]

On Jan 16, 2021 10:06 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thanks

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
cell

On Jan 16, 2021 10:05 PM, [redacted] wrote:
Sounds great. I will update you as soon as I can.

Be safe and let me know if you need anything.

I will be in touch soon.

[redacted]

On Jan 16, 2021 10:04 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Once you find out what is available let me know. No rush. I am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow anyway!!

Thank you
Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Here are the numbers for 17 January related to the Capitol event:

FBI(21cv1168)-4352
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks!

BU Phone:  
(UE)  
(UE)
You tracking the need for additional assistance?

---

-------- Forwarded message --------

From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56
Subject: Thank you and one more day?
To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)" "Fair, Craig (SF) (FBI)"
"Turner, Suzanne (SD) (FBI)" "Johnson, Kristi K. (LA) (FBI)"
Cc: "Farley, Keri E. (NY) (FBI)" "Ehsaei, Amir (LA) (FBI)"
All -

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor.

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their RDO somewhere else in the week). They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the bucket down to an even level. which is what your teams are working on. In a different bucket,

We are going to ask some other field offices to help beyond our request to you. We know we are slamming many of your offices with additional leads to cover within your AORs.

If there are folks who you can spare and would like to still assist with this project for overtime, we are more than willing to continue accepting their help. We would just need to know who these individuals are so we can make sure the documentation stays pure.

Thank you again,

WFO

Jennifer Leigh Moore
Special Agent in Charge
Washington Field Office - Intelligence

FBI (21CV1168)-4354
No....

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation
cell

On Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM, "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)" wrote:
You tracking the need for additional assistance?

---

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56
Subject: Thank you and one more day?
To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)" "Fair, Craig (SF) (FBI)"
"Turner, Suzanne (SD) (FBI)" "Johnson, Kristi K. (LA) (FBI)"
Cc: "Farley, Keri E. (NY) (FBI)" "Ehsaei, Amir (LA) (FBI)"
All -

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor.

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their RDO somewhere else in the week). They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the bucket down to an even level, which is what your teams are working on. In a different bucket, we are going to ask some other field offices to help beyond our request to you. We know we are slamming many of your offices with additional leads to cover within your AORs.

If there are folks who you can spare and would like to still assist with this project for overtime, we are more than willing to continue accepting their help. We would just need to know who these individuals are so we can make sure the documentation stays pure.

Thank you again,
Thanks. Got it an hour ago. Working through it for integration im overall sheet.

- 

On Jan 17, 2021 4:51 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: __________________________________________
Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:04 PM
Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event
To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" "Kable, Charles H. (TSC) (FBI)" "Herring, Jason V.
Cc: 
All: 

Here are the numbers for 17 January related to the Capitol event:
These coming through NC3?

---

----- Forwarded message -----  
From: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)"  
Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM  
Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day?  
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"  
Cc:  
You tracking the need for additional assistance?

---

----- Forwarded message -----  
From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"  
Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56  
Subject: Thank you and one more day?  
To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)"  
"Fair, Craig (SF) (FBI)"  
"Turner, Suzanne (SD) (FBI)"  
"Johnson, Kristi K. (LA) (FBI)"  
Cc: "Farley, Keri E. (NY) (FBI)"  
"Ehsaei, Amir (LA) (FBI)"  
All -

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor.

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their RDO somewhere else in the week). They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the bucket down to an even level, which is what your teams are working on. In a different bucket, we are going to ask some other field offices to help beyond our request to you. We know we are slamming many of your offices with additional leads to cover within your AORs.

If there are folks who you can spare and would like to still assist with this project for overtime, we are more
Negative. Just routed it to CIRG at NC3 for action.

On Jan 17, 2021 5:38 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
These coming through NC3?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

------------ Forwarded message ------------
From: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM
Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day?
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: 
You tracking the need for additional assistance?

------------ Forwarded message ------------
From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56
Subject: Thank you and one more day?
To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)" "Fair, Craig (SF) (FBI)"
"Turner, Suzanne (SD) (FBI)" "Johnson, Kristi K. (LA) (FBI)"
Cc: "Fairley, Keri E. (NY) (FBI)" "Ehsaei, Amir (LA) (FBI)"
All -
First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor.

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their RDO somewhere else in the week). They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the bucket down to an even level.
Thank you

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 6:09 PM, "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Negative. Just routed it to CIRG at NC3 for action.

On Jan 17, 2021 5:38 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
These coming through NC3?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM
Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day?
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc:
You tracking the need for additional assistance?

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56
Subject: Thank you and one more day?
To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)" "Fair, Craig (SF) (FBI)"
"Turner, Suzanne (SD) (FBI)" "Johnson, Kristi K. (LA) (FBI)"
Cc: "Farley, Keri E. (NY) (FBI)" "Ehsaei, Amir (LA) (FBI)"
All -
Thank you. I came home tonight. How does the block work. Because I came home will they still hold or give away?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 3:59 PM, AD Sanborn, wrote:

FFD has confirmed you have a room at ________ for tonight and I believe it is through ________ I have asked to confirm date range but that was my original ask. When you check in (if you choose to stay at the hotel) they can confirm your length of stay. Unfortunately FFD is coordinating directly with hotel, so I do not have the ability to confirm myself.

The address to the hotel is:

On Jan 16, 2021 10:06 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Thanks

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 16, 2021 10:05 PM, __________ wrote:

Sounds great. I will update you as soon as I can.

Be safe and let me know if you need anything.

I will be in touch soon.
From: [Redacted]  
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:21 PM  
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)  
Cc: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)  
Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations  

AD Sanborn,

I can confirm you are good through [Redacted] The hotel should hold the room for you because your name is listed on the daily report that FFD has provided to the front desk.

As for how it works, the room will be left open and the FBI should not be charged if someone does not check in.

We should be good but I will continue to be available at any time if there are any issues.

---

On Jan 17, 2021 6:15 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Thank you. I came home tonight. How does the block work. Because I came home will they still hold or give away?

On Jan 17, 2021 3:59 PM, [Redacted] wrote:
AD Sanborn,

FFD has confirmed you have a room at [Redacted] for tonight and I believe it is through [Redacted] I have asked to confirm date range but that was my original ask. When you check in (if you choose to stay at the hotel) they can confirm your length of stay. Unfortunately FFD is coordinating directly with hotel, so I do not have the ability to confirm myself.

The address to the hotel is: [Redacted]
Thank you!!

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 6:21 PM, wrote:
AD Sanborn,

I can confirm you are good through The hotel should hold the room for you because your name is listed on the daily report that FFD has provided to the front desk.

As for how it works, the room will be left open and the FBI should not be charged if someone does not check in.

We should be good but I will continue to be available at any time if there are any issues.

-

On Jan 17, 2021 6:15 PM, wrote:
AD Sanborn,

Thank you. I came home tonight. How does the block work. Because I came home will they still hold or give away?

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 3:59 PM, wrote:
AD Sanborn,

FFD has confirmed you have a room at for tonight and I believe it is through
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:09 AM
To: Hwang, Sandrea I. (CTD) (DET); 
Subject: Fwd: FBINET to UNET Uploaded Files

Thanks this is one

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

On Jan 17, 2021 10:19 PM, wrote:
Boss, Sandrea,

I sent on red too. The stuff I added is highlighted in yellow. I deleted a few bullets that were OBE.

Boss - I could not find anything about but will get with first thing in the AM to see if they have something on that. But I think I was able to add everything else you mentioned during our call.

I should be in by 8 if more is needed!

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 17, 2021 10:14 PM
Subject: 
To: 
Cc: 

FBI(21cv1168)-4404
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Hello!!

We are hanging in over here!! Alan and Nikki have been helping me survive!

That is funny On A/SecDef. He and I have kept crossing paths through our careers.

Take care and keep up the great work over there

Jill

---

Jill,

Hoping you are doing well on your end — thank you for your continued support to WFO. Just wanted to pass a quick note since he was just here, that the A/SecDef commented he “was a huge Jill Sanborn fan.” Stay safe.

V/R Stacey

Stacey R. Moy
Special Agent in Charge
FBI Washington Field Office
Office Mobile

FBI(21cv168)-4446
From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 5:10 PM
To: Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI); Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)
Cc: Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From:
Date: Jan 18, 2021 3:55 PM
Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event
To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)" "Kable, Charles H. (TSC) (FBI)"
Cc: All: 

Here are the numbers for 18 January related to the Capitol event:

FBI(21cv1168)-4459
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks!
Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)

From: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)  
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 6:59 AM  
To: 

Subject: Summary Talking Points - 

All -

I received a few questions on this last night from [Below is the update from on current access.]

is aware of this information [Kevin]

Per our conversation.

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM  
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points - 
To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: 
Kevin-

Per our conversation.

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:46 PM  
Subject: Summary Talking Points - 
To: 
Cc: 

Per EM's ask below is a summary relating to 

Passing for your awareness. Thanks for your time tonight to work this through!

Take care,
Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)  
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:02 AM  
To: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI),  
Subject: Summary Talking Points -

Thank you Kevin.

Jill Sanborn  
Federal Bureau of Investigation  

On Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM, "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:  
All -

I received a few questions on this last night from is aware of this information,  

Kevin  

-------- Forwarded message --------

From:  
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM  
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points -  
To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"  
Cc:  

Per our conversation.

-------- Forwarded message --------

From:  
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:46 PM  
Subject: Summary Talking Points -  
To:  
Cc:  

Per EM's ask below is a summary relating to  

Passing for your awareness. Thanks for your time tonight to work this through!

Take care,
Just some background for you all

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

--- Forwarded message ---
From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM
Subject: Summary Talking Points

I received a few questions on this last night from [redacted]. Below is the update from [redacted] on current access. [redacted] is aware of this information.

Kevin

--- Forwarded message ---
From: [redacted]
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points

To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: [redacted]

Kevin-
Per our conversation.

--- Forwarded message ---
From: [redacted]
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:46 PM
Subject: Summary Talking Points

To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
From: Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) (FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:18 AM
To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI);
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points - b6 -1,2,3,5

Copy thanks

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Just some background for you all

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

------- Forwarded message -------
From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM
Subject: Summary Talking Points - b6 -1,2,3,5,13
To: All -
Cc:

I received a few questions on this last night from [redacted]. Below is the update from [redacted] on current access. [redacted] is aware of this information, [redacted].

Kevin

------- Forwarded message -------
From: [redacted]
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points - [redacted]
To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc:

Kevin-
Per our conversation.
From:                   
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:20 AM 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points -

Thanks!

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Just some background for you all

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM
Subject: Summary Talking Points -
To: 
Cc: All -

I received a few questions on this last night from 
Below is the update from on current access.

Kevin

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points -
To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: Kevin-

Per our conversation.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Thanks.

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:

Just some background for you all.

Jill

Jill Sanborn
Federal Bureau of Investigation

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM
Subject: Summary Talking Points
To: 
Cc: All -

I received a few questions on this last night from Below is the update from on current access. I am aware of this information.

Kevin

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points
To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: 

Kevin-

Per our conversation.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Thank you

Jill C. Tyson
Assistant Director
FBI Office of Congressional Affairs

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" wrote:
Just some background for you all

Jill

------- Forwarded message -------
From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM
Subject: Summary Talking Points
To: All -
Cc: 

I received a few questions on this last night from [illegible]. Below is the update from [illegible] on current access. [illegible] is aware of this information.

Kevin

------- Forwarded message -------
From: [illegible]
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points
To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)"
Cc: 
Kevin-
Boss asked me to pass on the following suggestion:

The JTTFs were established in 1980 to combat domestic terrorism, and with more than 200 nationwide, the JTTFs serve as force multipliers in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both foreign and domestic.

Or something like that—she likes the “force-multipliers” and “front line” phrases we used in some of her Congressional testimony!

I’m working on revising the response now. Do we have anything Handy that the Director said in his most recent congressional testimony about the Bureau’s posture on DT?
"A little known fact is that the JTTFs were actually created to combat DT. The first JTTF was stood up in New York in 1980 to combat the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago."

Let me find that language in case you want to use it, standby....

Two and three look ok to me but I am struggling with the first one.

Jill

Boss -
We got some questions from the Washington Post for an article that will be running this week (deadline COB today for our response) and I worked on the below responses to the inquiry. Please let us know your thoughts/edits. After CTD review, OPA will push it up their chain.
*In the wake of 9/11, the FBI focused like a laser on national security, but that was largely international terrorism-focused. Some observers say the bureau has not been aggressive enough in investigating domestic terrorists, as those who focus on international terror quickly rise up the ranks and classic criminal or DT investigators do not. Will the events of Jan. 6 serve to return the FBI to its roots or otherwise devote more resources to investigating domestic terrorism threats, or otherwise change the way it operates?

*There are obviously significant free speech concerns that come with investigating white supremacist and other domestic groups that distinguish those cases from international terrorism organizations. Will the bureau push for any new tools or laws to investigate domestic terrorism?

The FBI’s mission is to protect the American people and uphold the Constitution. That mission is both dual and simultaneous — it is not contradictory. The FBI investigates and responds to incidents only when an individual’s activity crosses the line from ideas and constitutionally protected activity to violence. The FBI defers to the legislative branch to work with leadership at the Department of Justice on whether any additional legislation is required. As we always have, the FBI will continue to use every legally authorized tool and statute afforded to us to both meet and combat the threats we face.

*The FBI is also facing criticism for not moving aggressively enough to act on the Intelligence that was coming in about Jan. 6 in advance. This is among the topics the IG is now investigating. Will the bureau change its protocols for investigating online threats or sharing threat information with local law enforcement partners?

We look forward to cooperating with the IG in its investigation and working with the Department of Justice to both examine and implement any appropriate changes that are suggested in its final report.

From: | Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 4:35 PM
To: | Cc: | Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB

Hello all,

I know you have so much on your plate, but I think we need to come up with a statement or two for this inquiry. I just spoke to the reporter and he’s looking for a response by 4 or 5p Tuesday, as he thinks this
I already tried pointing to the Director's recent testimony to demonstrate the importance we give to DT, as well as disruptions like the Michigan militia case. He noted critics would say if we are so focused on it then why did Jan 6 happen.

From: Zapotosky, Matt <matt.zapotosky@washpost.com>
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 2:05 PM
To: NPO <NPO@FaGOy>
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6

Hi--

I’m working on a story, which will post later this week, about how the U.S. national security apparatus might re-orient itself after the events of Jan. 6. Is there someone from the FBI who could speak to what changes you all plan to make in the wake of these events?

The story will explore a number of themes, including:

*In the wake of 9/11, the FBI focused like a laser on national security, but that was largely international terrorism-focused. Some observers say the bureau has not been aggressive enough in investigating domestic terrorists, as those who focus on international terror quickly rise up the ranks and classic criminal or DT investigators do not. Will the events of Jan. 6 serve to return the FBI to its roots or otherwise devote more resources to investigating domestic terrorism threats, or otherwise change the way it operates?

*There are obviously significant free speech concerns that come with investigating white supremacist and other domestic groups that distinguish those cases from international terrorism organizations. Will the bureau push for any new tools or laws to investigate domestic terrorism?

*The FBI is also facing criticism for not moving aggressively enough to act on the intelligence that was coming in about Jan. 6 in advance. This is among the topics the IG is now investigating. Will the bureau change its protocols for investigating online threats or sharing threat information with local law enforcement partners?

Many thanks,

Matt Zapotosky | The Washington Post
Slight tweak...

The FBI's No. 1 priority is fighting terrorism—both international and domestic. The first Joint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. Regardless of how the threat has evolved, our commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the subject. Today, we have more than 200 JTTF's across the country, where they serve as force multipliers in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the threats posed to our country and her people.

What do you think of this?

The first Joint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. As the nature of the terrorism threat changed, so too has the FBI's approach to defeating the threat. That commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the subject. Today, we have more than 200 JTTF's across the country, where they serve as force multipliers in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the threats posed to our country and her people.
Thoughts on Jill Sanborn

The FBI's No. 1 priority is fighting terrorism—both international and domestic. The first Joint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. Regardless of how the threat has evolved, our commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the subject. Today, we have more than 200 JTTF's across the country, where they serve as force multipliers in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the threats posed to our country and her people.
Here are the numbers for 19 January related to the Capitol event:

- FBI (21cv1168)-4531
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks!

BUPhone
(U)
(U)
Hi!!!

Boss suggests

Otherwise she’s good to go! Thanks all,

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:17 PM
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Cc: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB

Sending a clean copy that incorporates the input from today. Is this good to go from your point of view so we can send it up to OPA for awareness with the Director's Office?

*In the wake of 9/11, the FBI focused like a laser on national security, but that was largely international terrorism-focused. Some observers say the bureau has not been aggressive enough in investigating domestic terrorists, as those who focus on international terror quickly rise up the ranks and classic criminal or DT investigators do not. Will the events of Jan. 6 serve to return the FBI to its roots or otherwise devote more resources to investigating domestic terrorism threats, or otherwise change the way it operates?

The FBI’s No. 1 priority is fighting terrorism—both international and domestic. The first Joint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by separatist groups responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. Regardless of how the threat has evolved, our commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the subject. Today, we have more than 200 JTTF’s across the country, where they serve as force multipliers in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the threats posed to our country and her people.
*There are obviously significant free speech concerns that come with investigating white supremacist and other domestic groups that distinguish those cases from international terrorism organizations. Will the bureau push for any new tools or laws to investigate domestic terrorism?

The FBI's mission is to protect the American people and uphold the Constitution. That mission is both dual and simultaneous – it is not contradictory. The FBI investigates and responds to incidents only when an individual’s activity crosses the line from ideas and constitutionally protected activity to violence. The FBI defers to the legislative branch to work with leadership at the Department of Justice on whether any additional legislation is required. As we always have, the FBI will continue to use every legally authorized tool and statue afforded to us to both meet and combat the threats we face.

*The FBI is also facing criticism for not moving aggressively enough to act on the intelligence that was coming in about Jan. 6 in advance. This is among the topics the IG is now investigating. Will the bureau change its protocols for investigating online threats or sharing threat information with local law enforcement partners?

We look forward to cooperating with the IG in its investigation and working with the Department of Justice to both examine and implement any appropriate changes that are suggested in its final report.

---

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:05 AM
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)
Cc: 
Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB

Boss -

We got some questions from the Washington Post for an article that will be running this week (deadline COB today for our response) and I worked on the below responses to the inquiry. Please let us know your thoughts/edits. After CTD review, OPA will push it up their chain.

Thank you!

---

From: 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 4:35 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB

Hello all,